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Briscoe 
Appointed 
;£ By GAIL BURRIS 
and 
« • BILL SCOTT 
JT Texan Staff Writers 
A businessman , a lawyer and the 
"current vice-chairman of the University 
-System Board of Regents were named 
wlate, Monday afternoon by Gov. Oolph 
?£Briscoe to fill the three vacancies on the 
aboard. 
~ Walter G. Sterling of Houston and 
vThomas H. Law of Fort Worth, the new 
.^appointees, and Dan C. Williams, the 
X (Related Stories, Page 9.) 
jUioldover board member, were sworn in 
!$efore midnight Monday. 
The announcement surprised many 
l^who expected. former University Law 
: !3Dean Page Keeton to be selected. Keeion 
I'jjvas unavailable for comment Monday 
.knight. 
Shortly before the governor's an­
nouncement, Atty. Gen. John Hill ruled 
TBiat the terms of Regents Frank Erwin. 
Jenkins Garrett and Williams expired 
Jan. 10. This cleared the way for the ap­
pointments before the Legislature con­
venes at noon Tuesday. 
Law, 56, is a Fort Worth attorney and 
graduate of the University law school. 
He is past president of the Fort Worth 
Area Chamber of Commerce, former 
president of the State Junior Bar of Tex­
as, current'president of the University of 
Texas System Foundation, vice-
president of the University Law School 
Association and member of the Ex-
Students' Executive Council. 
He is a partner in the firm of Law, 
Snakard, Brown and Gambill. While at 
the University in 1939 he outpolled John 
Connally in the primary race for presi­
dent of the student body but was defeated 
by the former governor of Texas in the 
runoffs. 
Sterling, 73, a banker and president of 
a Richmond, Tex., manufacturing com­
pany, also is a University graduate. He is 
past president of the Petroleum Club of 
Businessman, Lawyer 
Houston, president of Royalty Proper­
ties, a director of M&T Mortgage 
Investors ^nd a director of Citizens 
National Bank and Trust of Baytown. 
•He also is chairman of the Board of 
Trustees of Hermann Hospital Estate, 
president of S.H. Oil and Royalty Co. and 
president of Real Estate Corporation. 
Williams, who has served on the board 
since 1969 is chairman of the Executive 
Committee of Southland Life Insurance 
Co. of Dallas. 
The three appointees will serve six-
year terms which expire Jan. io, 1981. 
The attorney general's ruling allowed 
the announcement of the appointments 
to be made before the opening of the 
Legislature, permitting , the new 
members to be sworn in and participate 
in board meetings before Senate confir­
mation. If the appointments had not been 
announced before noon Tuesday, the new 
regents could not have served until the 
Senate confirmed them. 
There was some question as to when 
the former regents' terms expired. 
Sterling replaces Erwin of Austin on 
(. the board, and Law replaces Garrett of 
Fort Worth. 
When asked what goals he has for his 
regentaf term. Sterling replied. "I know 
nothing about the job. so I can't answer 
that." 
He said he would try to approach each 
question with an open mind and vote the 
best he could. 
Law said his main objective on the 
board would be to increase rapport 
between the regents and the students, 
faculty, ex-students and general public. 
"It is distressing to me to see the 
deterioration of communication between 
the regents and the faculty and 
students," Law said. 
He said he was surprised at his ap­
pointment as many names had been sub­
mitted to the governor, but "this is one 
nonpaying job I will cherish.'' 
Williams could not be reached for com­
ment Monday night. 
Ford Proposes Tax Reduction, Rebate 
^ WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
"Ford proposed a $16 billion antirecession 
•tax cut Monday night, asking Congress to 
•'.vote cash rebates of up to $1,000 for in­
dividual taxpayers. 
Ford outlined q $46 billion economic 
;and energy package in a nationally 
broadcast address, calling for higher 
taxes on oil and natural gas that experts 
^ ;said could increase retail gasoline prices 
* by about a nickle a gallon. 
; As Ford was telling Americans "we 
•are in trouble" with a deepening reces­
sion, White House officials were spelling 
;out details of proposals he will present to 
-Congress in his State of the Union 
^message on Wednesday. • 
That address' to Congress, the official 
—said, will call for permanent reductions 
Zan the tax rates for individuals, a cut 
rrfrom 48 percent to 42 percent in the cor­
porate tax rate, adoubling of . the low-
income tax allowance and a $150 tax 
^•credit for • homeowners who insulate 
Xtheir houses or take other energy saving 
t^Steps. 
;v In his 20-minute television and radio 
-^address, Ford declared "we have no 
Jjfchoice" but to put "Our domestic house 
jj^Sn order." The program he outlined to 
£$he public included these major points: s 
• 
• The immediate tax cut implemented 
^vfey giving 12 percent cash rebates, up to-a 
. "maximum of $1,000 per tax return, to in­
dividuals based on their 1974 tax 
.repayments. 
•I'.', • Higher taxes on foreign and 
^domestic oil, natural gas and windfall 
^profits of oil producers, to bring in $30 
^•billion, which would be returned to, the 
Ceconomy under procedures Ford did not 
^describe in detail in his speech. 
St ' A one-year increase in. the invest--
jjjnent tax credit to 12 percent, this giving • 
industry a $4 billion tax' break to spur 
£3f>lant expansion and create more jobs. 
mm- A one-year . moratorium on new 
^federal spending programs to.hold down 
tof-the budget deficit, and a 5 percent limit 
Soil increases iii federal Claries and pen 
sion benefits paid from the U.S. 
Treasury. 
• An oil allocation program to insure 
such areas as New England of adequate 
fuel, a five-year delay on stiffer auto 
pollution standards and stepped-up 
energy conservation efforts to cut 
foreign oil imports by one million barrels 
a day this year. 
Speaking from the White House 
library. Ford declared that "right now 
the going is rough and it may get 
rougher." But he said that "if we do 
what must be done" to lift the nation out. 
of a deepening recession "we will be on 
our way to better days." 
Ford was not specific in his speech on 
how the $30 billion in "energy tax 
revenues" would be raised and how it 
then would be returned to the economy. 
But WJiitf;,. House officials gave 
newsmen an' outline on the detailed 
program the President wift present to 
Congress on Wednesday. They said the 
steps he would propose included: 
• An immediate tariff on foreign crude 
oil, starting (it $1 and going to $3 a barrel ; 
in three months. This" would be done by 
executive order, without congressional 
action. 
• A recommendation that Congress 
place a $2-per-barrel excise tax on 
domestic oil and an equivalent tax on 
natural gas amounting to 37 cenjs per 
1,00 cubic feet. When these taxes go into 
effect, the tariff on foreign oil would 
then be reduced to $2 a barrel. 
• A windfall profits tax on oil 
producers which officials estimated 
would bring in more than. $12 billion. 
Coupled with .the $18 billion they said 
would be raised by the levies oti oil and 
. natural gas, this .would give the federal 
Treasury $30 billion which then would be 
redistributed. • 
Under Foid's plan, officials said there 
would • be permanent downward ad­
justments in the tax rates on individuals. 
• They refused#* give specifics but did say 
thecorpbiKite:tax rate would be cut from 
48 percent to 42 percent for 1975 under 
the Ford plan,thus reducing corporate 
taxes by $6 billion. 
They said Ford also will ask that in­
dividuals who pay no income taxes 
because of low earnings be granted cash 
payments of about $80 per person, and 
that the current $1,300 low income 
allowance for couples be increased to 
$2,600. Families earning less than this 
amount would not be required to file an­
nual returns. 
Still another Ford proposal called for a 
$150 tax credit to home owners who add 
insulation, storm windows and similar 
energy-saving improvements to their 
residences. 
One source said Ford's plan for 
"energy tax revenues" to be returned to 
the economy calls for a portion of the $30 
billion to be used to make cash payments 
of up to $80 per person to low-income in­
dividuals who pay no income taxes and 
thus presumably would not join in 
benefits of his proposed 12 percent tax 
cut. 
Ford acknowledged that he was shif­
ting emphasis from fighting inflation to 
fighting recession, saying "we have suf­
fered sudden and serious setbacks in 
sales and unemployment." 
64 th Legislature 
To Organize Today 
By SCOTT TAGLIARINO 
Texan Staff Writer 
Texas' 64Ul Legislature will con­
vene at noon Tuesday to begin its 140-
day lawmaking session, with the elec­
tion of a new House speaker and 
president pro tempore of the Senate 
set as the main events of the day-
Most of the first day's session will 
be taken up with pomp and ceremony, 
namely the swearing-in of the House's 
150 representatives and the Senate's 
31 members: however, the a 11 -
(Related Story, Poge 3.) 
important House Speaker election 
should come early in the afternoon. 
Rep. Bill Clayton of Springlake 
remained the House Speaker ap­
parent Monday and re-emphasized his 
confidence that he would receive as 
many as 110 votes in his bid for the 
state's third highest office 
Clayton's only announced opposi­
tion should come from Rep Carl 
Parker of Port Arthur, who at last 
count claimed approximately 50 votes 
in his favor. 
Another earlier candidate. Rep. 
Dan Kubiak Of Rockdale said Monday 
he would leave his name out of 
nomination in favor of Parker's can­
didacy. 
We don't have near a majority, 
and this is only going to be a token op­
position to Clayton'anyway." Kubiak 
said 
Kubiak said Parker's candidacy 
was merely an attempt to emphasize 
the issues most important to his 
liberal group, whic*h he candidly 
referred to as the "New Dirty 30." 
We just want to set our priorities 
before the House in the area of utility 
regulation, school finance and such 
things," Kubiak added. 
Secretary of State Mark White will 
fall the House to order and preside 
over the members until a speaker is 
selected 
After a short business meeting and 
the passing of a resolution providing 
temporary funding for House 
employes, the House is expected to 
adjourn until Wednesday. 
Although the state senators will not 
be sworn in until they meet at noon, a 
presession caucus will be held at 10 
a m Tuesday whereby a new presi­
dent pro tempore will be selected 
from the senators 
State Sen Glenn Kothmann of San 
Antonio is supposedly the front runner 
for the honor, which is based on 
length of service in the Senate. 
Kothmann. a state senator since 
1971. was vice-chairman of the Senate 
State Affairs Committee and a 
member of the Human Resources and 
.Natural Resources Committees dur­
ing the last session 
The actual election of Kothmann 
will not come until after the Senate is 
convened by Lt Gov Bill Hobby. 
Membership of the Senate com­
mittees will then be announced and a 
resolution calling for a joint session of 
both houses will be considered. 
The naming of House- committee 
chairpersons and assignments sup­
posedly won't come foij.another two 
weeks should Clayton be elected 
speaker 
Although the makeup of the Senate 
remained virtually unchanged from 
the last session with the election of 
only three freshman members, the 
House has 30 new members. 
Both houses are once again 
dominated by Democrats. Out of a 
total of 181 legislators, there are only 
19 Republicans, down two House seats 
from the 1973 session. 
Schlesinger Admits CIA Misdemeanors 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Defense 
Secretary James Schlesinger 
acknowledged Monday that,a.post; 
Watergate review of the Central 
Intelligence Agency's activities'- an-r 
covered a small numb&r of 
"misdemeanors" over the last 20 years. 
Schlesinger, a former director of the 
CIA. niade the disclosure to reporters 
after testifying for an hour before an 
eight-member panel which President • 
Ford recently named to investigate 
charges that the CIA has illegally spied 
on citizens in the United States. 
Schlesinger said disclosures of 
domestic activities by the CIA related to 
Watergate in 1972 prompted a broad 
review of all agency activities. 
"I think there were a number of issues 
that came about as a result of the review' 
of intelligence activities prepetrated by 
Watergate," he said. "The entire history 
was made. Certain things came to 
light."-
, He did not characterize the violations,, 
^except to say: " 
'}i "These things must be viewed in the. 
context of the 20-year history of the CIA 
;—most of the things uncovered go all the; 
way back'through the 1950s. The number 
of misdemeanors'in that period is quite-
smMi." - . .vv i; 
'Asked.if.the.CIA.bad 'taken steps to end 
mtmm 
• those violations, Schlesinger replied. 
"Corrective actions are continuously 
necessary in any institution." 
Schlesinger was preceded as a witness 
by CIA Director William Colby, who 
opened the closed bearing and remained 
inside the room during the testimony of 
the defense secretary. 
Colby was expected to be questioned 
on a top-secret report which he recently-
prepared for Ford in response to charges 
the CIA had spied on 9,000 antiwar ac­
tivists and other dissenters. 
Former CIA Director Richard Helms, 
who headed the agency when many of the 
illegal spying activities allegedly took 
place, appeared before the commission 
after Schlesinger. 
Vice-President Nelson A. Rockefeller, 
head of the commission, opened the first 
meeting by pledging to "get to the bot­
tom of this problem" and if necessary 
recommend legislation to curb domestic 
Spying by the CIA. 
"This commission has but one objec­
tive r- we are gping to get to the bottom 
of this problem," Rockefeller said in 
brief reiharks after he and the other 
members of the panel were sworn in in a 
ceremony in the Vice-President's office. 
"We are going to conduct this inquiry 
with determination and with 
thoroughness, and we are going to get all 
the facts." he said. 
Rockefeller-said that .the commission 
had been directed by Ford "to determine 
if the CIA has exceeded i(s statutory-
authority through activities conducted in 
the United States. 
"This commission will find the 
answers." the Vice-President pledged 
Rockefeller said the panel will deter­
mine whether "Present safeguards are 
adequate to preclude unauthorized CIA 
activity: and if not, to recommend need­
ed changes." 
Rockefeller said that while the in­
vestigation will be thorough "We can 
have and we must have an intelligence 
capability — which is essential to our 
security as a na tion — without offending 
our liberties as a people. 
'The commission begins its work to­
day from that vital promise." he said. 
Warmer . . . 
A warming trend is 
expec ted  Tuesday  
with a high temper­
ature near 60 and a 
low in the uppef-30s. 
Skies will be cloudy 
and winds wiil be 5 to 
15 m.p.h. from the 
south to southwest. 
Rusk Cites Involvement 
Solution to Problems 
By JOSE M. FLORES 
* Texan Staff Writer 
Stressing that problems in the field of 
"' foreign relations can only be solved 
. through a concerted.effort on the part of 
: all nations concerned, former Secretary 
.of State Dean Rusk spoke to a capacity 
: ' crowd at the Lyndon B. Johnson 
""v;J Auditorium Monday. 
Rusk pointed out that the nuclear 
7 -capability of several nations, the United 
. states, Soviet Union and the People's 
• Republic of China included, was of such 
a degree that no other solution was 
: viable, though he conceded that there 
i ti^as . little trust • between the super-
'-g^poiWers..'. 
.&;;f-;'.Rusk voiced concern that unilateral 
- ' disarmament concessions on the part of 
the United States would be considered a 
/ , sign of weakness , by the Soviets, the 
jJr'yPeopIe's Republic of:: China and most 
Worldcountries. . 
'"When ?we think about detente I, for 
^one.Kam a little, concerned about un-1 
^^^rro/nent to tfce^irt .of :/woril^TlTl.fterewonH .dsx^jssssass? 
continued. 
Rusk pointed to Hitlerite conclusion 
during the late 1930s that Britain would 
do nothing to stop the Reich march 
across Europe because of then Prime 
Minister Chamberlain's alleged in-
decisiveness. as an example of "temp­
ting thieves " 
Both Washington and Moscow have an 
interest in avoiding conflict because 
there was always the possibility any con­
flict could escalate into nuclear war. the 
former secretary of state said, 
emphasizing that ceilings on nuclear 
arms must be considered ohly a step 
towards total nuclear disarmament. 
"We have built a dam On nuclear 
weapons about one-fourth of the way 
across the river, but if we don't find 
ways to extend it, the nuclear arms race 
will continue with increasing costs, in­
creasing dangers and increasing 
foolishness." Rusk said. 
•"After World Wars I and "II America-
had a chance to pick itself up. After 
be a chance 
be anything left." 
that" verification rqf 
one area-tinder the uiii-' agreements .was rea u  m
ay®'d brellafof detente tifct'\?as proving to be 
*#/^y .t° ayoi^ ' the most difficult, "with the mere limiting 
on - of the number of multiwarhead missiles It6 ^rtaia capitals,"- he . that eacfy^ide could deploy being of little 
comfort. 
"With the limitation of the number of 
missiles that each side may deploy being 
approximately 2,400. we are down to hav­
ing only three times the number of 
MIRVs it would take to completely 
destroy the world," he said. 
The MIRV limitations agreed upon 
during the Nixon administration were 
extremely hard to verify, according to 
Rusk. 
"The Soviets will not permit on-site inv-—« 
spection. and with regard to the number 
of weapons in a warhead, you have to 
have a man not only on the site but with a 
screwdriver in his hand to look under the 
nose cone to count them to be really sur-
e. Verification is important, not only in 
the military sense but also in political 
terms, so that demagogues do not"play 
upon ignoi^nce, fear'.and suspicion to. 
undo the possibilities of agreement," he 
said. . * 
Rusk said armed intervention in the 
Middle East was unfeasible, improbable, 
and a dangerous risk of a confrontation' 
unwanted by either the Soviet Union or • 
the United States. j ' j ' 
The solutipnio the problemslaeed by—4-
the countries of the Middle East ian only /' 
-•evolve'frcim among theindigenous^coun-
tries. The" magnitude of the problems is 
enormous,-and only the people there can 
solve theni;" he said. - ' 
' .ifir i 'j. >. 
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Community Relations Group 
Citizens Charge 
r a%m'\ SAisifr 
By STEVE OLAFSON 
Texan Staff Writer 
Allegations of police .harass­
ment and manipulation of' 
charges were leveled against 
Austin police at a public hear­
ing of the Community 
Relations Task Force Monday 
night at the Rosewood 
Recreation Center. 
The bearing, designed to ob­
tain citizen input on police and 
community relations, was 
„ attended by approximately 50 
people. The bisk force will br­
ing findings to the City Coun­
cil and make recommen­
dations. Joe Lung, chairman,, 
said there may be more public 
hearings in the future. 
Angelina Torres and Calvin 
Cyphers both spoke out 
against policemen working in 
the East Austin area who they 
said needlessly harass 
citizens. Both named specific 
dates and related instances in 
which they said policemen 
stopped them for no reason 
and were, aggressive in their 
EUROPEAN 
SKIN CARE 
by Halina whose training 
includes 18 years at experience 
in Paris, Warsaw, and Vienna. 
Her specialities include: 
• DEEP PORE CLEANSING & 
REFINING . 
• HAIR REMOVAL BY 1 
" ELECTROLYSIS OR WAXING 
• BLACKHEAD & PIMPLE 
TREATMENTS 
• SKIN RETEXTURIZING 
. INDIVIDUAL MAKE-UP 
Call 452-3500 for a 
free skin analysis. 
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE 
. 5403 Clay Avenue 
at Burnet Road 
lyion.rFri., 9 a.m.-5 p.m., appointment only-
& 
manner. 
Torres charged that police 
harassed her because of Her 
political affiliation with the-
Brown Berets, a radical 
chicano organization. She said 
officers stopped her for no 
reason and asked her if she 
was among the demonstrators 
at Mayor Roy Butler's used 
car lot. 
Cyphers, co-owner of an 
East Austin restaurant, said 
an officer charged into his 
restaurant and manhandled a 
customer, charging him with 
public intoxication. The of­
ficer allegedly pulled out his 
service revolver without 
cause. 
The East Austin area is also 
overpatrolled, Cyphers said. 
He commented that he moved 
to South Austin to get away 
•from- the-harassrnent. 
Cyphers also said disorderly 
conduct; charges were filed -
against him tor merely asking 
an officer why he was 
stopped. 
Another witness, Raydell 
Galloway, said that officers 
sometimS? arrest a person on 
one charge and then change, 
that charge to public intoxica­
tion after the first charge will 
not stick. Unlike DWI 
charges, Breathalizer tests 
are not given for public in­
toxication which makes the 
charge hard to prove. 
Galloway also testified that 
the police, buddy system, in 
which citizens ride with of­
ficers on patrol, helps ease 
tense situations because a 
. witness, .would be. present.if 
brutality charges were' filed 
against an officer. He added, 
however, that "most poor peo­
ple are scuffling too hard to 
make a living" to have time 
for the buddy system. Torres 
added that few minorities are 
involved in the buddy system. 
Torres also claimed that 
complaints of harassment and 
brutality are ignored at the 
police station. She said she 
had little hope that the task 
force would improve matters, 
saying "the solution has to 
start with the individual 
policeman." 
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v s jApartment Shop-Second Floor $ 
• 
"The Texas Student 
Publications Board of 
Operating-Trustees set Feb. 5 
as the date for the election of 
Daily Texan Editor and TSP 
Board members at a Monday 
night meeting. KV 
Jan. 24 will be the deadline 
for filing candidacy for those 
positions and Jan. 29 Will kick 
off the campaigns. -Runoffs 
will be Feb. 12. 
The board- also reviewed 
changes.previously voted on , 
for the TCP policy Handbook 
to be sent to President Ad' 
Interim Lorene Rogers for ap­
proval. The proposed changes 
involve duties of the editorial 
-manager in determining 
authority to withhold copy. 
A previous -handbook -' 
recommendation cited libel as 
the only reason copy may be 
whthheld by the .editorial 
manager, and the TSP: Board , 
amendments add obscenity, 
invasion of privacy and .mis­
statement of fact. 
These recommendations 
were made last year, but 
because of changes in both the 
University presidency and the 
TSP Board of Operating 
Trustees, the changes were 
never approved. At the 
suggestion 6f Dr. R.M. 
Brown, vice-president for stu­
dent affairs, the board review­
ed the changes and voted to 
resubmit them to the 
president's office with minor 
changes. 
' The board also decided to 
authorize a committee to set 
policy for the upcoming elec­
tion and to meet with APO of­
ficers to finalize rules and 
election procedures. 
In discussing financial J i 
business, the - board adopted**-; 
spring semester budgets fqrS \ 
Pearl and The Daily Texan, i; ' 
and Loyd , Edmondi, ;.TSB*j, 
general manager, reported a =* 
$7,100 deficit on student ;direc- * 
tories. The deficit was in­
curred although the diree- . 
tories sold out; v 
The board also adopted ex-' 
perimental rates for typeset­
ting, making TSP facilities , 
open to student organizations ^ 
and other UniVersityJl 
departments. The special ser^W 
vices will be available on a^J 
limited basis subject'" 
University approval. 
The 
Complex will be formally 
dedicated the final day of 
Communication Week, March 
10 to 14, it was announced: ! 
n , 
to«| 
For a $15.00 contract deposit you can 
rent s _ Sanyo refrigerator. This 
deposit is re turned upon return of the 
refrigerator or, if you wish, all rent 
can be applied to purchase. We've also 
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•By STEVE OLAFSON " 
Texan Staff Writer 
Latin American events 
seemed to keep! popping up in 
the headlines last year. The 
coup in Chile and revived in­
terest in Castro's Cuba ire 
two of many events that 
generated great interest. 
"Latin American Review," a 
half-hour weekly, ^.radio 
program produced at the 
University, can ;now provide 
University students , with, the 
latest news from Latin 
America. • 'c-
The University's Institute of 
Latin American Studies along 
with the Communication 
Center are producing 52 
programs on Latin American 
culture, politics and 
economics. 
Two programs have already 
been aired with the third 
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. 
Wednesday on KUT-FM, the 
University radio station. The 
program will present a wide 
range of views from both con­
servatives and radicals, 
Edward Glab, executive 
ICS 
producer, said'Monday. 1 ^enable Americans to perceive 
"We're going to try to make a point of view they" are not 
it objective and stay away 
from editorializing," Glab 
said. The first two feature in­
terviews were with Teodoro 
Petkoff, a former Venezuelan 
guerrilla and now a Socialist 
member of the Venezuelan 
Congress. Wednesday's 
feature .interview will be with 
Ricardo Natale, an Argentine 
congressman. 
The Communication Center 
handles the production, dis­
tribution -and all the other 
technical aspects of the 
program while the Institute of 
Latin American Studies will 
provide the script and guest 
interviews. 
The half-hour program will 
devote the first 15 minutes to 
I a review of what the Latin 
i American press is writing 
about American and world 
events. Latin American 
newspapers and journals will 
beusedbecause "we want to 
aware of., 
The second 15 minutes of 
the review will feature inter­
views with Latin American 
politicians, scholars and ar-. 
tists. The political spectrum 
of Latin America wiil - riot 
dominate the interviews, Glab 
said. A four-part series, oq 
bossa nova music and, sports 
features will make the 
program as varied as possi­
ble,. Glab. commented. He also 
hopes to interview Mexican 
novelist Carlos Fuentes when 
he comes to the University for 
a speaking engagement'- j-
A program similar to 
"Latin American Review" 
was on the air from January, 
through May lat year.; .The! 
script was written by the; 
Latin American Policies 
Alternative Group. While that 
program "did a lot of 
seethe news through eyes that ; editorializing;" the "Latin' 
are wholly Latin," Glab said.. . American Review", will try to i 





IN DECEMBER WE BOUGHT LARGE NUMBERS OF USED 
BOOKS - IN FACT OVER $150,000 WORTH. WHAT 
POES THIS MEAN TO YOU? IT MEANS THAT THE 
PEOPLE THAT BUY MORE USED BOOKS, HAVE MORE 
USED BOOKS TO SELL IF WE HAVE MORE USED 
BOOKS, WE CAN PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU THE 
'. STUDENT. BUYING USED BOOKS PAYS OFF BECAUSE 
YOU SAVE A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT BETWEEN THE 
PRICE OF A NEW TEXTBOOK. 
-
ALSO, REMEMBER EVEN THOUGH WE HAVE MADE A 
CONSCIENTIOUS EFFORT TO ORDER ALL BOOKS EARLY 
AND MEET* if HE COURSE DEMANDS, WE WILL 
INVARIABLY RUN LOW ON CERTAIN BOOKS IF YOU 
WAIT TOO LATE TO PURCHASE THEM. , 
BUT DON'T HESITATE ... IF YOU DON'T SHOP EARLY, 
OUR SELECTION OF USED BOOKS WILL BE EXHAUSTED. 
•WHEN THAT HAPPENS, YOU ARE FORCED TO BUY A > 
• ^ - •" - • • vfojrtjft.-':. 
.. ,v NEW TEXTBOOK, WHICH COSTS MORE. 
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Icy Ashes 
Leaping flames were soon replaced by drooping icicles 
after firemen extinguished a fire in near-zero 
temperatures at a Chicago auto dealership Sunday. The 
extra alarm blatc destroyed the building. 
Water Board Criticized 
Committee Decries Panel's Failure To Sue 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - An unarmed 
man waving a brown bag of nuts tried to 
force an Eastern Airlines Boeing 727 to 
take him to Puerto Rico Monday but was 
thwarted by another passenger and a 
crewman who forced him into a 
lavatory. 
The big jetliner was diverted to 
Washington's Dulles International Air­
port where police captured the man — 
identified as Laughlin Wright, 47, of 
Atlanta — after all the other 46 
passengers and crew members were 
safely evacuated. 
About an hour after its emergency lan­
ding at Dulles the plane. Eastern's 
Flight 140 frdm Atlanta to Philadelphia, 
was back in the air. 
An off-duty Philadelphia policeman 
returning home from the New Orleans 
Super Bowl football game with his fami­
ly and die to be at work at 11 p.m. EST 
played the key role in capturing Wright. 
John Warburton, a 20-year veteran on 
the Philadelphia force, said he was sit­
ting in the first seat of the plane near the 
door to the 'cockpit when Wright ran up 
and started pounding on the door. 
"He wanted to get in to see the pilot," 
Warburton said. "He said he wanted to 
go to San Juan." 
Warburton said that Wright, a black, 
demanded that "all the whites had to 
stay on board and the blacks could come 
along for the ride or get off the plane" 
when it landed at Dulles to refuel. 
The policeman said he and an uniden­
tified crew member "hustled him into 
the men's.room." 
During his attempt to divert the flight, 
Wright waved a brown bag that others on 
board feared contained a weapon. An 
Eastern spokesman said later the bag 
contained walnuts or pecans. 
Sgt. Edward McDade of the FAA air­
port police said Wright had been charged 
by the FBI with hijacking and would be 
arraigned before a U.S. magistrate in 
Alexandria. 
McDade, one of the first airport 
policemen to enter the plane, said, "We 
went up t|ie ramp with-our shotguns 
ready. He was already in the bathroom 
when we got there. He was in there a 
good 15 minutes while we tried to talk 
him out, and we finally had to break in 
the door." 
McDade said that the man did not put 
up any struggle "and all he said was 
yes, sir.' " The crew of Flight 140, 
however, considered the plane was being 
hijacked when Wright made his sudden 
demand over Lynchburg, Va. The pilot 
quickly informed ground controllers by 
radio of what was happening. 
McDade was 'on duty when the "call 
came in that the plane had been hijack­
ed. 
"We got tlie call at 6:45 from the 
plane," McDade said. "They said they 
were about 15 minutes out. They wanted 
to land and refuel s they had been hi-, 
jacked. 
"When we got to the plane the crew 
member and a Philadelphia policeman 
had pushed the man Into the bathroom 
and were holding the door," he said. "We 
got everybody off the plane - it went 
real smooth." 
McDade said the "biggest" member of 
the Dulles police crew. Pvt. James 
Baldwin, volunteered to open the 
restroom door after officers had tried 
unsuccessfully for about 15 minutes to 
get the hijacker to come out. 
By TIM ATER 
Texan Staff Writer 
The House Environmental Affairs 
Committee approved a report Monday 
Criticizing the Texas Water Quality 
Board and asking that the attorney 
general be given power to sue polluters. 
Presently, the attorney general must be 
given approval by the board before a suit 
can be filed. 
The report stated "the attorney 
general should be given the power to sue 
since there are many persons including 
officials within the attorney general's 
department who say that the only power 
to certify suits has been vested in the 
board, resulting in an abuse of 
power.The usual type of suit certified to 
the attorney general is against the small 
business or septic tank operator on a 
minor offense which can be easily cor­
rected. Few large dischargers are ever 
sued.'' 
Rep. Gene Jones, D-Houston, chairman 
of a subcommittee created to investigate 
the board, said the agency has shown a 
general lack of commitment.to clean up 
the state's rivers and lakes. 
"Their stand has been to establish how 
much pollution a body of water can stand 
instead of trying to clean up that body of 
water," he said. 
Jones said the board has been reluc­
tant to " recommend suits not only in the 
areas of collecting fines, but also in 
areas where there is a pressing need to 
put a polluter under court order to start 
antipollution programs." 
The purpose of the Water Quality 
Board should be changed, according to 
the subcommittee, from maintaining 
water quality to actively trying to clean 
up the state's waters. 
Many industrial plants use a self-
reporting system to monitor quality of 
discharges. The Water Quality Board 
issued a report showing 38 of these 
reported themselves "substantially out 
of compliance." The board prosecuted 
only one of them. Twenty-two others 
were considered "substantially con.-
pliant," the report said. 
Hugh Yantis Jr., director of the board, 
said he did not agree that "the number of 
lawsuits is a judgment of enforcement. 
We try to use other methods to get com­
pliance such as publicity and education. 
We choose to use lawuits if we can't get 
compliance." 
Yantis told the subcommittee the 
board had authorized a public opinion 
survey to see how Texans felt about the 
job the board was doing. 
"The subcommittee seriously 
questions propriety of an agency spen­
ding state funds to determine its owji 
Nielsen Rating' with the public," the 
report said 
Rep John Bigham. D-Belton, chair­
man of the environmental committee, 
said there was some "rat-holing" of 
funds indicated by the report. 
Yantis said the board holds some 
federal funds "in reserve in case of cuts 
in federal funding. I don't know what he 
means by 'rat-holing ' " 
Yugoslav Jet Hit 
By Paris Gunmen 
School Fighting 
res 3 in 
PARIS (AP) — Two terrorists drove 
into Orly Airport with bazookas Monday 
and fired armor-piercing rockets, ap­
parently aiming at an Israeli airliner 
taxiing for takeoff to New York with 
scores of Americans aboard, police said. 
Hie rockets shot past the El A1 Boeing 
707 and struck a parked Yugoslav 
jetliner and the airport administration 
' building. 
Three persons were injured: a 
Yugoslav steward, a policeman and a 
baggage handler, but damage was slight. 
"I think the terrorists aimed too 
high," said El A1 -spokesman Paul 
Jiniewski. 
He said there were 136 pass^njgers — 
about 80 percent Americans — and 12 
crewmen aboard El Al's Tel Aviv-New 
•York flight. He said they remained un­
aware of the attack until the.flight was 
called back to its gate. The flight left two 
hours later. 
The terrorists escaped in a white car 
which was later found abandoned in 
Thiaia, two miles from the 
Police found two bazooka rocket-
launchers in the back. 
No terrorist organization claimed 
responsibility for the attack, and the 
police reported no clues to the identity of 
the assailants. 
Police mounted a massive manhunt 
throughout the Paris area. Policemen 
armed with submachine guns patrolled 
streets and subway stations and made 
spot identity checks of men resembling 
descriptions of the two terrorists. 
The Yugoslav jetliner was struck as it 
waited to take on 31 passengers for 
Zagreb. Only the crew was aboard as the 
missile pierced the left side iof the 
fuselage and emerged on the other side 
without exploding. 
A steward was struck by flying 
fragments. 
The second rocket struck the basement 
catering area of the administration 
building and exploded, injuring the other 
two persons. 
BOSTON (UPI) — Blacks and whites 
fought in Hyde Park High School Mon­
day, and three persons were'injured. 
Police arrested at least 13 students. 
One'of the injured, a woman youth ac­
tivities coordinator, was carried out of 
the building, on a stretcher. She was 
treated 'and released at Faulkner 
Hospital; Also injured were a white 
female studentand a police officer hurt 
while breaking up a fight. 
The sehriol stayed open, but 350 of the 
1,064 students walked out of the building 
Rep. Clayton 
To Reapply 
By United. Press international 
Rep. Bill-Clapton, D-Springlake, said 
Monday he;vnll reapply for renewal of 
his pilot's jjeense which was revoked 
bkause Clapton gave theiagency. inac-
curate informatibn about his health. 
Clayton, wfo Is expected to be elected 
speaker of- jtlie' Hquse when'the 64th 
legislature Convenes, Tuesday , said he 
voluntarily sjjjrrendered the license when 
' Federal Aviation Administration of­
ficials asked him about it. 
In. an.application forrenewal of his 
license, . Clayton had said he had no 
history ofheart trouble. He suffered a 
serious heart attack in 1968 but says he's 
now fully recovered. 
•"As I remember it, the doctor asked 
me the questions and filled out the 
application at his desk/' Clayton said "I 
kjiowingly: didn't answer any questions 
wrohg. As soon as I found out it was an 
invalid medical'certificate I turned in 
U)e certificate; ! didn't want to be flying 
illegally,"., , 
•Clayton sa'kl he had apparently renew­
ed his flying license twice since the heart 
attack;ybut could only recall reapplying 
,one timfc ' • 
Giving false" Information on the 
application is a felony, hut Clayton^said 
. j 41)-TP A A tn• Wvvnln .vinnniiMi tbnrt 
before the end of classes. Hyde Park 
High is one of 80 schools in the 200-school 
Boston school system being 
desegregated this year under a federal 
court orfeV to bus 18,000 students. . 
"Certainly, If at all possible, we want 
to ke<!p the school open," said school s 
spokesman Frank Galvin. "The ''worsi||| 
thing we could d6 is close the school arid*$ 
let the kids know' they can close the'<f<& 
school any time by starting a fight. We^f* 
have sent over extra police." • "" 
Paur Barry, chief of security for the 
Boston School 'Department, said' the" 
fighting began during a morning class 
break. He said-the female student was * 
injured in later fighting. 
''Two black males jumped the white 
girl and beat bee profusely," Barry saidi: 
' There were aboiit three or four youths 
mvoiyed^Istepped in and broke it up." 
Barrysaid he and the girl filedassasH 
charges against one youth involved in the 
fracas. • 
Some parents came to school to take 
their children home. Buses pulled up to 
the building at the end of classes, and 
black students were taken away without 
incident.1 
m 
student is taken from 
* —UPI TeUphoto 
Boston school after a fight. 
neuis capsules 
Vietnamese Politicians Say U.S. Bribed Thieu 
SAIGON (UPI) — Opposition politicians charged Monday that Presi­
dent Nguyen van Thieu agreed to the terms of the Vietnam peace agree­
ment in 1973 after a direct bribe of $7 million from U.S. officials. 
A document obtained by UPI. quoting "authoritative sources in the 
United States," said a U.S. general carried checks of $2 million and $5 
million to Thieu in late 1972 and early 1973. 
In Washington, the State Department said in a statement: "The story is 
without foundation and is pure nonsense." 
Bad Nationwide .Weather Takes 54 Lives 
NEW YORK (AP) — Arctic temperatures held a grip Monday on the < 
Midwest, recovering from a vicious weekend blizzard, while snow, rain 
and cold belted Teyc and much of the East, Northwest and tornado-
battered Southeast. 
The storms took the lives of 53 persons in the Midwest between Friday 
and Monday, and another person was killed Sunday by a tornado in 
Panama City, Fla. 
Pentagon Pjcks General Dynamics Jet 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Pentagon Monday chose the General 
Dynamics Corp.'s YF16 jet as the Air Force's new supersonic air combat 
fighter, potentially one of the biggest military aircraft programs in 
history. 
After more than six months of competitive flight testing, the General 
Dynamics single-engine YF16 won over the Northrop Corp.'s twin-engine 
YF17 for a contract which ultimately may be worth from $15 to $20 billion 
in world-wide sales. 
Full-scale development and then production of the new plane are ex­
pected to generate thousands of jobs. 
House Democrats Promise $10 Billion Tax Cut 
WASHINGTON (UPI) — House Democratic leaders pledged Monday to 
pass a tax cut of $10 billion or more in 60 days as part of a Democratic 
plan to combat recession. 
The broad"12-point plan, whose other proposals to boost the economy in­
cluded more aid to the jobless and interest rate subsidies for housing, im­
mediately drew fire from Senate Republican Leader Hugh Scott, who 
scoffed at its chances of approval. 
Trading Mixed on Stock Market 
NEW YPRK (AP) - Stocks 
were scattered in a widely mix­
ed pattern Monday while in­
vestors waited to hear President 
Ford's television address on the 
economy. 
The Dow Jones average of 30 
industrials dropped 4.61 to 
654.18, and the New York Stock 
Exchange composite index was 
off .13 at 38.44. 
But the over-all Big Board 
count showed. 1,002 advances 
against only 539 declines among 
the 1,861 issues traded. 
Sniper Kills 2 in Ballinger 
. BALLINGER (UPI) — A sniper firing a high-powered rifle from a car 
ajt "anything and everybody" lulled two persons and wounded several 
more Monday night, authorities said. 
Police dispatcher Edna Cowin said the sniper later called police head­
quarters and asked an officer to come to his home to arrest him. She said; 
the man, whose name was not released, surrendered without incident. 
Cowin said early reports indicated four persons were wounded by the 
sniper, but she said she had no details on the wounded or their condition. 
State Jail Standards Group Recommended 
AUSTIN (AP) The Texas Legislative Council Monday recommended 
creation of a state commission with poweccjo prohibit the confinement of 
prisoners in substandard jails. 
The proposed!Commisswno» Standards „wfluld,set standards, then 
make inspections to see they are followed. 
Existing law gives the State Health Department authority to inspect 







' By *DAVID HENDWCKS 
Texan Staff Writer 
"Noto is the time wh^ri min work 
quietly in the fields and women weep 
softly in, the kitchen;' the'Legislature is 
in session, and no itian's property is 
safe,": Qa'niel Webster once warned. But 
as the 64th - session .of.; the . Texas' 
Legislature begins Tuesday, it is'obvious 
that the legislators have much to do.: ; 
Legislature Faces Crowded Agenda 
years hence to continue ongoing things 
we've set up." 1 
If elected speaker, Clayton is bxpected 
to name committee chairmen who will 
follow his conservative spending beliefs; 
Lt. Gov. Bill Hobby, Who presides over 
the Senate, also has advised frugal spen­
ding of the surplus. - * 1 
- Itoniy .people, including Gov. Dolph 
Briscoe, already have ordained this ses-
Ol all the iiraiies facing^e solons, one .. 9lon as the "public school finance 
factor will figure in nearly.alPotthem — • session." Coming up with a hew public 
a pregnant State Treasury surplus. State' • • -i"-- •••: • • . T - '••• 
Comptroller-elect Bob Biillocjk Estimates • : T»xon interpretive 
there is nearly ftblUipn ^ ̂  school finance plan will require decisions 
from increased sales and oil tax' income in two majdr areas, how to get the 
' : ; i • . money and how tb spend it; " ': 
.'% * w invalid sbund^ike a nroblem:ibii£itl!i;>!'siaiil i . u , . »  — ' j  . _ i - t  
• ^,t>n)eqicai<!erUHcater '_ % „</ 'tag-lake 
dfiroUabiy. Tm going, to reappjyjto get it udi.ii 
.said, Wis would requite afhyslcji efcr 
"weighted pupil plan" calls for 
allocations to be based on the number of 
students in the different grade levels and 
special programs, each with assigned 
"weights" of importance -The struggle 
will be "over what weights to assign to 
what' grade levels and programs. 
Another struggle is shaping up overwhat 
percentage of the cost the. state should 
assume over the local districts. 
Also being asked are raises in teacher 
salaries, retired teachers' benefits and 
more; funds for school transportation,' 
among other things. ' ; V ^ - '• 
,A large number of bills" calling for a 
public utilities commission. to regulate 
' rates is expected, and with the cutrent 
'troubles aurrounding Southwestern Bell • 
and .Coastal States pil Producing Corp.', ' 
one is likely to pass. ^ '/ 
" The:blll to watcto is one being -spon-1-
tion" to allow cities to set their own 
rates if they want. Attempts to weaken 
the bill are expected. 
From a somewhat embarrassed posi­
tion, the Legislature will try to decide 
something in the area of constitutional 
revision. The sentiment now seems to 
favor proposing .an amendment to be 
voted on in a statewide election calling 
for a citizen's convention to convene 
sometime in 1976. 
To be considered early in the session is 
a cost of.living increase for state 
employes. Briscoe favors a 10 percent in­
crease, -but Doggett' will have a bill 
which will call for the increase to be' 
retroactive to September, 1974. 
; Concerning the University, the Senate 
will be asked to. confirm by a \fwo-thirds 
majority Briscoe's, three appointments 
to the University System Boatd 
J^mta&tlc&^flty, six m*oi\ 
s^thergrji|^tf|' physical,; but •jr; >8V"VUO y l upil 
any jnftbtemX , " 
' %/ 'Idla^oM^this mfn airplane andha 
im" 
'• King oh a proposal to eyen out arid mi 
sored by •. Sens;- Ron Clower: of; G _ '.Regents. The Univetsity's appropriation 
of Austin; The bi andiLloVd .y/lll he ihcljided in an appropriations bill 
would take wers Of 6il an pirobably-near the end of careful tb^e .'Mbtolk^irsoine form • of goveporis •reserve'. rates awSyfrom e Railroad.Com the session. 
Prison reform, bills coming out'of the 
Prison iV&'t&l 
important bearing 
on the 17,000 inmates in the Texas • 
Department of Corrections. The com- v 
mittee has approved numerous proposals f 
which would change the emphasis of the * 
system from one of punishment through ' 
farm and industrial. labor to one' of 
counseling arid rehabilitation. 
Many other questions will be taken up, 
like whether a proposed superport should -i 
be owned by,the public Or by oil and • 
petrochemical companies as favored by f s 
Briscoe and Hobby, and wheUier the Tex-' • 
as .ratification of the Equal Rights " 
Amendment should be rescinded. •• s 
But with these and many more things ' 
' to be considered, there are doubls the 
64th session will be productive. Lastfall, f? 
Austin Rep. Ronnie Earle said there is = 
still a lot of bitterness left over from,the ': 
unsuccessful Constitutional Convention i 
of l974^ Austin Rep.' Sarah-Weddtagton 'i ̂  • 
added Sat perhaps the only way the g6s-T|~ 
sion will ever be ifegarded as productive,/?.;-. 
is if a lot of bad bills and resolutions aW ?^. 
-defeated ^ | ' ' : 
. But regardless of whether the session^. -
as productive, it does apjfeaF certain to'tfM 
be at least- quite interesting* 
* 
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Bob Binder 
Maybe it's because he was a former University Student Government 
president. Or maybe it's because he overcame a Dick Nichols slam cam­
paign when he won his seat on the City Council. Or maybe it's because we 
agreed with 95 percent of his council votes. ~ 
Whatever the reasons, we have enjoyed Bob Binder's term on the 
Austin City Council. We are now sorry to see him go. 
As a member of the minority 5-2 council vote — when he would side with 
Councilman Jeff Friedman — Binder rarely disappointed us. Few times 
did his votes not correspond with our feelings; the Red River relocation 
plan is the only one we can think of. And when he spoke out on the Austin 
Police Department's harassment on pornography, oq the Department of 
Public Safety's surveillance activities, on unsightly billboards and on 
growth in Austin, he had done his 
homework. 
Bob Binder's sore spot — and it is 
Austin's sore spot — was that he 
did not have enough time to 
dedicate to the council. In his two 
years, Binder's proposals and ide?s 
were few, and his most recent one 
. t- council pay — was the reason. 
Binder is a recent graduate of the 
University law school, and his law 
practice is therefore in the infant 
stage. He is not wealthy — at least 
not in the class of the Roy Butlers, 
the Lowell Lebermanhs or the Bud 
Drydens — and Binder could not af­
ford to consistently leave iiis prac­
tice and work as an elected 
member of the City Council. 
Binder attempted to get fulltime 
salary ($1,000 a month) for the 
rfulltime job. But the conservative element on the council — the Butlers, 
- the Lebermanns and the Drydens — did not want such a pay increase, if 
•only for the reason that such a pay increase would unleash the Binders of 
• the world on Austin. A cbmpromise was readied, and Binder had to settle 
ifor $95 a week. Obviously, it wasn't enough. 
-. There is a good point to be made that Binder is leaving at the wrong 
-time: when the progressive side of the community has an attractive line 
iof candidates for the spring elections, when a lot could change in Austin, 
'when an experienced Binder could aid the council. But Binder) obviously 
loot a Nader, couldn't wait. 
. 5 But we must say again that Binder ha$ voted as we would have almost 
_";every time. We thank him for that. And if there is one thing Binder's exit 
^should teach us, it is we have to pay our council. We can't expect to get 
Equality people — those who represent the public and not the money — un­
less we pay them. We lost Binder. We hope the list does not continue. 
Billy and the kid 
i Fred Bonavita of the Houston Post's state capital bureau reported last 
.̂ week that Rep. Bill Clayton was violating a House rule by using a House 
f employe to help run his campaign for speaker. The employe in question 
'• was 27-year-old Jack Gullahorn, an old,friend of The Daily Texan. 
ti In the spring of 1973, Gullahorn unsuccessfully sought a temporary in­
junction in district court against publication of The Texan, which 
editorially supported candidates and causes he didn't agree with: Hie 
J?Texan, Gullahorn said, should not have the power to. endorse candidates 
iiand "influence elections" with "tax money." 
. jv Bullahorn was forced to give up his House job Thursday when The Post 
^disclosed that he was making $700 a month as a clerk for the House 
' ̂ Natural Resources Committee and its subcommittee on water while at 
jfthe same time' making $500 a month as a campaign aide for Clayton. This 
!L conflict of interests violated House Rule IV, section 35, which states that 
s IjHouse employes' 'shall not campaign or assist in the campaign of any can-
: .fjdidate for speaker." — .. ' 
: Apparently, Clayton had no qualms a^out using Gullahorn — a state 
t^gemploye paid by "tax money" —to moonlight in his race for speaker.. 
:V(j Clayton termed the situation "a bunch of pettiness." A similar bit of "pet-
l& it tiness" was brought to light over the weekend when the Federal Aviation : 
Agency forced Clayton to give up his pilot's license because lie passed his 
Inflight physicals without revealing that he suffered a heart attack in 1968. 
These indiscretions by Clajrton are somewhat surprising, since the Spring ; 
feeLake Democrat had earhed a reputation as an open, candid man. -t 
,|||f?>:K3ayton is considered a shoo-in to be elected speaker when the • 
M legislature convenes Tuesday. Gullahorn is considered a shoo-in to 
; |̂§become his fulltime administrative assistant. No, we don't plan to take; 
the matter to court. We just feel it is unfortunate that these men will soon 
,̂ |hoId,positions of power and importances Gullahorn wouldn't want us. to 
•f;|? use "tax money" to endorse his candidate. In this, instance, he needn't 
' |f worry. 
llllil) 
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go drivel 
at the"City Council 
7 hope we've got a piece of the Rock.' 
By LOUIS DELG'ADO 
Not even George Wallace advocates 
racism anymorean'd, likeSll elected of­
ficials who harbor desires to stay that. 
' way, our City Coiiricil members have in 
the past expressed their "concern for" 
and their "agreement with" :efforts to 
make equal oppor­
tunities available to 
all Austinites. 
Regardless, there 
has never been any 
question as to where 
our council 
members' priorities 
lie, their actions 
have spoken .con­
spicuously louder than their self-serving 
drivel. Even, so, we have seldom had the 
opportunity to see the council bring'Mr. 
Hyde out in public. 
This was not^the case at last 
Thursday's meeting when, almost in­
credibly, the council dealt a death-blow 
to the proposed equal employment op­
portunity ordinance 
I use the word incredibly because the 
council could have given the green light 
to the ordinance at no expense to the ci-
ty. 
The estimated $40,000 bill for the first 
year of the proposal (based on a similar 
program already in operation in Corpus' 
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To the editor: 
Come off your high horse, Vicky 
Bowles. Austin is not New York, you are 
not a New York theater critic, and The 
Texan is not The NewrYork Times. " 
It is not what you say that bothers me 
so much, as it is the patronizing way you 
say what you do. Take for instance your 
review of the Austin Theatre Ensemble's 
presentation of "Small Craft Warnings." 
Obviously, the group chose to produce 
the play because they thought the ideas it 
presented were indeed relevant. So in­
stead of delving into this, you dismissed 
it with: "Tennessee Williams has indeed 
lost his touch, and "Small Craft" is 
possibly the worst play he has ever 
written." 
How caii you say that the characters 
, are trite when each is presented (and 
presents himself) with such honesty? 
. The characters admit to being exactly 
what they are. Williams doesn't always 
do that, MTss Vicky. 
Your criticisms of the actors don't 
hold . water. What constitutes being 
"preltty good?" You never say WHY they 
are, and that-, I believe, is what your 
- readers are interested in. ' 
You have,your opinions (to which you 
. are entitled), and I have mine. Your 
; style is too condescending, and your pan 
of a play is certainly not the kiss of death 
: to any production. You will find that you 
are taking your title (Texan S,taff 
. Writer) too seriously, and we are not. 
\ ' Kim Kelly 
Relief front profit 
To the editor: •/ " 
Anyone who is interested in alter­
natives in housing, food and auto'and 
; motorcycle supplies can find 
f. cooperatives a challenging opportunity 
',! • to control their own environment as well 
j as getting a cheaper way of living. 
For housing, the Inter-Cooperative 
Council, College Houses and Austin Com-
4,, railnity Project (ACP) can refer people 
:W; to numerous-cooperative houses. Food: 
coops and conspiracies can be found 
through. ACP also, and there'are two 
' store fronts, Woody Hills' and The 
v Avenues, which are relatively new. For 
people who are burdened, with a car or 
; motorcycle there is relief. For manuals 
and parts to .repair your own Community 
Auto Coop has them a3.well tools.and 
New Year, Vicky 
and a referral list of mechanics in their 
new store which even has parking. 
There is a bicycle co-op, JC Bicycle 
Co-op, which can get parts for members 
at a savings. Information on . other 
cooperatives can be found by calling, 
ACP 477-6255 or Community Switchboard* 
478-5657 and ACP can give information 
on forming your own. If you're tired of 
giving your money to people only in­
terested in a profit try a co-op. 
; John Graham 
Chairman of Students for a 
Cooperative Society 
„ h SUB Bus To the editor: 
At high, noon today, the 64th session of. 
the Texas Legislature, is scheduled .to -
conyene.- The beginning of a legislative 
session is both an -historical and 
educational experience for all Texans. 
Owing to our proximity to the State 
Capitol, we, as students at the University 
of Texas at Austin, are fortunate to have 
the opportunity to participate actively in 
state government. As contrasted with 
students from other colleges and univer­
sities across the state, we are unique in 
this respect 
Realizing the need for some sort of 
transportation service which links the 
University area with the Capitol com-, 
plex, we took steps to see that such a 
program be implemented. Atfirst our ef­
forts were directed toward the granting 
of a TEI shuttle bus stop at the corner of 
Congress and 15th. This stop, we thought, 
would give students access to five shuttle 
bus routes operating at this corner. The 
plan, however, was abandoned when we 
discovered that the buses operating from 
this stop could only take students to cam-
-pus and nbt return them to th6 Capitol. 
To further complicate matters, we'dis-
covered that the Riverside routes 
operating.on 15th are onlyj&mporary, 
pending completion of work on IH 35. 
'{;• t. Working in .conjunction -with CityUr-7 
1 ban Transportation Director Joe Ternus 
• j and /members ofv the UT -Shuttle Bus 
Committee, we devised a new plan. The 
plan calls for an Austin Transit System 
bus which will connect the University 
with the Capitol complex and the central 
bjusiness district as well. .After lengthy 
deliberations: including consideration of 
such names-as the Frankly Friendly 
Brunette Bus, the Aggie Express (Joe 
Temus is ah ex-Aggie) and the Longhorn 
Cannohbali, we coined the name of SUB 
Bus; (State-University-Business)! Begin-
ning today, the SUB bus will operate 
from 7 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. weekdays. 
The cost per ride will be. approximately 
15 cents, and the bus will operate at 15-
minute intervals with ID-minute inter­
vals from 11:30 a;m. to 1:30 p.m. A 
monthly pass can be obtained for $4 
(which averages out to about 10 cents a 
ride) and a pass which may be used to 
transfer to Other Austin Transit buses 
can be purchased for $6 a month. An im­
portant aspect pf the new service is that 
it connects the city annex on Second 
Street with the central business district, 
. the State. Capitol and the University 
. area; ... . 
Our thanks to the Austin 
legislative delegation, the City, Urban 
Transportation Department, members 
of the UT Shuttle Bus Committee, the. 
Austih£i<y .Council and. the many Others 
who helped :us reach OUT goal. Our only 
hope is that you, as students at the 
University of Texas, can benefit from 
the implementation of this new service. 




To the editor: . 
On Page 6 of Wednesday's Daily Tex­
an, sportswriter Richard Justice 
"reports" that "Texas won four of its 
last five noncohference games. All came 
against losing; teams, including a 66-62 
loss to Missouri." This is not only a 
classic example of poorly phrased 
writing, what it implies is untrue. At 
least two of the teams in this five-game 
stretch (Mitoouri and South Alabama) 
had winning records at the timfe Texas 
played them and still, have winning.-: 
records. I'm not familiar with South 
Alabama's schedule, but Missouri's 9-3 
record includes games'against teams 
which are now or were at one time dur­
ing the season ranked in the top 10 and/or 
20. The Texas basketball team has been 
inconsistent. enouf^i this' season to be 
criticized on their own merits. Justice 
should hot have to resort to lies if he 
wishes.to denigrate them.. 
William G. Lamb 
I find it very hard to understand the 
negative votes. The reasons given — feat 
that'the federal .funds would eventually 
dry up, or that the federal money might 
• later have to be supplemented with city 1 
money, will just not do. j 
If this was reaily what the council 
members feared, they could have still 
gone along with the project for the time 
being and then axed it later if the federal 
money became insufficient and the city 
could not take up the slack. 
As backers of the proposal 'have ' 
pointed out, a person who suspects ttot 
he has been discriminated against, for 
reasons including physical disability, 
religion, sex and age as well as race, has 
to go to the Equal Employment Oppor­
tunity Coihmission in San Antonio. A 
backlog of cases .in that office has 
created a situation where employes must 
sometimes wait two years or more 
before their cas.es can be acted upon. 
During that time the person must con­
tinue to suffer the consequences of.the 
discrimination. Furthermore, it is. vir­
tually impossible to adequately resolve a 
job discrimination matter.after two 
years, 
¥ .. 
A deferral office here in Austin could" 
have 'provided on-the-spot relief and 
could have done so in a far more effec­
tive manner than an office in San An­
tonio. It could have also taken a con­
siderable part of the burden off of. the 
San Antonio office and allowed it to 
better serve others. V y 
Of the council members voting against 
the issue, Lowell Lebermann is the only 
one who is seeking re-election. SO I must 
make the sickening conclusion' (hat 
Messrs. Bud Dryden, Dan Love and City 
Manager Dan Davidson, who expressed 
his disapproval although he has only ad-
visory powers in the decision making 
process, just don't give a damn about the 
people of this city who are experiencing 
discrimination in their efforts to fijid. 
employment or to advance to hl^ier 
positions. Either that or they feel thatlho.-
such problems exist in Austin." If this is 
the case, then we, the citizenry of 
Austin, can consider ourselves most for­
tunate that we will no longer have to 
tolerate these people-as1 our leaders. 
As for Lebermann, whom many feel 
will be making a run at the mayor's 
chair, maybe he has made a tactical 
decision, and is drawing the lines of com­
bat early, so that the vested interests 
which he represents and serves' will 
know, conclusively that he is their boy 
and that when he is mayor of this town, 
they won't have to worry about flak from, 
uppity niggers, lazy Meskins, 'useless''' 
cripples and women who belong in the 
kitchen anyway. 
Guest Viewpoints. 
The Texan welcome* guest view­
points, but each piece submitted 
must: 
'• Be typed triple space. .' t * 
• Contain only 60 characters per 
line. 
* • Include the author's phone 
number. \ •> 
• Be limited to a maximum length-
of 100 lines. 
Submit gu?st viewpoints to Drawer 
D, University Station, Austin,. TX. 
78712: or to the Texan office-bi the 
basement level of the TSP Building. 
but honest, Neanderthal 
Sr 
m 
By DAVID HENDRICKS 
It was Sept. 8,1974, the Sunday Presi­
dent; Ford, signed Richard. Nixon's par­
don; that Spnnglake Rep. Bill Clayton 
.•and Athens.Rep.: Fred Head appeared 
together at an outdoor-baibeque party at 
' Lakeway .Inn during 
• tm? Southern Gover­
nors Conference. 
Five days earlier, 
Head had dropped 
out of the race to 
become the 1975 
speaker of the 
House. In doing so, 
Head and 15 of his J ,, ' !L 
supporters switched their vote pledges to 
Clayton, who later that, day claimed 
enough votes to announce victory 
' So at the barbeque, Clayton seemed to 
wade knee-deep in confidence Both 
Clayton and Head were smiling, laughing 
and cajoling with friends Oddly, Head 
seemed to be at peace with himself He 
happily circulated, shaking hands with' 
members of the preset and thanking them 
frfr their (Coverage of "the speaker's race 
0 
' f ; - • -
over all other opponents. • 
In a way, I like Clayton. During the 
speaker's race, he tyas the friendliest, 
the most obliging and the most willing to 
talk of all the. candidates. Head was 
friendly, enough, but could seem to not 
find enough timc.to talk in his office 
- whenever, I dropped by; The liberal's 
candidate. Port Arthur Rep. Carl 
Parker, .was. more often than not rude 
and belittling. 
But Clayton would sit down and answer 
my questions, even if he knew I would 
-not like the answers. '.'I may not alvvays 
tell you what you want to hear," hp. tnld 
me once, "but I'll tell you what I think " 
I sort of like that 
But I fear I wdl not like Clayton as 
speaker ..for I feel he is the wrong person 
at the wrong time It isn't hard to see 
that Clayton's sense" of order is going to' 
totally out of step with the general trends 
in the House. 
His 14-year voting record is 
neanderthalic. In-fact, well-liked 
Angleton Rep. Neil Caldwell said last 
year, "Bill Clayton-has a voting record 
only Attiia the Hun could appreciate:" 
And Clayton stubbornly stands by his 
record.."I wouldn't change my record if 
I could," he said. ."I've;not.got anything 
t o  b e  a s h a m e d  o f "  
His bill to make it a misdemeanor 
crime- to teach bllingually above the 
third grade has been well publicized He . 
claims to be a big law-and-tatfer man but ? 
is opposed to gun control He voted 
against granting majority rights, to 18-
-year-olds ("I just don't think 18-year-
olds are mature enough. They hadn'.thad ' 
enough responsibility to make some of t 
the decisions tfyat are cast upon them as 
clash painfully with a large number of^Ci legal adults," he explain"ed "I think they 
representatives, including some of his, - can get sucltered into sopie things as 
own supporters How much Clayton will .»complete 
yield when this collision occurs will beuv; had been in Hhe books-a year, Clayton 
run with it, and we was going'to be 
honest with, them, and we wouldttft beat' 
around the bush as to what our position 
was on the issues " 
But I wonder if it wouldn't be blatantly 
naive to believe-him. Word is uqt he 
plans to increase the number of standing 
committees, , making them • easier io 
"stack." At least the temptation;toill in­
crease _i. t i 
One other .-thing bothers me/Once 'I 
asked Clayton about: the "no amnesty" 
sign posted in his Capitol office His 
anszer reflected simplistic, singular atSl ij 
somewhat contradictlve i^sOnlHgk- " " -
"I think anybody ought to serve their 
country if they're called on to do so," he 
replied "IMhey refuse to, I think theg 
should bepunished ^ look at it this way, 
you got two guys-out here and bne of 
them ducks out and the other go&$ and 
loses his life I just don't think it'a&ir! If 
"we're gohna he Americans, we oiighta 
^tand up for it If our government makes 
a wrong decision, then we should get Into 
-'y jThe 64th Legislature begins'Tuesday.? ' 
\ ""a»id, it 4s jilready«acf€pted that Billyh 
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xAlfah be praised!—did we buy them, too?' 
guest viewpoint 
Rental agency agonistes 
1ICHAEL CALLAS tunatelv. I was soared the ex- nnf nnlv is an aid tn oottin^ i By M  
(Editor's'note: Callas is a 
junior and a journalism stu­
dent at the University.) 
Finding a house in Austin 
can be difficult as. surely most 
house hunters will agree. Are 
the rental bureaus that exact 
a $20 to $30 fee the answer? 
Are they or even can they help 
as much as they claim? 
These bureaus are a 
relatively new phenomena to 
Austin that are capitalizing on 
the 'recent fad of moving out 
of dorms, apartments and 
rooms into houses. A house 
hunter need simply pay the 
fee, for which he will receive 
list; of available homes, then, 
find"a suitable home. But. is it 
that simple? 
I just found a house. Finding 
it required checking the 
newspapers early in the mor­
ning, driving around in the 
desirable areas and a lot of' 
asking. After a few days I was 
tempted to pay the fee to a 
rental bureau because I 
thought it would be the easiest 
way to find a house. For-! 
y,  p  
penditure by a few "friends 
who had already spent their 
money. I had these friends ask 
about a few specific ads. The 
answer they got was a list 
with no reference to the 
specific ads and a good 
amount of impatience mixed 
with a reluctaiice to help from 
the bureau's employes. 
These friends, along with a 
good amount of students, have 
paid fees of $20 to $30 for 
hous£ finding aid. They have 
asked about specific 
newspaper ads. • They have 
asked about certain types of 
houses (three .bedrooms, 
fence, two.bedrooms, garage, 
etc.) and where, in the lists, to 
find these houses. In short, 
they have asked to be spared 
some of the grief of finding a 
house: 
They have received lists and 
a place to sit while looking 
through the lists. All this for 
only $20 to $30. 
Apparently the bureaus find 
people with houses for rent 
and make; ̂  proposition that 
not only is an aid to getting 
their place rented but is also a 
savings , for them while pass­
ing the bill to the rentee. So, 
the rentee not only pays a 
deposit and the first month's 
rent, but also a fee for access 
to the lists of available homes. 
About a week ago I sat in 
Steak & Eggs drinking coffee 
and looking through ads. Hav­
ing some time to waste I 
decided to count the rental 
bureau ads that exact a fee 
and compare that number to 
the number of ads from in­
dividuals and other agencies 
that do not exact a fee. Out of 
304 ads from the furnished 
duplexes, furnished houses 
and unfurnished houses 171 
were from rental bureaus and 
133 were from individuals and 
other agencies. In other 
words, if, on that day, you 
found a house chances were 
that you had to pay a fee. And, 
adding to that, there was a 
possibility of not finding the 
particular, house you liked in 
the lists. 
It would beunfortunateif the 
only method of finding a house 
was by paying a fee. Unfor­
tunate because there are 
other perhaps more' reliable 
and certainly .more inexpen­
sive ways to find a house. It 
seems that $20 to $30 for a list 
of houses that would normally 
be in a 10-cent or 25-cent 
newspaper is expensive. 
It's not difficult to see that 
most of the benefits derived 
from rental bureaus are going 




1 Greek letter 
4 Muse of 
poetry 
9 Communist 
12 large track 
13 Lawful ' 
14 Man's name 













32 Land measure 
33 Ocean '• 
34 Fish eggs 




40 Woody plant 
41 Period of time 
42 Unasplrated 
43 Greek letter • 
45 Standard of ; 
vy., perfection 
: 47 dislhcllnW ; •; 
50 Most ancient . 





57 Foollike part 
58 Judgment 
59 Female sheep 
DOWN 
1 Girl's name 
2 Hindu, 
cymbals 
3 Parts of Iqgs 
4 Girl's name v 
5 Place again in 
former 
position 
6 Symbol for 
silver 
7 Sunburp 
B Genus of 
olives 
9 Buy back 
























Letters to the editor 
Firing Line letters should: 
• Be typed triple-spaced. 
• Be 25 lines or less. The Texan reserves the right to edit letters for 
length. 
• Include name, Address, and phone number of contributor. 
Mail letters to The Firing line/ The Daily Texan, Drawer D, UT 
'"Station, Aufttin, Tex. 78712; or bring letters to the,Texan offices, 
basement* Texas Student Publications Building. 
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30 Bishopric 44 Employs 
31 Negative •. ! 46 Otherwise 
33 Lance 47 Snake 
37 Measuring 48 Contend 
devices . - 49 Before 
38 Silkworm :•: 51S«i6d 
39 Strike out '' i Si Pedal digit 
42 Young boyr î 55. Preposition 
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Trouble in the Old Guard 
nivrn gD/inrD By DAVID BRODER 
91975 The Washington Post Co. 
WASHINGTON — The social pages of Washington 
newspapers are famous repositories of the off-guard revealing 
thoughts of our rulers, as exemplified by this item from The 
Washington Post's account of a New Year's Eve party that 
ushered in 1974: 
"Sen. Carl Curtis, R-Neb., greeting guests as he moved about 
the party, predicted that 'the Republicans will have no problem 
in 1974 ... I don't think the Democrats have that much talent' 
Curtis repeated one of his 1973 opinions, that the Senate 
Watergate committee should be dropped. His only New Year's 
resolution, Curtis said, was to better his golf score." 
I don't know how Curtis did on his golf game in 1974, but in 
every other respect, the year was a real bummer for him. Yet 
the human spirit is unquenchable, and a year later, tie senator 
is aspiring for the honor of being elected chairman of the Senate 
Republican Conference. 
That post has been held in the past by such giants as Henry 
Cabot Lodge Sr. and Arthur H. Vandenberg, but its formal 
duties are limited to presiding at the caucuses of Republican 
senators. 
Yet, when the GOP senators meet Tuesday to pick a 
successor to retired Sen. Norris Cotton of New Hampshire, they 
will be sending a message of some importance. They will be 
ch( osing a messenger to the White House, for the conference 
chairman is part of the leadership team that meets regularly 
with the President to discuss legislative and political strategy. 
And, symbolically, the vote will be a message to the country 
on the direction of the Republican Party, for there is a choice of 
the starkest clarity being presented. Curtis' opponent for the 
conference chairmanship is Sen. Jacob K. Javits of New York, 
and two more dissimilar figures could not be imagined. 
CURTIS AND JAVITS both have the ability, simply by rising 
to speak in the Senate, to cause certain of their colleagues to ex­
perience a sensation similar to a toothache. But even among his 
critics, Javits is noted for his independence, his intellect and his 
energy, while Curtis is ... well, many things Javits is not 
The contrast in their public philosophies is suggested by the 
fact that Javits was the principal Republican sponsor of the 
emergency jobs bill, while Curtis was the sole senator in either 
party to oppose an increase to $3,000 in the allowable earnings 
of Social Security recipients 
The contrast in their political records is equally clear In 1974 
which, despite Curtis prediction, was not an easy year for 
Republicans, Javits won re-election to a fourth term by 366,000 
votes, running 1.2 million votes ahead of his running-mate for 
governor. 
IN 1972, when Curtis had the goi.d fortune to run for fourth 
term in the GOP bastion of Nebraska, he won by 35 000 votes 
running 200,000 votes behind Richard Nixon. 
Then there is the matter of their acuitv on the issues raised by 
Watergate. Javits supported the Senate Watergate investiga­
tion and the independent prosecutor and repeatedly called on 
Mr. Nixon for cooperation and disclosure. 
AS EARLY AS JULY of 1973, Curtis pronounced Mr. Nixon 
"totally innocent of any wrongdoing." A year later, he con­
demned the impeachment proceedings as a "lynching " A 
month before Mr Nixon finally resigned, Curtis led a delegation 
of loyalist senators to the White House to pledge continued sup­
port. 
Curtis told this reporter he also wanted to broaden the party's 
base — by bringing into the Senate leadership a spokesman "for 
that great area between Chicago and the Pacific," now 
represented only by Sen John G. Tower of Texas, a state which 
Curtis said "is a southwestern state, not a farm state or a 
midwestern state." 
DOONESBURY 
DUKE! . WHAT'S 
UP NOW? 
\ 
YES, YES, DUKE- I 
GAVE ZONKER YOUR. 
MESSAGE-AS 




WHAT?.. YES, DUKB.HE 
KNOWS YOUHmtO 
HAVE AN ANSWER. 
TODAY—HE  ̂DOWN 















by Margaret Nunley 
It is important to have 
freshly washed hair when 
you get your hair cut. 
Ideally, you should have 
your barber wash your hair 
immediately before cut­
ting your hair so that the 
barber can determine a 
number of factors regar­
ding the characteristics 
and conditions of your hair 
by seeing it before being 
washed, analyzing it while 
washing, and manipulating 
it while it is clean and wet. 
This procedure is most 
effective if the barber and 
not an assistant does the 
wash. At the Haircut 
Stores, we offer the 
customer the option of 
washing his own hair prior 
to coming in for his ap­
pointment. if he wishes to 
save the extra charge for 
the shampooing. If the 
customer has already 
washed his hair, we re-wet 
the hair with a wetting 
solution, cut the hair clean 
and wet (which is almost 
as good as if we wash it) 
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Your Bonus: Clinique's 
"Little Necessities" 
Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free. 
Yours with any <Clinique purchase of 6.00 or more... 
Take-along sizes of things you won't want to be without: 
SPECIAL HAND AND BODY LOTION: the smoother 
everyone raves aboun HERB SHAMPOO: cleans in one 
washing. FRESH PINK CREAMY BLUSHER: delicate, 
yet brightening. NATURAL GLOW BALANCED 
MAKEUP £ASE; SEAMIST DAILY EYE TREAT: newest 
thing on eyes today. • ' j 
Two weeks only. One set to a customer. 
Q CUNtQUEL 
€UN1QUE 
Cllhique is a total system of cosmetic 
skin care. And the very heart of .the 
system is The Clinique Computer-. 
Programmed ; by a grpup of leading 
dermatologists/ it determines your 
skin type and the rijjht Cliniqbe 
products for you. • 
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By ED ENGLISH ': 
Texan Staff Writer 
Fifteen of the world's 64 top 
women tennis players will be 
in Austin this week for the 
first annual Courtyard 
Women's Professional Tennis 
Tournament. And all 15 wish 
they weren't. 
The reason doesn't lie in the 
town or even this particular 
tournament. The women, who 
begin play of the six-day tour­
nament Wednesday at 10 a.m. 
at the Courtyard Tennis and 
Swim Club, have become dis­
enchanted with the proletariat 
of their profession. 
The contestants in the Cour-
tyard tournament are 
members of the 
"minisatellite" circuit, the 
minor league of pro tennis. 
Most are not unhappy because 
they are, the worst of the 
world's best, but instead 
because the "supposed" big 
boom in women's tennis has 
left them out and that too big 
ja gap has been opened 
between themselves and the 
top players. 
The blame was quickly 
heaped on their governing 
body,- Women's Tennis 
Association (WTA) and its 
president, Billie Jean King. 
Fifth-seeded Lindsey 
Beaven of London. England, 
said, "Before the WTA came 
along three years ago, I was 
winning money. Now I'm los­
ing it Ml back." 
Beaven isn't alone. Prae-
tically all the women in the 
minisatellite circuit are losing 
money; The malady can be 
traced to the prize money split 
at every tournament. The 
minisatellite players split up 
$1,500 a tournament, leaving 
several of the women short of 
adequate expenses. 
Meanwhile, the Virginia Slims 
circuit, the major league, 
splits up $75,000 a tournament. 
The WTA dictates pay 
scales. It . also tells players 
where they will play: 
Meanwhile the women pay 
dues but have no say jn any 
WTA decision. 
Fourth-seeded Wendy Paish 
of Sydney. Australia, said,, 
"We feel left out. It costs $250 
a year for dues. AH you get is 
the ILTF (International 
Ladies Tennis Foundation — 
WTA's member magazine).' 
We didn't even get the. free 
pair of socks you're supposed 
to get." 
Eleventh-seeded Sue East­
man of Lake Bluff, III., said, 
"The top 32 women Tiave 
benefited from it (WTA). The 
prize money has gone up for 
them. The WTA has dis­
criminated against the rest." 
Pleas for a change have 
gone unanswered. 
Paish said, "Billie Jean (K-
ing) came dowji last year 
when they (Virginia Slims) 
weren't playing and promised • 
us it would improve — the 
point system and pay. but 
nothing'has happened:-Maybe 
if she'd retire she'd have 
more time to improve it." 
Two alternatives to the pre­
sent impoverished conditions 
the. players face .are to gain 
club sponsorships or join the 
European tennis-circuit. 
Unfortunately, club spon­
sorships art rare, and the . 
women expressed disdain for 
playing the weaker competi­
tion in Europe:' 
The solution the players 
proposed was that of splitting 
up into two 32-member cir-
<nitt5.~Thfe-would eliminate 
the class system and lump all 
the players together. --
One other solution was to 
"work your Way" up through 
the system. However, the 
process is long, and tedious 
and only a superstar like Chris 
Evert can do'it quickly. 
The proposed, boycott by the 
WTA over sexual inequality of 
prize money will not find 
many backers in the 
Ethnic Studies 
Center for Mexican-American Studies 
offering: 
ETS 374 • Chicana Research 
• Tuesday 7-10 p.m. 
• Instructor Evey Chapa " 
'• Unique No. 23624 
ETS 374 • Functions of Language in 
Teaching Mexican Americans 
•MWFt2 .Jp . rn .  
•• Instructor: Ernest Perez 
• Unique No. 23633 
luntvincuB 
Shoe Shop 








O- Beautiful Colors $75t 
* LEATHER SALE* 
Various kindi, colart 75" p%t ft. 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas -. ' 478-9309 
minisatellite'-circuit. Before;.' 
the boycott could, come about.'' 
many of the women say they . 
will have left the WTA. 
. In fact, some may have left 
tennis. . 
All because Ihe women on • 
top won't share the increasing-' 
boiinty in women's tennis: Not' 




NEW YORK (AP) - The 
Major League Baseball .v 
Players Association said Mon­
day that it has withdrawn two -
grievances that could have • 
radically restructured the 
game. -
One of the grievances 
withdrawn concerned a sec­
tion of the standard players 
contract called the automatic 
renewal clause. 
The clause stipulates that if 
a player and his team do not 
come to terras, the club has 
the right "to renew this con­
tract for the period of one 
year...." . > 
Baseball; owners say the 
clause is part of the -renewed 
contract while the players 
association contends it is for 
one year only. 
The other case withdrawn 
was to determine whether 
Bobby Tolan of the San Diego 
Padres was a free agent for 
two months before he signed a 
new contract. 
Score One for the East 
—UP! titiphoto 
Fan (5) of the Republic of China Cathay Ufe Co. team drives down the 
court with lind Browse (24) of the John Kennedy Partiettees of Wahoe, Neb., in pur­
suit (luring the second round of play in the International Women's Tournament in 
Omohq> China won, 6S«S0. * 
Sports Shorts . 
LUBBOCK (AP) - Rudy 
Liggins' 18 second-half points 
paced Texas Tech to a come-
from-behind 86-82 college 
basketball victory over 
Houston here Monday. night 
0 
A term filled with 100% beef McDonald's 
Hamburgers, Cheeseburgers and Big Macs... 
with Fries and Shakes, plus delidious hotapple pies. 
Oh yeah, and all the other campus 
activities too. Like going to classes 
McDonalds 
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before 8,000 fans. 
Liggins, who didn't score in 
a short stint in the first half, 
hit 9 of 10 field goal attempts 
in the final 20 minutes to over­
come a 44-40 Cougar halftime 
lead. 
Houston had four players in 
double figures — led by-
Maurice Presley with '26 
points and Louis Dunbar with 
25. Rick Bullock led the 
Raiders with 25, followed by 
Phil Bailey with 21. 
The Raiders led for better 
than 11 minutes in the first 
half and then fell gradually 
behind to trail at intermis­
sion. 
Liggins ignited the last-half 
rally which saw the Raiders 
>, v.,1 
tfGHTWEIGHT 
' • and •"' 
RUGGED 
• oil resistant 
• steel shank 
• cvshioned insole 
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spot the Cougars an early 
eight-point lead and tie the 
score at 66-66 with 8:27 left. 
The lead seesawed until 
Liggins hit a 15-foot jump shot 
with 5:18 left, and Tech never 
trailed after that. 
* • • 
DALLAS (UPI) — Junior 
center Thomas Bledsoe of 
Texas Christian University, 
who won a starting position 
Saturday night against 
Hawaii, has been named 
Southwest Conference player 
of the week, SWC officials an­
nounced Monday. 
Three nights before the 
Hawaii contest, Bledsoe hit 1% 
of 16 field goal attempts and 
grabbed 12 rebounds against 
Hardin-Simmons. 
Promoted to the starting 
lineup, Bledsoe hit eight of 
nine .field goals and snared 10 
rebounds as the TCU Horiied 
Frogs defeated the Islanders, 
69-62. 
• • • 
PHOENIX (AP) - iiohnny 
Miller, spurred by his record-
setting victory in the Phoenix 
Open, is loqking for improve­
ment over the fantastic per­
formance that won him 
honors as pro golf's Player of 
the Year in 1974. 
"I'm only 27," Miller noted. 
"Most players 'don't reach 
their, peak until they're in 
their 30s. I would certainly 
hope that I haven't topped out, 
that my progression has came' 
to an end. ' ' 
"I don't see why I c^n't con­
tinue to improve " for1, oh, 
maybe 10 years. I don't think 
T-U improve much physically, 
but I can learn more, .can-im­
prove mentally:" -
And, with a record perfor-
. mance under his. belt in/last 
-weekend's Phoenix Open, he's 
setting his sights on a 
.duplicate^ of last year's 
, record-setting 'sweep of the / 
.first three titles of the season. 
tmmmm 
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Basketball Preview 




(Editor's Note: This is the 
first of a two-part series on 
the 1975 Southwest Conference 
basketball season.) 
For years the forrtiula for 
s u c c e s s  •  i n  ; S o u t h w e s t  
Conference basketball was 
simple: a team with three 
good players finished first, a 
team with two good players 
finished second and so on. 
But the 1975 season 
promises/tobe a lititle 
different. Texas A&M,' for in­
stance, isfar over its quota of 
excellent SWC talent.- Texas 
Tech (Rick Bullock, William 
Johnson and Grady Newton) 
is good enough to win the con­
ference in most years, but 
three won't be enough in 1975. 
Arkansas (Kent Allison and 
Rick Medlock) and Texas (Ed 
Johnson and Dan Krueger) 
should battle for Uiird place. 
' The conference should have 
^ new look in "Two new head 
coaches (Eddie Sutton at 
Arkansas and :Bob Polk at 
AP Poll 
Rice), and construction on a 
new basketball facility at Tex­
as nas oegun. Texas A&M also 
if planning a new facility. 
Nonetheless the game will 
again be played riather, sloppi­
ly! but, excitingly in the 1975 
SWC. Here's a look at the in­
dividual teams in our 
predicted order of finish: 
TEXAS A&M 
Texas A&M Coach Shelby 
Metcalf is the closest; thing 
the SWC has to a coach with a 
; sense1 of humor.- But what his 
Aggies could do to the rest of 
the- conference this season 
might not be a laughing-
matter. 
After a disappointing 7-7 
(15-11 over-all) 1974 record 
Metcalf recruited junior 
college transfers Barty Davis 
(6-6), Gates Erwiri (5-10), Son­
ny Parker (6-5) and Kim 
Wyatt (6-4). ' 
The Aggies also return four 
starters from the 1974 team, 
and depth is not Metcalf's 
problem. 
"The big thing I've been 
pleased with is-our.-depth,"-
m -IP 
in Better '75 SWC 
By The Associated Press 
The Hurryin' Hoosiers are 
wasting little time this season 
in their frantic rush toward 
the national college basketball 
championship. 
Indiana's Hoosiers con­
tinued atop the weekly 
Associated Press major 
college basketball poll an­
nounced Monday after stop­
ping Michigan 90-76 and 
pulverizing Iowa 102-49. But 
UCLA and Louisville are 
keeping pace. 
Top Twenty 
' I. Indiana (36) 
2. UCLA (9) 
3. Louisville (2) 





9. Arizona St 
10. Kentucky 
11. LaSaUe 
12. Marquette ..T... 
13. Arizona 






20. South Carriina .. 
Others receiving votes, listed 
alphabetically: Auburn, Bradley, 
DePaul, Florida St^te, Holy Cross, Kan­
sas Miami-Ohio, Morgan State, Nev-Las 
Vegas. Notrt Dame, Oral Roberts* Pan 
American, P«nn, Purdue, Syracuse, 
Texas-El Paio, Utah, California, Wake 
Fpmt. 
Indiana, 14*0 throughgames 
of Saturday, received 36 first-
place votes and 972 points 
from a nationwide panel of 
sports writers and broad­
casters. 
UCLA, 12-0, picked up nine 
No. 1 ballots and 828 points to 
remain in second place, while 
Louisville, 11-0, received the 
other two top votes, and 730 
points for third. 
North Carolina State, 
Maryland and- Southern 
California, all with one defeat 
marring their records, retain-
Leon Black 
Metcalf said. "We've got a lot 
of people who can come in and 
help us. We've played our .last 
seven games on the road so a 
7-4 record doesn't seem so 
bad. We've played a mtich 
tougher schedule this year. 
"We just need a little 
success in the conference. We 
play three of our first- four 
conference games on the 
on Top 
ed the fourth, fifth and sixth 
spots, respectively. 
Alabama, eighth a week 
ago, moved up to seventh 
after knocking off Tennessee 
and Mississippi State. Oregon 
advanced one notch to eighth, 
and Arizona State jumped to 
ninth from 12th, the only new­
comer in the Top 10. 
Kentucky, 9-2, slipped to 
10th from seventh after suf­
fering their second loss of the 
season. Arizona fell to 13th 




road, and if we get,, off to a 
good start we'll compete all 
the way." 
The Aggie starters are 
Davis. 5-10 Mike Floyd, 6-9 
Jerry Mercer, Parker and 6-7 
John Thornton. 
"I think there's several 
teams that could win the con­
ference right now," Metcalf 
said. "We don't pay too much 
attention to where we're pick­
ed. You know it's more a case 
of where you're picked at the 
end of the season that 
counts." Now that was funny, 
wasn't it? 
TEXAS TECH 
Texas Tech Basketball 
Coach Gerald Myers wasn't 
pleased with the way his Red 
Raiders blew last year's SWC 
race. Tech lost three 61 its last 
five games to tie for second in 
a conference it probably 
should have won. • : 
Tech has the talent that 
makes it one of the two top 
contenders for this year's 
championship. Rick Bullock, 
who recently recovered from 
a bad shoulder bruise sustain;-
ed in a snowball fight, has the 
size and adequate quickness to 
dominate the SWC. William 
Johnson, a 6-6 forward, is 
strong defensively and on the 
backboards and also adds 
offensive punch. Grady New­
ton, another 6-6 forward, gives 
Tech a strong front line. 
Myers has lots of people to 
choose from for the guard 
positions, and he rates Rudy 
Liggins. Steve Dunn. Phil 
Bailey and Keith Kitchens all 
equal. 
"We've got a young team 
and we've gained some good 
experience," Myers said, 
"but we've still been incon­
sistent." 
Rebounding, something that 
shcjld be a Tech strong point, 
hasn't satisfied Myers. 
"We've been outrebounded in 
several games, and that 
shouldn't happen. Bullock and 
Johnson could be playing 
better, but like the team, 
they've had some good games 
and some bad games." 
In preconference games the 
Raiders' good games have 
matched the bad ones to-give 
Tech a 6-5 record including an 
impressive 86-82 victory over 
Houston Monday. 
ARKANSAS 
Arkansas' Eddie Sutton, one 
of the two head coaches mak­
ing their debuts in the SWC 
this season, doesn't give you 
the traditional rhetoric when 
it comes to making predic­
tions. 
"There are two teams that 
are definitely ahead of all the 
rest in the SWC," Sutton said. 
"A&M has the best talent and 





1205 . W. Koenig 
454-3922 
category, they're just better 
than the rest." 
Sutton lumps his Razor-
backs into a second category 
— the mediocre teams. 
"We're just not a very good 
team right now. We're not on 
the schedule that I had hoped 
we would be," Sutton said. "I 
think it would take a miracle 
for us to win it." 
Sutton feels that he has 
talent, but it's nothing like he 
had at Creighton University 
last year when he took the 
Bluejays to the NCAA 
Midwest Regional Tourna­
ment, 
Senior guard Ricky Medlock 
gives the Razorbacks a good 
outside attack and works well 
with playmaker Robert 
Birden. Returning starter 
Jack Schulte has been termed 
"up and down" by Sutton, a 
description he applies to the 
team as a whole. Forward 
Kent Allison, a 6-6 transfer 
from Western Kentucky, has 
been supplying most of the 
offense. Sutton's other starter 
is Charles Terry, brother of 
former SWC Most Valuable 
Player Martin Terry. 
"Right now our big problem 
is inconsistency." Sutton said. 
"It's taking a while for our 
players to get adjusted to the 
new system. But we're just 
not in the same class with 
Tech and A&M." 
But then again, not many 
teams in the SWC are. 
TEXAS 
Texas could turn its 4-7 non-
conferende record into the 
SWC championship in a repeat 
of the 1974 miracle. Lightning 
could also strike the same 
place five times in succession. 
Richard Nixon could also 
become a lecturer on political 
ethics. The price of Arabian 
oil could go 'down 50 percent. 
No, friends, Texas is not go­
ing to be the 1975 SWC cham­
pion. 
"Everybody is undefeated 
until the conference season 
starts," Texas Coach Leon 
Black said. "I think there're 
still some surprises in store." 
Black is not ready to predict 
a championship for his team, 
however. "Last year we made 
gradual improvement every 
game.'' he said. "At the 
beginning of last season we 
lost John Mark Wilson, and 
Larry Robinson was recover­
ing from a knee injury. We 
didn't lost anyone else the rest 
of the year This year we've 
had people in and out the en­
tire year." 
The Texas starters are 6-8 
freshman Mike Murphy, 6-5 
sophomore Ed Johnson, 5-10 
junior Dan Krueger, 6-2 junior 
Tommy Delatour and 6-8 
sophomore Rich Parson. 
Black has also had spurts of 
brilliant play from sophomore 
Hank Bauerschlag and junior 
Bruce Baker. 
"The- first games are 
crucial because we need to 
gain confidence." Black said. 
"Our people are not going to 
quit, though.'' 
That's what Nixon said. 
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TUESDAY NIGHT-5:30 pm to 8:30 pm 
All The Pizz^ And Salad Yoy Can Eat 
• Tuesday Night Is Special At Pizza'lrin We Serve A 
Delicious Buffet Selection Of Pizza To Please The Taste 
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Jones, Attles Lead Respective Teams 
PHOENIX (AP)  -
Washington's K.C. Jones 
emphasized Monday the 
special significance in the fact 
that he and A1 Attles of 
Golden State will coach the 
Na t i ona l  Baske t b a l l  
Association's 25th All-Star 
game. 
Russell was named to lead the 
Boston Celtics as player-
coach for the 1966-67 season. 
Jones said "we had to-show 
that we could do the job." 
Currently, there are five 
black coaches in the league. In 
addition to Jones and Attles. 
who  go t  t he  A l l - S t a r  
The NBA All-star game will be televised at S p.m. Toes-
day on KVUE-24. 
Jones and Attles are the 
first blacks ever to coach in a 
major All-Star contest. 
"It means a lot to the 
NBA," said Jones, who will 
handle the underdog East 
team in Tuesday night's 
nationally televised game at 
Veterans Memorial Coliseum. 
"The NBA was the first 
league to have black coaches, 
starting with Bill Russell," he 
said. "Other sports were 
• afraid to take a chance. They 
were worried about the reac-
. tion." 
Once the NBA broke the 
color line in coaching when 
assignments because their 
teams have'the best records in 
t he i r  "  c on fe r ences  a t  
midseason, Russell now is 
with Seattle, Lennie Wilkens 
is with Portland and Ray Scott 
with Detroit 
Jones said that all five are 
under much more pressure to 
succeed than the league's 13 
other coaches. 
"I don't think if one of us 
. ever was dropped that we 
would be signed by another 
team," he said. "But if a 
white coach ever is dropped, 
he has a much better chance 
of catching on with another 
team." 
The only other black coach 
ever in the league, Earl Lloyd, 
was hired by Detroit early in 
the 1971-72 season and was dis­
missed a year later. He no 
longer is affiliated with the 
NBA. 
Russell coached the Celtics 
for three seasons before step­
ping down as both player and 
coach in 1969. He took over as 
Seattle's coach and general 













Washington 29 12 
Cleveland.... ,. . 20 18 
Houston 20 20 
Atlanta 17 26 
NewOrleans 4 34 
Cowfaim 
MMwmI DMtton 
Detroit 24 18 
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Opening Week Events Today 
Noon - 1 p.m. Concert. Jo Ann 
Holtzman on the piano. 
Golden St 27 13 
Seattle 19 22 
Portland 18 21 
Phoenix 16 23 
LosAngeies.,.,,*..,.-!? 25 
'• : Sunday's Rtwftt 
Buffalo 114; Boston 101 < 
Milwaukee 99,.Philadelphia i 








Wilkens; also previously 
served three seasons as a 
player-coach,, before relin­
quishing the coaching burden 
to concentrate on playing. 
The NBA also has two black 
general managers, Russell 
and Milwaukee's Wayne Em-
bry, plus the highest ranking 
black executive in sports, 
Simon Gourdine, the league's 
deputy commissioner and 
vice-president of administra­
tion. 
Jones" starting unit will con­
sist of forwards John Havlicek 
of Boston and Elvin Haye? of 
Washington, center Bob 
McAdoo of Buffalo and guards 
Walt Frazier and Earl Monroe 
of New York. 
A t t l e s  w i l l  open  w i th  
forwards flick .Barry of 
Gojden State and Spencer 
Haywood of Seattle, .center 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of 
Milwaukee and guards Gail 
Goodrich of Los Angeles and 
Nate Archibald, of Kansas 
City-Omaha. For the first 
time in the game's history, 
the starters were chosen by 
the fans. 
The.reserves were selected, 
by consensus of: the don-
ierence coaches. 
p.m. Folksinger/guitarist 
Maria Larson. il 
11:30 p.m. Los Tres.Amigos { 
Mariachi Band. ! 
No cover charge. 
Monday thru Friday 9:00am -Midnight 
Saturday 3:00 pm-1:00 am I 
Sunday 3:00pm-Midnight I 
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Nigjit Owl Special! 
Savea penny each time you 
make a copy 5*9 p.m. 
Monday - Thursday 
this week only. 
The Texas Union Copy Center 
(next door to the Texas Tavern) 
Hunting For That One Particular 
Book That No One Has? 
.'Mi 
US! 
«v-, Friendly;-Helpful Service 
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• BEST SELLERS 
• MOST QUALITY PAPERBACK 
SERIES COMPLETE 
• WIDE SELECTIOM OF ART 
BOOKS 
• REFERENCE BOOKS 
• SPANISH BOOKS 
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-pPI Mfphoto Franco Harris (r), Lynn Swan enjoy Monday, too. 
Noll Praises Pitt's Desire, Mentality 
r f\X>I CAJVTC : iKATt\ *T-*1 ; . .t »•' NEW ORLEANS (/VP) -
Coach Chuck Noll had a word 
of encouragement Monday for 
t hose  N a t i ona lF oo tba l l  
League teams which envy his 
Supe r  Bowl  champion  
Pittsburgh Steelers. 
"There isn;t a great deal of 
difference between teams on 
the bottom and teams on top," 
said Noll in the wake of his 
club's 16-6 victory over the 
Minnesota Vikings, 
j v ^ 
Noll said the Steelers had 
been frustrated with their 
playoff failures In 1972 and 
1973. "They came in this year 
and they weren't going to be. 
denied. Our team played the' 
best it ever played in the three 
playoff games against Buf-
f a l o ,  Oak l and '  and  
Minnesota." ... 
The Steelers did it with 
defense — a devastating rush 
led |>y Mea^Joe Greei»-that 
held Minnesota to an un­
believable 17 yards rushing. 
Greene and Ernie Holmes 
handled the inside rush. 
" "That. Greepe," said Noll, 
obviously marveling over his 
pe r fo rmance .  "To  do  
something like this, you have 
to have somebody like him. 
He gets off the ball so quickly. 
He's moving right with the 
ball. He doesn't go around 
people, he goes through 
people." '' : • 
Then Noll paused for a mo-' 
men't,' reflecting bin" 'the-
devastating rush that Greene 
led which pressured Tarken-
ton throughout Super Bowl IX 
and completely stopped 
Minnesota's ground game. 
F Fuji 
^EW SPRING CLASSES 
1 - "'-'UNIVERSITY ^*>1 
TAEKWON DO % 
. * KARATE CLUB 
Austin ites and the tJ.T. community 
have. becn receiving several % >1 
free lessons with this card... 
A • >-r<i ^X4. 
These free-lessons are now *'"v 
availabte to you as an introduction 
KARATE. To, reserve a place: f •>, 
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. Phllphl# M 10 & S8 145 91 
NY Rangrs ji 12 8 SO 174 131 
Atlanta « » 47 120 117 
NY Island 17 1ft 10 44 143 120 
DMrion 7 
Vancvr 22 16 5 49 ISO 138 
Chjcago 19 19 4 42 145 127 
St. Louis 17 19 6 40 137 147 
Minn 1124 5 27 107 176 
K.C 8 28 4 20 98 173 
OMiiw) 
Montraal 24 6 13 6| 196 117 
L.Angel«s 23 6 12 58 133 82 
Pitts. 15 17 9 39 166 157 
Detroit, 10 23 7 27 112 156 
washfon 3 35 5 II 88 #1 
DtvWon 4 
Buffalo....: 26 ? 7 59 183 134 
Boston.— 24 10 7 55 198 123 
Toronto... 15 20 7 37 145 163 
24 8 30 119 176 
% • THiidbVj.Obww. ' 
St. touts at New York Islanders 
; Uos' Angties at Washington 
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...22 IS. 2 
16 2#s2 34 IM'te. 
15 21 •1:31.123 1^-
7 31 3'Wi,«.175& 
W«l Oi -ton 
».27 0 54^10 115 
:}f 1« « 43 
1918 w isa'fl 
18 19 - V m 1 
13 26 17: 
ConotUon DhrkUn 
Quebec 25 15 0 50 164 *}. 
Toronto 23 16,1 47.'171.14^. 
Edmongton 19 12 2 40 \3D 104 • 
Winnipeg 17 16 2 36;137«»li. 
vancvr 16 19 2 34 113 119 ^ 
Tiwdi^i OttinM -
Indianapolis at Michigan, canceled 
Phoenix at Chicago 
Quebec at Vancouver 
Toronto at San Diego 
Monday's Pro Baifcet̂ all 
> f- ^ f 
1 Indiana 105. Virginia W '' ' 
HOCp 
HM*ONAoe of sxim 
ueathBR.* ^ 
Wilderness/Whitewater Supply • 
29M$MGabikl ' 476-3712 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors 
Needed  ̂
,.. • • Men & Women  ̂
v EARN $14 WEEKLY "M 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Bldô d̂mponelitsr inc. *fpPEMjM. & immS. 8 AM to 7 PM , v TUES. & FRL 8 AM to 3 PM ^ r 
"f409'Wr6Mi't'ro>-~" 477137 
EXTENSION EVENING CLASSES 5} 
EXTENSION TEACHING AND FlfeLD SERVICE BUREAU • " 'r , ' 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN ^ 
SPRING SEMESTER REGISTRATI0N-1975 1 
6 00 to 9.00 PjM —JANUARY 6, 7, 8, 9 % 
8 30 AM. to 4 30 PM.—JANUARY 13,14 ' 
JOE C THOMPSON CONFERENCE CENTER ^ 
24th AND RED RIVER {NORTH"OF LBJ LIBRARY) * 
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«• »Art " 
"" Astronomy  ̂
„ •>,< Bible 
V i , j Biold^y 
' Solan/ 
CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 20 and 21 
(FINAL EXAMS SCHEDULED FOR APRIL 28,29 30. AND MAY 1) „ 
. COURSE OFFERINGS IN 
.  •  i • -  •  ' •  .  \  J  ;  • •  '  . -  ' • *  
.̂{Graduate Language Courses 
i* Health Education 
History > 
•Home Economics 
»^ l Irirt, '' " 
Classical Civilization /, 
Computer Sciences > 
Cultural Foundations of Education 
Economics 
Educational Psychology '  ̂
English Z i-








Speech-' , -v Business 
$OOfAip1,EXTENSlON BWLplNQ,19ihan(l SABINE 471-7335*4 • 
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At Regent Appointments 
•*'T 
5 By BILL SCOTT 
and . 
GAIL BURRIS 
? em Stall Writers 
Student and faculty reaction 
to Gov. Dolph Briscoe's three 
appointments to the Universi­
ty System Board pf Regents 
ranged from mild disinterest 
to hopes the new meh would 
"put the. University back on 
the track of excellence." 
. James H. Sledd, professor 
of English, said Monday after­
noon's appointments were 
merely, "more of the same." 
'Sledd said.he wished former 
UniVersity Law Dean Page 
Keeton; had' been appointed, 
but jie was in no position to 
knovj- ">?hat goes on in the 
governor's head." Keeton had 
been recommended by the en­
tire Travis County legislative 
delegation. 
Patricia Kruppa, assistant 
professor of history and 
Faculty Senate member, said 
she thought the new regents 
were'"a recycling endeavor" 
by Briscoe. 
j< "It sounds like more of the 
'same thing. I've never heard 
.of either of the two new 
regents, but they sound like 
part/ of the quiet es­
tablishment," Kruppa said. 
She said she was surprised 
Keeton was not named. "He 




SAN FRANCISCO <AP), -
Dick and Jane of storybook 
fame are running into each 
other's arms in a new sex 
manual for children featuring 
explicit terms. 
"Sex is what all people and 
aN animals and fish and birds 
and insects do to make ntore 
of themselves." the primer 
says in its introduction. 
"Sex has, however, receiv-
. ed a lot of bad publicity, or no 
publicity at all. This seems 
strange sinceit is perhaps the 
most intense and. pleasurable 
of human activities.'' *J 
/' The 48-page manual, called-
"HieChild's Garden of Siex," 
was "designed for supplemen­
tary usein junior highschools 
and will be published next 
month by the nonprofit 
Zephyros Educational - Ex­
change. 
him 
"I also see that no one from 
Travis County was named, so 
Briscoe didn't-have- to fool 
with senatorial curtesy from 
(Sen. Lloyd) Doggett.'' 
' Senatorial courtesy enables a 
legislator' from a regent's 
home county in .essence to bar 
the approval of the regent. 
Student. Government Vice-: 
President Bill Parrish said he 
was "disappointed" with the 
choices/ though he did- hot 
want to reflect on persons he 
didn't know. • 
"I had hoped for three new 
regents. Briscoe made a mis­
take and wasn't responsive to 
the. extent he could have 
been," Parrish said. 
"Keeton was'a natural 
choice for one of the openings, 
and I think leaving him out 
was a real letdown to the 
academic community," he 
added. • \ 
Parrish said he wondered ' 
why the governor made the 
choices he did. "His choices . 
had the potential to get people 
* -'"i T> ' 
Board Selections 
excited, yet none of the three 
did at all." 
Ira Iscoe, director of the 
Counseling-Psychological Ser­
vices ' Center, said he had 
hoped for something else but 
respected Briscpe's judgment' 
in the matter. 
"1 thought a minority group 
person should have been 
chosen, either a female, 
chicano or a black," he said. 
"I hope Uie new regents will 
exercise their responsibility 
and redirect Uie University," 
Iscoe added. 
Frank' Fleming, Student 
Government president, said 
he had known new regent 
Thomas H. Law through work 
with the Ex-Students' 
Association. 
"People may soon be im­
pressed' with. Law," Fleming 
said. "He's a fine person, and 
I think he has an interest in 
bettering the University." 
Fleming said the failure to 
appoint Keeton could be a 
. result of "lots of things. 
"I have heard Keeton bad 
said he wouldn't resign his 
position on the University 
faculty if he was appointed to 
the board," Fleming said. 
"For this reasdn. I can't 
really say Briscoe turned his 
back on student and faculty in­
put," he added. "I wish some 
things had worked out 
differently, though." 
Fleming said though he had 
"no quarrel with Regent Dan 
C. Williams," he is not sure 
why the Dallas insurance ex­
ecutive was reappointed for 
another six-year term.. 
James L. Kin Heavy ,  
professor of English and 
secretary' of the General 
Faculty, said "the £ame 
stereotypes of oil, law'and 
banking interests from the big 
cities" were again 
represented on the board! 
"I am -naturally ~dlsap-
pointed that thfe governor 
didn't pay attention to the 
recommendation of theTravis 
County delegation regarding • 
the appointment of Page 
Keeton," he said. 
"Three of Austin's five state 
legislators expressed. disap­
pointment Monday .following 
Gov. Dolph Briscoe's failure 
to appoint former Law Schpol 
Dean. Page Keeton to. flie 
University System Board of 
Regents., The Travis Coun­
ty, legislative delegation had 
last week urged Briscoe to ap­
point Keeton in a letter of en­
dorsement 
Austin Sen. Lloyd Doggett, 
one of 31 senators td-vote on 
confirmation of the ap­
pointments, said he will talk 
with Walter Sterling of 
Houston, Tom Law of Fort 
Worth and reappointed 
Regent Dan Williams of 
Dallas before making a deci­
sion on how he will vote. A 
two-thirds majority is needed, 
to confirm.' -
Doggett explained Lt Gov. 
Bill Hobby will soon name one 
of the standing Senate com­
mittees to hold hearings on 
the appointments. ' 
"I had high liopes someone 
from the academic communi­
ty would be appointed," 
.Doggett said, "and Dean 
Keeton was at the top of the 
list because of his understan­
ding of University affairs." 
He added it was "impossi­
ble to gauge at this time" how 
the other senators would vote 
during the confirmation. "I 
hope the Senate will question 
v igorous ly  these  ap-
: pointments. It 'is the duty of 
the Senate in light of events 
that have taken place, at the 
University in the last 'several 
months and years," he added. 
Although Austin Rep. Ron­
nie Earle ternied Law "a good 
choice," he said, "I am heart­
sick because Dean Keeton 
was  no t  appoin ted .  
Regard less  of  the  
qualifications of Mr. Law, Mr. 
Sterling or Mr- Williams; 
nobody would have served .in a 
more enlightened manner 
than Page , Keeton. It is a 
cause for sorrow for those 
concerned  wi th  the  ad-
nunistratiori at the University 
of Texas ... I do not unders­
tand' why hot." " 
Earle noted that Williams 
was the regent who last 
September moved to ratify 
the firing of former'Univerei-
ty President Stephen Spurr by 
University Chancellor Charles 
LeMaistre. 
He said Williams' movie "in­
dicates the structurality of the 
administration at the Univer­
sity" which he saiif "is an 
area of serious study and 
change" between the'board 
and the administration! "' ' 
Austin Rep .-elect Gorizalo 
Barrientos, who will be sworn 
in Tuesday, said, "I'd have to" 
study the names some! more, 
but my first impressioh is that 
it sounds like strikeout 
again." 
Barrientos said he had had 
hopes Briscoe would have 
taken advantage of qualified 
university people, including 
Keeton. "We will continue 
trying to expand the board to 
. include student and faculty 
members," he added, explain­
ing he had campaigned'to .this 
end. 
Austin Reps. Sarah Wed-
dington and Wilhelmina Delco 
were not available for cont­
inent Monday night. 1 • 
m 
For $319 an amazing music system 
that isn't a 'starter' or a compromise 
a but a total 
Thanks to a pair of really 
amazing new speakers from 
Advent, we are able to offer ' 
•the best low-cost stereo sys- "i 
tern we have ever heard, a . 5 
system with truly wide-. • ; 5 
ranged absolutely con- • 
vincing sound. ' : 
The new Advent/2 speakers ; J 
are the latest product of a 
"'hi (and has an unmatched 
.reputation forj'lowering thfc. 
cost of excellence in sound. . 
< The Advent/2's go as far up' 
the frequency scale as any-., 






. • bass"equals that of far nfore 
expensive speakers, (ti'a * 
^within an ace, in fact, of'the 
absolute b£st to Be had at 
any price). In between top 
>^and bottom is the-musically 
^T \ H * * 
,13' 
balanced octave-to-octave 
: response that gives all 
Adventloudspeakera the 
;r,80und people keep calling 
"right". The sound of the 
: Advent/2 comes out of a 
•; ^eadtiful, warm-white 
> ;toiolded enclosure (instead : 
v of the usufil something-like^ 
-wood cabinets of.most low-
cost speakers). Advent/2's 
s are a^graceful and dis- ; 
"tinctive. addition to just 
about any room they'-re put'" 
in. "• T" • »• y 
Tq power khe Advents, we'ye 
chosen .- the Sherwood 7050 
receiver, ™ outstanding unit 
with clean- low-diatortion 
KOund at all listening levels. 
The Sherwood 7050 will also 
bring in ati amaiing: number 
of AM andi-.FM^fitalions 
without fuss or fuatiy> 
For a record player,'we've 
picked, .the. BSR 310 
automatiri.lurnubtc with an 
AQ&t-artridgu (and diamond • 
«lylun), which will get«// the. 
Miuml from yyur ' 
records, and treat thenv ,ct-
' (.Trt with respect. 
iA 
If you drop in (with yourac? 
- favorite and/or most: -.i's • 
demanding record, if you • 
wish), well be happy tov'/ '"4 
explain how the new wA^'c. 
Advents sound the way"-'' ', 
they do for the price. Once f 
- you hear our Advent system 
the only-thing you may s: 
want to know is how quickly 
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ADDS AND DROPS IN DEPARTMENTS Drops begin 





REGISTRATION LATE REGISTRATION END 3:00 PM 
THURS. FEES 10:00-12:00 140-5:00 
|Ua< LAST TIME TO ADD/DROP WITHOUT SPECIAI. 
Hi PERMISSION - 3:00 P.M. THURSDAY • 
1. Pick up materials in ACADEMIC CENTER 
Tuesday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Wednesday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
2. See your ACADEMIC ADVISOR 
3. Obtain PUNCHED- IBM CLASS CARDS from the departments in which you are taking 
courses. 
4. Return registration materials and class cards to Academic Center before 3:00 p.m. 
THURSDAY, JAN. 16TH. 
5. PAY FEES at the BURSAR'S OFFICE: MAIN BLDG. 8 from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon 
and 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on FRIDAY, JANUARY 17TH. 
6. STUDENTS WHO LATE REGISTER MAY NOT PARTICIPATE IN DEPARTMENTAL 
' ADDS/DROPS , 
| PAY FEES BY 5:00 P.M. FRIDAY, JANUARY 17th 
This week, he who hesitates will probably 
BE SAVED 
Take time to fill out your add/drop cards correctly 
CORRECTIONS??? 
^ V^>^ET A NEW CARD - DON'T ERASE 
-
<&>,'<? J/ 
' SS  V- » «*, ' s  
THIS TOP ROW IS ZEROS 
rDON'T MISTAKE THEM FOR ONESl 
FOR PASS-FAIL! 
" MARK "YES" HEREI 
DON'T 
FORGET 
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BE SURE TO 
USE CURRENT DATE 
WRONG DATES WILL -




E ACCURACY OF YOUR CARDS 
CHANGING TO OR FROM PASS/FAIL?? USE THE SAME CARD TO 
DROP AND THEN RE-ADD THE^COURSE WITH YOUR DESIRED, 
GRADING METHOD. UT PASS/FAIL REQUIREMENTS ARE 
PRINTED ON THE BACK OF THE CARDv Vi ^ i 
Mfal 
JSL 
While You Were 
4 - *•» -w V * 
4 Not Seeking Re-election 
By MIKE MORRISON 
Texan Staff Writer 
During the holidays, the up­
coming City Council races 
heated up as four councilmen 
announced they would not run 
again this spring. 
Mayor Roy Butler, Mayor 
Pro Tern Dan Love, Coun­
cilmen Bud Dryden and Bob 
Binder decided not to seek re­
election, making the rest of 
this council's term a lame 
duck session. 
Butler told a press con­
ference Jan. 3 that it- was 
"time to pass the responsibili­
ty and honor to other citizens 
and turn my attention back to 
private pursuits." His deci­
sion not to run for a third term 
as mayor ends his 13-year 
political career. Prior to be­




Although the semester has 
just begun, financial aid 
; deadlines for the next three 
semesters are already bear­
ing down on-students. 
.Those seeking full time 
summer employment must 
apply by Feb. 10. Application 
deadline for all other forms of 
aid'for the summer is Feb. 15. 
Students applying for aid for 
the 1975-76 academic year 
face a ' March 1 deadline, 
earliest in recent years. 
Applicants meeting deadlines 
have a better, chance of 
receiving the desired aid. 
package thando late 
applicants, Susan Kjellman of 
the student financial aids of­
fice said. 
To apply, a student must 
complete a general applica­
tion and an American College 
Testing or College Scholarship 
Service financial aid state­
ment. Awards are granted on 
the basis of financial need. 
For. the first time, students 
who have filed a financial aid 
>: statement with the office in 
j the past must complete a new 
ACT: or CSS statement that 
• will be used for the summer, 
y fall and spring semesters. 
? ^Materials ate> available 
• -the raids - office, 2608 Whitis 
school trustee for the Austin 
Independent School District. 
Lov^ announced his decision 
on Jan. 2. He was elected to 
the Place 3 seat in 1971 and re­
elected in 1973. 
Dryden, also ending two 
successive terms on the coun­
cil. revealed his plans Jan. 6. 
In a move that some 
political observers caled a 
"bombshell.'' Binder told the 
press Friday he would not 
Seek a second term. Citing the 
need to devote more time to 
his law practice, Binder did 
not rule out the possibility of 
campaigning for candidates in 
the spring elections. 
The council also lost the ser­
vices of Councilman Berl 
Handcox. Last week, he of­
ficially resigned, taking the 
post of director of the State 
Office of Equal Opportunity. 
With a majority of the coun­
cilmen not seeking re­
election, a number of persons 
have filed to fill those seats. 
As of Tuesday. 14 persons had 
declared their candidacv for 
the mayor's race and the six 
council places. They are: 
. Mayor: Bob Garrett and 
Raymond Donley, Jr. 
Place 1: Marcel S. Rocha. 
Dick Nichols and Margret 
Hofmann . 
Place 2: Willie Ferrell and 
Stuart Henry -
Place 3: James Joseph Jr. 
and Emma Lou Linn 
Place a: Paul Spragens. 
John Trevino Jr. and Ed Cox 
Place 6: Jimmy Snell and 
William M. Blackwood 
No person has announced 
for the Place 4 seat presently 
held by Lowell Lebermann. 
F neaman and Lebermann 
will announce their plans for 
the spnng election in the next 
few weeks. 
Bridge Construction 
• Preliminary work on the 
controversial Ninth and 10th 
Streets Extension Project 
began in late December as op­
ponents failed in a last effort 
to halt the plans. 
The council rejected Jan. 2 
an appeal of the city creek 
permit for construction of the 
bridge designed to extend 
from Ninth Street over Shoal 
Creek. The appeal was filed 
bv Stuart Henry, former city 
environmental chief, on 
behalf of three Austin 
residents. 
At a Dec. 19 meeting, the 
coupcil approved a $781,262 
contract for the planned work. 
Preliminary utility relocation 
work began a few days later. 
The council's 4-1 vote deny-
, ing the appeal cleared the way 
for construction work to con­
tinue. 
Proposals Rejected 
In the last month. City 
Council has rejected two 
proposed ordinances, but they 
are expected to resurface as 
issues in the council election. 
In a heated public heanng 
Dec. 20, the council voted 5-2. 
rejecting Councilman Jeff 
Friedman's proposed ethics 
and financial disclosure or­
dinance. The proposal would 
have provided for financial 
disclosures on the part of 141 
city officials and board and 
commission members. 
Councilman-Lowell Leber­
mann promised to present his 
version of a similar ordinance 
sometime m January". 
At Thursday's-public hear­
ing, the counciT: defeated a 
proposed equal employment 
opportunity ordinance,on a 3-2 
vote. The proposal was 
designed to strengthen federal 
laws banning employment dis­
crimination and set up a local 
enforcement agency to handle 
complaints from the Austin 
area. ' :y 
Bevo Statue Gift Accepted 
By BILL SCOTT 
Texan Staff Writer 
Though the Christmas vaca­
tion provided a much-needed 
break for most University 
students, administrative ac­
tivity continued. 
At a Dec. 13 meeting, the 
Board of Regents voted to 
accept a gift of $50,000 from 
an anonymous donor for the 
construction of a larger-than-
life-size statue of Bevo. The 
body Voted to accept the gift 
after University President Ad 
Interim Lorene Rogers was 
unable to persuade the. donor 
that the money could be better 
used elsewhere. 
"We'll probably need armed 
guards to protect it before 
football games," outgoing 
Regent Frank Erwmsaid. 
UT Permian Basin 
In other action, the board 
ordered an investigation of ac­
tions taken by B.M. Amstead, 
president pf UT Permian 
Basin in connection with the 
construction of, a golf course 
and duck-pond on the.Odessa, 
campus. Amstead, who" 
resigned Dec. 2, at first 
denied state funds were used 
on the projects, but later ad­
mitted $53,000 in state monies 
were spent.'- r . .. _ • . 
President Selection 
Board 
Regents Chairman A.G. 
McNeese appointed 13 per­
sons, including, himself; to 
serve on the committee to find 
a new University president to 
succeed Stephen Spurn The 
group is made up of one stu­
dent (Janie Strauss, Texas 
Union Board of Directors 
chairwoman) and one faculty 
member (Eugene Nelson, 
business law professor) in ad­
dition to System and Universi­
ty officials. 
Faculty Center 
The long-awaited Faculty 
Center opened its doors on 
Jan. 6. . 
Minority Increase 
Minonty enrollment at the 
University for fall, 1974. in­
creased by 1 percent over the 
fall, 1973 figure, according to 
a survey compiled by the Of­
fice of the Vice-President for 
Student Affairs. 
. The survey, which has been 
made each fall since 1972, is 
designed to "note changes in 
the student culture and cam­
pus society." 
Erwin's Trial 
Former Regent Erwin's 
trial on an Austin DWI charge 
was postponed until February 
because he could not prepare 
- an adequate defense, his at­
torney said. , 
Attorney Roy Q. Minton, 
representing vErwin; said 
preparation for the trial would 
take more time than usual 
because of publicity surroon-
ding the case. 
Appeals Failed 
Opponents of the controver­
sial ?95;a-week pay for city 
councilmen failed to get-relief 
from the courts recently jbut 
may continue to appeal the 
case. 
Dist. Judge Herman Jones 
ruled he did not have jurisdic­
tion to hear a .suit seeking to 
block the pay raise which w&s 
approved by the council Nov. 7 
Lou McCreary, an Austin at­
torney representing 13 plain­
tiffs, said he thought .his 
clients might want to appeal 
the decision to the Third Court 
of Civil Appeals. • . 
Share the rent and 
the way we live... 
UNIVERSITY refrigerators 
' ?IR APPROVED FOR USE IN UT. DORMITORIES 
Utaau 1 1 1 
KEEP A LID 
ON YOUR COST 
Ijil 
25 
discount with tfiis ad/. ^ 
DICKENS 
Cleaners & Laundry 



















rO.OQ Month STEREO FM. 
WtTti 
WE GIVE YOU TREE 90 DAY OPTION TO BUY 
BERKmAffS 
, s:the stereo store 
t? You re>tngle and.mature, you want the best-life has to offer: And. you want to Keep the cost 
reasonable/ ^ ^ a • ' 
By pihef rrifcture singfds your problem is soiVtki.: Split the rent tour ways 
on one pt our 4 bedroom apartments and have lull access to all the things that make pur 




1Z21 • Algarita 
from -lH-35, take Oltort exiuo 
Algarita, -turn right one block. 
444-4485 
1601 Royal Crest Drive 










• 2 SIZES TO CHOOSE FROM 
: • FREE DELIVERY TO YOUR ROOM 
• FREE /MAINTENANCE 
BECAUSE OF LIMITED SUPPLY IT IS 
N E C E S S ' A  R  Y  T O  R E S E R  V E  Y O U R  
REFRIGERATOR AS SOON AS YOU 
ARRIVE ON CAMPUST 
CALL: 478-3471 
„ OR WRITE: UNIVERSITY REFRIGERATORS 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78712 
0s Sale runs all 
week in the 
Ms Shop 
25% to 75%-OF 
u.desJfemjs from all the brand names we 
-HtM carry - , 
MAX FACTOR MARY QUANT otheri-? 
HERITAGE BOOK STOR 
§ (The Original Hemphill's Law Book Store) 
Serving the Lejfal Profession 
1933 
I V 




< .  -~v<i 
PlufefAU. WEEK 
AnylaeketJnour sfocfc — ^ pnce whert you buy a pair, olpants*| 
824 East 26th Street 
corner of Red River and 26th 
^ l 
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L I I t f C O L I N F  
cougar; 
m E R C U R Y  
ROLLS-ROYCE 
" THE DEALERSHIP THAT SERVICE BUILT " 
" 900 WEST 
SIXTH w 
'_£ y - Mayor Roy Butler f'' 
:<« 
3iad 20 minutes to myself.", 
Many things can be said about Mayor 
- Roy Butler, but no one can claim he has 
lacked influence on the City Council. 
Butler departs the office of mayor May 
15, leaving a refurbished office, new 
council quarters and a big chair for 
someone to fill. 
Butler claims he has done a lot for the 
office of mayor. Prior to . his tenure, 
seven councilmen were elected by Austin 
.; voters, and they decided among . 
themselves who would be mayor. Butler 
v is the first person to be elected to the 
mayor's office. 
_ - "I. am the first mayor to- be the 
. people's choice. I have upgraded the o£-
• fice, and by upgrading it I've made it. 
;• stronger and more responsive," he said. 
"I will leave the mayor's office strpn&er 
than I found it." 
Butler has served two terms as mayor 
. •and has declined to seek re-election for a 
third term. Leaving with him are' three 
, of Ms strong supporters on the council — 
• Dr. Bud Dryden, Berl Handcox and 
Mayor Pro Tern Dan Love. A fourth, 
Loftell Lebermann, is the object of much 
mayoral^speculation, but he has not yet 
announced his intentions. 
"To be an effective mayor ... to have 
any clout, you must have the support of 
,v; the council'. In the first two years, I have 
had six votes, and in the last two years I 
t. 
>hn'i -fkiolr nt „„4.; : 
could count on five votes. Not that 
anyone gave up their individuality, I 
could just count on them. A mayor must 
have the votes — that really is the test of 
leadership." 
That leadership will ..determine to a 
large extent the future of Austin. 
Butler's administration occurred at a 
delicate time in Austin's development — 
a time when Austin was rapidly bridging 
the distance between being a University 
town and coming into its own as a full-
fledged city. Decisions made by the 
Butler council will mold the Austin of 
tomorrow. 
"Being mayor is certainly not 
a career avenue. There's no 
such thing as a popular 
decision." ' 
Several outstanding issues spring to 
mind. An Historical Landmark Commis­
sion and Historical Zoning Ordinance 
mark a step toward preservation of 
• Austin's architectural heritage. The 
Creeks Ordinance increases local control 
of natural waterways. And a massive an-
ticrime plan, engineered by Butler 
himself, expanded the police force by 
more than 100 officers and raised the 
budget more than $1 million in one year. 
Butler considers this his "most lasting 
single-handed accomplishment" in of­
fice. 
Butler responds-to queries on police 
brutality by stressing the human fallibili­
ty element. 
"I have never considered 
myself a politician..." 
"Last year our officers answered over 
100,000 calls. When you have 450 men 
working seven days a week, there have 
to be some cases of overreaction," he 
said. 
The stamp of this City Council will be 
branded onto Austin's next master plan. 
Currently, master plan revision is under 
way via a broad-based citizen participa­
tion program called Austin Tomorrow 
which passed the council unanimously. 
"The Austin Tomorrow plan is the 
broadest,; most ambitious program in 
Austin history. This is a program 
whereby the public can tell us the direc­
tion far Austin to go. Unfortunately, we 
will not see the results until this council 
i3%it of office," Butler said. 
At limes the council chamber echoed 
with smooth words and approval from 
citizens for a stand well taken or a job 
well-done. As Butler says, however, 
there is no such thing as pleasing 
everyone. More often the chamber 
resounded with voices of dissent and dis­
trust while issues sizzled with controver­
sy. 
The nuclear bond issue, Ninth and 10th 
Streets Expansion Program, utility 
rebates, Wilding, the Drag vendors and 
extension of drinking hours brought the 
council under fire from developers, en­
vironmentalists, students and other in­
terest groups. 
Butler defends his stand on the nuclear 
issue. "Our judgment is even more 
justified now. It is obvious we can't de­
pend oh oil and gas any more. 
"We have to phase out oil and gas 
plants. We think the federal government 
• will outlaw the use of petroleum 
products for boiler use by 1980." he said 
"Anything I do, I go all the 
way. I'm not the ribbon clerk 
type-"_ 
One of the hottest controversies, the 
Ninth and 10th Streets expansion, 
brought forth angry charges of a conflict 
of interest for Butler and resulted in his 
abstention from the vote on the proposal. 
It passed the council 4-2 without Butler's 
vote."although some say not without his 
help. 
"If I had voted, I would have supported 
it. We must have good access to the 
County Courthouse and the $5.5 million 
library we're building on 10th Street. The 
plan will help insure the vitality of the 
downtown community. 
"I never did understand the opposition 
to that. We didn't- tear down any old 
houses, and we didn't take one inch of 
park land." 
President Lyndon B. Johnson once told 
Butler "you have the worst job in 
. American politics because • you're so 
close to the people." 
"Being mayor is certainly not a career 
avenue. There's no such thing as a pop­
ular decision,"-Butlerjadds. 
"Although I've been successful 
through the electoral process, I have 
never considered myself a politician. I 
have no political ambitions. I have serv­
ed as mayor and regarded it in the light 
of a civic duty. 
It would be in poor taste for me to en­
dorse any candidates as my successor. I 
have never endorsed anyone while in 
public office. The voters are capable of 
making a selection," Butler says. 
One of the most difficult things Butler 
feels he faced was education of the 
public on issues. He cites the increase of 
utility rates as a prominent example. 
"I will leave the mayor's of­
fice stronger than Ifound it." 
"We raised the electric rate 100 per­
cent. the wastewater rate 211 percent 
and the water rate 20 percent. It hurt 
everyone, but it had to be done. It was so 
hard to get over to the public the need for 
a raise. Yet it is our responsibility to 
provide quality facilities to the citizens 
of Austin." he says. 
Reflecting on his tenure .of office, 
Butler leaned back in his chair and relax­
ed. 
"I feel good about the job. I've given it 
my total commitment. Anything I do I go 
all the way - I'm not the ribbon clerk 
type 
" M a y b e  I  c a n  b e  a  
journeyman electrician if I 
ever go broke in the car 
business." 
• We've done a lot of things I'm pretty 
proud of — we nailed a coal contract for 
26 years. A year or two from now, cities 
will be crying for coal. 
"I won't have any regrets. I have given 
this office my all, but it saps your 
emotional and physical strength. I look 
forward to having time to myself and for 
my businesses. I have a ranch, and I just 
built a house on it. I did most of the wir­
ing myself. 
"Maybe I can be a journeyman electri­
cian if t ever go broke in the car 
business," he laughs. • 
favor of liquoron campus ... I've never turned 
down a parade permit... I set up a committee on 
the drag vendors and they've never done better. »» :  
"r\ 
Councilmembers Berl Handcox, Dan Love, Butler and Dr. Bud Dryden 
"To be an effective mayor ... to have any clout, you have to 
have the support of the council?' 
Photos by Phil Huber 
and Manuel Ramirez 
Story by Joy Howell 
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-I- Rape Suspect 
By JAY JORDEN 
Texan Stall Writer 
University pojice. have, 
released a composite picture 
of a suspect believed linked to . 
two rapes and an assault on 
the University campus. 
"We don't have any 
suspects at the moment; it 
depends on the investigation 
and leads we get," Ad­
ministrative Asst. Ralph 
Ravenburg said Sunday. 
Police assembled the com­
posite from a description 
given by the victim of the last 
rape, which occurred Dec. 19 
in Batts Hall. The victim also 
was beaten with a piece of 
pipe. 
"To assemble the com-. 
posite, we worked with a 
variety of plastic transparen­
cies to make up the . facial 
features of the individual," 
Ravenburg said. "However, 
the; composite's hairstyle is 
not up-to-date for represen­
ting the .corn-row or hedge­
row style: But we worked with 
the victim for a long time to 
build a representation of the 
suspect. 
"We just started from 
nothing on the man and kept 
building features on him." 
• The suspect also fits the 
general description given by 
the .victim of a Nov. 6 rape 
near' the law school and by a 
woman assaulted Dec. 9 on 
campus. The suspect is a 
black male, 22 to 24,5-10, with 
black hair in corn-row style. 
mectium complexion, wearing 
blue bib overalls and a dark 
long-sleeved shirt at the time 
of the offense. 
One victim said her 
* assailant was , over 6-0, and 
one assailant wore his hair in 
an Afro style. 
Police urged persons having 
information on the rapes and 
assault which might lead to an 
arrest to call them im­
mediately. 
Ravenbury noted one reason 
for the Increase may be that 
women are reporting assaults 
morejrequently than former­
ly-
The UT police emergency 
number on any campus phone, 
Centrex'or PAX. is 1234. 
x 'C , 
Composite sketch of rape suspect. 
12 noon. Noon Concert. Jo Anne Holtz-
. nypn will play background and sing-along 
piano music during' lunch. Free. Texas 
Tavern. .• 
" 4-6 p.m. Concert. Follcsiiiger/guitaritt 
Maria Larson will entertain during Happy 
Hour. Texas Tavern. Musical Events Com­
mittee. 
7 & 9 p.m. Rim: "Take the Money and Run." 
Woody Allen Film .Festival begins with a movie about 
an inept crook who steals money to win the girl of his 
fancy but fails to make the FBI Most-Wanted List, Ad­
mission $1 far UT students, faculty, and staff; $1.50 
far members. Batts Auditorium. Theatre Committee.' 
8:30 -II:30 p.m. Mariachi Music. Los Tres Amigos, 
a popular Austin group, will play. Free. Texas Tavern. ' 
Wednesday • \\ 
7:30 - 9:00'p.m. Rim: "Recognizing the Birth of a 
King-" Film about Dr. Martin luther King after whicK 
Innervisions, a black chorus, will sing. Texas Culture 
Room (Afro-American), Methodist Student Center. 
Free. Afro-American Culture Committee. 
S ALONS 
DOWNTOWNER SALON 




1221 South Lamar 0 
447-6646 
Ample Free Parking 
Introducing 
EDDIE ESPARZA 
at the Downtowner Safon 
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heart you know we're right 
So standup and be counted at Tn^Towers North, 801W 
. 24th, in the middle of t^e^udent neighborhood r  ̂
BBBIBTI—n i 'Vf 
r^W)xrt̂ d£>WouIdy6u ratfierispend the Spring Semest̂  
Committee Alters 
~ri' 
By GAIL BURRIS 
Texan Staff Writer 
A simplified faculty 
grievance procedure was sub­
mitted to the Faculty Senate 
Monday outlining specific 
routes of recourse for faculty 
and teaching assistants. 
The Senate drafted a.com­
mittee • to work on the docu­
ment which was substituted 
for a previous, more lengthy 
procedure. The Committee 
must report back to the 
general Senate meeting Feb. 
3. If passed thenj the docu­
ment would go to University • 
Council for approval. 
Prof. Mark/Yiidof of the 
School of Law'strongly sup­
ported the substitute draft and 
was named chairman of the 
newly-formedcommittee. 
He said the. original 
grievance procedure docu­
ment, which iwas' drawn up 
during the previous "Faculty 
Senate session, was impossi­
ble to amend, and the new 
document was relatively sim­
ple and easy to understand. 
Yudof emphasized that the 
substitute draft made clear, 
the basic point that faculty-
have the right to a grievance 
hearing if they feel an 
employment-relateicondition * 
is unjust or adverse to their 
welfare. 
The five-and-one-half page" 
procedure document, sub­
mitted by the Grievance. Com­
mittee of the Women Faculty 
Caucus, outlines steps a facul­
ty member must take to file a 
complaint against the ad­
ministration. 
The grievance committee 
would hear the complaint, and 
if it feels sufficient evidence 
is given, would, try to settle 
the issue through informal 
means. If this fails, it would 
set up a formal hearing with 
five faculty members sitting 
in judgment. Their 
recommendation would then 
be passed on to the University 
president for final decision. 
Qideon Sjpberg, sociology 
professor, proposed iwo 
amendments to the substitute 
motion, one adding teaching 
assistants and associates to 
the grievance procedure and 
the other concerning com-
briefs 
plaints' against a faculty.• 
membtir. Both passed. . 
Ira Iscoe, director of; the 
Counseiing-Psychological 
Center, urged that the Senate 
cqme up with some com­
promise on the grievance 
procedure: 
{"There are dangers in try­
ing to find the perfect docu­
ment, like the perfect cup of 
coffee. The grievances are pil­
ing up, and I can see next May 
come around with nothing on 
the record." 
The motion to send the sub­
stitute motion to the Com­
mittee and-to have it report 
back by Feb. 3 pa°Sed un­
animously.^ 
. The Senate also approved a 
slate of four candidates as the 
Faculty Senate, nominees for 
the University Committee on 
Matters of Academic-Gover­
nance. • 
Those four are'George 
Schatzki, professor at the law 
school; Donald Seilstrom 
chairman of the Department 
of French-Italian, Sjoberg and 













Late registration for night 
classes at the University will 
be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday through Jan: 21 at the 
: Joe C. Thompson Conference 
. Center. A $5 late fee per 
course will be charged after 
Tuesday in addition to $15 tui­
tion per semester hour. 
Night classes begin Monday 
and are open to' anyone with a 
high school degree or the 
equivalent (GED) who is at 
least 21 and is not on 
scholastic dismissal or dis­
ciplinary probation from any 
institution of higher educa-. 
tion. . . 
History Lecture 
A lecture on "Oral History 
of the Late Victorian Working 
.Class", will, be given by. Paul 
• and Thea Thompson • of the ' 
.University of Essex, England, 
:at 4 p.m. Tuesday in Business-
Economics Building, 155. The 
lecture was originally 
scheduled for Calhoun Hall 
100, 
The lecturers will play 
recordings from 500 English, 
Scottish and Welsh workers 
•born before 1900 which they 
have amassed at Essex. 
Paul Thompson also will 
speak at 4 p.m. Wednesday in 
Architecture Building 105 on 
the , architecture of William 
Butterfield of Victoria, 
England.. 
AUSTIN HANDWMVUJ CO-Of ll rejliltr̂  
Ing interested persons tor classes in 
. frame .arid-floor loom'weaving on 
Saturdays, Feb; 1.to March t, am] 
Inkle jocmweavlngon weekdays at 
times to be arranged,-^or furthering 
formation;, contactthe Kerbey Lane 
Galleriesr3706 Kerbey'Larie. 
-OtADUATt IKOeOIXAMf«0A«AnON will 
be thfr topic ol a Reading aM Study 
Laboratory discussion - to be 
h«ld at noon Tuesday in Jaster A-33J. 
' TlXAS TAVitN IVCNTS for Tuesday In­
clude a noon piano concert by Jo 
Anne Hoitzman, a 4 p.m. concert by 
v folkslnger-guitarist Maria Larson 
and a 9 p.rp. show by professional 
magician t>*Ouinn Ca/ro. Alt events 
are free. The Tavern Is .next door to 
Texas Union South behind Gregory 
Gym. 
TlXAS UNNM TNIATII CDMMiTTll will 
sponsor a film, "Take the Money 
and Run,"at7and9p.m. Tuesday in 
Batts Auditorium. Admission is si 
for University students, faculty and 
staff and SI .50 for membersi' 
"TIMI MANAOiMINT AND 
CONCBITtATION" win be the topic of 
a Reading and Study Skills 
Laboratory (RASSL) discussion to 
be held at 4 p.m. Tuesday in Jester 
A432. 
UT NTttCOOIOUTl MIOOt TOUMUMBCT 
registration continues through Tues* 
day In T«x«s Union 1U. The tourna-
ment begins af 7 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Alumnt Center. San Jacinto 
Blvd. Rtgistraflon is. free. Only 
fulltlnrie students may parliclpqte. 
MEITtNOS v^:. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will meet at 730 
p.m.'Tuesday for a student praise 
gathering at the Baptist Student 
Center, 2204 San AntpnlO'St. 
Christians and non-Christians, B«p. 
tists and non-Baptlsft arevwelcome; 
camtuscrusaqk km emm will meet lor 
"The Gathering" at 7;30 pim. Tues* 
day in Doble Conference Room, 
Dobie Center, 2100 Guadalupe;$t. 
DCfAtTMENT Of ADVUTtStfMt arid the 
Austin Advertising Club wiili|»risot' 
a seminar on "The;B>st TV 
Commercials of I97"4" from 3:30 "to 
5:30 p.m. Tuesday in room l*t02 of 
the Joe C. Thompson Conference 
Center. Harry Wayne McMahan, 
television columnist for Advertising 
Age and an International leeturer 
orfd consultant on the TV commer-
ciarwHWjrect the semjnar. Admls-
slorils $S for noristudents arid S2.S0 
for students.. ; 
DtfAtTMBfT Of ASTtONOMYWill'sponsor 
a relativity seminar at3j>.m. Tues-
day in Moore Nail 9^J2. Dale Cox 
wt« speaH of. "Towards^ General 
Solution of Ernst:Equations" a 
colloquium featuring jungen 
Matenne of Hamburg,.Germany, 
will be sponsored at 4 p.m. in 
15.2T6B. The topic will be '?On the 
Stability of Small Groups of Galax* 
les." 
MMtfMNT Of CHIMBIIY Will sponsor a 
distinguished- visiting lecture 
, program •t JiW p.m. Tuesday In 
- Walch Hall 1MW. The program will 
. - feature Prol. William Klemperer ot 
Harvard University, wtw Will speak 
;on.."Van der Waals MoleailM and 
Atotecular Complexes." 
Transactional Analysis Associates 
announeas thi opening of offices 
for clinical practice and. professional Services SSS 
, Counseling Individuals, families, -^$1 
' ; and Small Groups 
Training, Education and Consultation 
• Rofc«lM»«dH**Wy 
CbaHet IpcMhi, ACSW 4 o.; -: ;Jom Hmjrii, MSSW-
452-3997 5511 Parkcrest, Suite 103 
at Balconat and Northland 
Training Racognizad by ITAA 
1 t <• 
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By DOUG BURTON 
Texan Staff Writer 
Adds-and drops procedure in 
Bellmont Hall has been com­
pared to a bull market day at 
the New York. Stock Ex­
change: A Chicago stockyard 
was more " like it Monday. 
Groups ;of students waiting in 
long lines south of Bellmont 
were herded to the structure's 
fifth level at the rate of 1500 . 
Persons per hour, one Bell 
mont staffer said; ~ 
Gary Speer, assistant 
registrar; said at least 15,000 
students went through .the 
centralized adds and drops 
and estimated 5,000 others 
would • go through add-drop 
procedures jn departments.. 
Students may not add courses 
after; 3' p.m: Thursday, 
although they may drop 
courses until Jan. -28 and still 
receive a refund. 
Having waited in the cold 
from 20 minutes to an hour 
before enteririg Bellmont, 
many students met with dis-,, 
appointment when they found 
classes'.closed due to heavy 
demand. With few,places to' 
' sit, a number, were reduced to• 
dropping themselves and their 
course catalogues to the floor 
and adding up their options. 
• ' "What's the Use of standing' •• 
in long lines when every 
course you need is closed ?" 
moaned • one. freshman. Not 
much. 
Sighed Speer: -.''There's no 
way you can help them all. 
You have just got to turn them 
loose, and let them do the best 
they can. ' 
Speer. noted that: long lines 
: inside Bellmont were a result 
of demand for prime-time sec­
tions. At one point over 30 
students stood in line at the 
Freshman English Courses 
table, where departmental 
representatives hgard more 
than a'few special pleas, Mar­
ty Lewis, assistant instructor, 
said. 
First choice for -section 
changes Was given to students 
with "documented schedule 
conflicts, 1 etters from 
:.employers " and.other'special 
circumstances. 
When one freshman 
repeatedly asked for special 
permission to make.a .section 
change,-Lewis >Jokcid U) Mm 
"If your momma's in an iron V-. 
lung, roll the •" iron Jung up ' 
. here 
"The first tiling linew, the -
student was up here telling 
someone his mother was in an 
iron lung, and he had to come 
home every Friday and heip 
her out of it," Lewis said. " 
What can you do?'! he asked. 
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Tentative plans for con­
struction of future bicycle 
lanes by the Urban Transpor­
tation Department were 
criticized Monday as "woeful­
ly Inadequate1' by members of 
two University Student 
Government committee. 
The City Council Lobby and 
the Environmental Protection 
and' Improvement Com­
mittees evaluated the plans at 
the request of the transporta­
tion department arid released 
their own study of Jbicycle 
lanes at a press conference. 
Lyn Breeland of the State 
Lobby' Committee said the 
city report-"fails to note the 
shortcomings of present bike 
lane planning and 
mainten&ftce." 
Dale Napier of the City Lob­
by Committee said the 3,700 
students who commute to 
campus by bicycle are en­
dangered because "motorists 
can and do drive illegally in 
bike lanes with no fear of 
reprisal.from police."' 
Drop, procedures after> 
Thursday move to deans' df- . 
fices. .-
_\Xate registration, from_ 
Tuesday through Thursday, 
will be held in the Academic' 
Center (AC). Undergraduate 
and law students registering 
late will be assessed a late fee 
oL?5. 
To begin late registration, a 
student must secure a Dean's 
Course Record Card in the 
AC. The student will then 
proceed to his academic ad­
visor for approval of courses. 
A computer class card for 
each course section must be • 
obtained from the departmen­
tal offic&. When all class 
cards are obtained, the stu- . 
dent must report to the AC • 
before 3 p.m. Thursday to Sub­
mit the cards... ^ ^ 
Monday was only the second. J 
time adds arid drops; have 
been held in Bellmont. 
Registrar's Office • officials • 
said the movement of lines 
was much smoother than in 
Gregory Gym, the previous .; 
.add-drop location. 
"It's notaseasfr to sneak in £• 
as it was in Gregory," added 
one official. ' 
Most entrances and exits to 
the fifth floor were well 
guarded by campus service 
organization members, who 
gave students yellow passes to 
allow, them to leave Bellmont 
and return later in the day. 
m 
MS-
— Texan Staff Photo by Zoch ftyoH 
15,000 hopefuls muddle through adds and drops. 
'.' ' -'S.'?;/ • —T«xan Staff Photo by David Woo 
James Aubrey just gives up. 
TO PLACE A TEXAN 
CLASSIFIED AD 
CALL 471-5244 
WISHItlG Y*ll COULD 
WEAR A MASK TO 
COVER SmN^PROBIJEMSI! 
FACE THE flfTURE WITH , 
THE CONFIDENCE A GOOD  ̂
COMPLEXION GIVES. 
OUJR SMN LAYERING 
Using All Natural Products 
(No Instruments) 
,s Painless, Harmless 
(Leave our studio and go about your usual routine) 
REMOVES 
• ENLARGED PORES • PITS, SCARS : 
• WHITEHEADS • BROWN SPOTS 
• BLACKHEADS. • ACNE TYPE CONDITIONS 
A NEW YOU FOR THE NEW YEAR 
We also do tmisde toning and hair removal; 
and have, excellent allergy-freo cosmetics. 
COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS 
OPEN MON.-FHL 9-9 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 







Remember all those fan­
tastic things. you saw at 
Unicorn Gallery during 
Christmas but  couldn' t  af­
ford? 
Well, now you can. 
Come to our after Christmas Sale. 
Among other bargains, we have Alva 
Museum jewelry at «/2 price and 
selected M. C. Escher prints for Vs off. 
This week only. 
10 to 6 ~ 
cUnicorn(̂ 'Gallery 
Dobie 2nd floor 
PINE SHELVES - No. 2YP 
I"xl2"x3' . . . . 82c ea. 
I"xl2'/x4/ . . $1.09 ea. 
I"xl2"x5' $1.37ea. 
CONCRETE BLOCKS 
8"x8"x8" 39< ecu 
• • • • • 55 60. 8"x8"xl2" 
8"x8"xl6" 57' ea. 
1"X12"X6' . . $1.64 ea. 
TEXAS LUMBER CO. 
1313 E. 6th . 478.8772 
c 
. • • .-v- - - - ; • • | 
WICU> 
•a HI I I () It 
LOOKING FOR BlTTm 
' . A C T W O  C A S T I l  
I m-.-'-si 
• - t — - T W  ILIAN Contract* for jpijqof,,,, 
kv -weeffMAtE ro»mm»t« (or .xcep; »>»«»>•'»»' 
i tlona;lv nice 3 be4room«jb*th furnished loss. Cell 47S-9996. 
L u.iMt.Mutî  Miun. Liroe (cocM _• _ 
I 
ihouse, wit**-—*"Laro  fenced 
p flghborlv THEN TAKE A LOOK AT 
~ «71-326i. H • 
for sale. 19 
sell spring 
THE DAILY TEXAN 
' tall* 
HAVE YOU MOVED RECENTLY? 
9 IF SO, PLEASi: READ THIS 
If a student after registration, changes his home or his Austin address, he is expected to notify the 
Registrar and his Dean in writing at once, He will beheld responsible for a communication from University 
unices sent to him at the address last given and may not claim indulgence on the plea of having moved his 
lodgings and therefore of not Having received the communication." (UT General Information 
Catalogue P89) , ^ 
IMPORTANT: Local addresses are used to mail class schedules after adds/drops. To give us vour 
^dd^S'n;imV°'t,le.rU;out' **" out antl return the form below to any departmental office or Main 
Building 16 before 3:00 P.M. Thursday; January 16th. 
1 - -131S / k  
RETURN BY 3:00 P.M. THURSDAY, JANUARY ; ? ; 
ADVERTISIN 
• i . ' ' ' 'nr—iiifr y Xfwra. 
4 BLOC" 
eea 
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Call Ed «tter4l* 
ROOM & BOARD S99.50/month. Ooble 
occupancy. 477-9388. J710 Nueces. 
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Blake To Star in * Baretta ' 
< ^ «r*-^ 
v . By BOB THOMAS t- "I fill myself full of bennies and work all night rewriting the 
• •. Associated Press Writer script so I can play it. I may not get through the season's 12 
IX)S ANGELES (AP)—."They throw you a dead rat and tell shows: before my-health goes. I won't be doing any pf that-' 
you to make a Thanksgiving dinner out of it," says Robert Mannix-Peter Gunn crap that they want to do." , 
. Blake, television's new angry man. BLAKE HAS SPENT a lifetime battling the system, and he 
"But we're doing.it," the actor adds mischievously. admits that he has found his toughest opponents in,the "Black 
As any veteran watcher of TV talk shows realizes, Robert Tower,"-so named for the corporative headquarters o£ MCA-
Blake is a feisty, outspoken, contentious man. Universal. The company's executives are noted Jfor,their dark- ' 
Universal Television is discovering the same,-now that Blake suited attire. w m-ms 
is starring in "Baretta," a crime show that majces its debut Fri- If "Baretta" is a success, of course, both sides will be lovey-
day on NBC. '• dovey. .. 
"The fights we've had are something monumental," says • Inside reports, though obviously prejudiced, are promising. 
Blake, a dark, chunky man of 41 or 42,"I forget which; people I Says director Bernard Kowalsky: "There are a few actors who 
respect tell me I shouldn't tell my age or 'I'll lose part of the hang around town for a long time until finally everything begins 
audience. ' to work-for them. That happened , to Lee Marvin and Charles 
"They try to make me do scripts thatare so lousy they make Broiison and Peter Falk. " 1 < * 
me throw up. "I think Bob Blake will be next." 
- BLAKE HAS WAITED a long time for it. He has had a varied ' 
career in Hollywood, touching the fringes of stardom but never., 
quite making it.' ''y-% 
He was a member of the "Our Gang" cotftedies, appearing ! 
first under his real name of Mickey Gubitosi, then as Bobby: 
Blake. " ^ 
' He was a child actor in "Treasure of the Sierra $ladre" and i 
"Humoresque" and played Little Beaver in the i'Red Ryder" 
series at Republic. ' 
As an adult actor, Blake won respect among his peers but few} 
meaty roles. That seemed to have changed when Richard 
Brooks picked him to play one of the killers of "In Cold Blood." 
.. . MEN AND WOMEN'S 
DISTINCTIVE HAIRSTYLING by JAE 
of Austin 
A decent profit is expected, but a 
ripoff is ridiculous! JAE's has a 
cumulative experience of 153 years to 
serve you. 
Shampoo, conditioner, stylecut, blo-dry 
$6.50 
.Unperms'from $16.00torhplete| 
MO* BURNET RD. "SJg" 
[ 3PEH Monday thru Friday 10 ltl,SiMir 10 to t 
Alley Theatre To Present 
^Twelfth Night' Thursday 
The Alley Theatre itf 
Houston opens a month-long 
run -of Shakespeare's 
"Twelfth Night" at 8 p.m. 
Thursday. 
: Director Robert E. Leonard 
has set this lyrical comedy in . 
' a 19th Century version of 
Shakespeare's imaginary 
country of "Illyria," with sets 
designed by John Kenny. 
'Starring in the production 
will-; 1» Sharon * Swink, Tony 
Russell, Lillian Evans. Cal 
Bedford and.Rdnald Bishop. 
Tickets are .available by 
contacting the Alley box of­
fice, 615 Texas Ave., Houston 
77002, or calling (713) 228-8421. 




You Just Wouldn't / WearThat frilly Robe../ 
James Dean (center) triesto explain to his fathir why 
he's a "Rebel Without a Cause." The classic 1955 fijm 
about misunderstood youth, directed by Nicholas Ray, 
will be shown at 7and 9 p.m. Tuesday in jester 
Auditorium, as part<of the CinemaTexat film series. 
* * J J » 
By JAY SHARBUTT 
AP Television Writer 
NEW YORK (AP) - Henry 
Winkler, ' who -pldys Fonzie,1 
these times of high prices and rampant inflation, we've come up 
with something that even Gerald Ford would approve of — the FREE 
STUDENT COUPON BOOK, which has been saving money for-; 
students on this campjus sirice :1872. This'week you can. pick up your 
SPRING 1975 coupon book and save money on food, .clothing, enter* 
tainment books, haircuts, glasses, records, typewriters, potting soil, 
newspapers, magazines, waterbeds, car repairs, sailing, and many 
the super-cool, greasy-haired, 
leather-jacketed high school 
dropout on. ABC's "Happy 
_Da^_senes, is a Yale man 
Now High School xPunk' 
No kidding, 
lS»#SI 
TOUGH YOUR PARTNER 
...AGAIN! . 
^Ballroom Dance  ̂
Glasses 
PER SESSION 
• Mfnuwm ft ui»lun» • 
Campus Glasses 
Start January 14 
v Call . 
Ciffw;*' 
474-4182 I 
, •—F Studios 
He has a master's degree 
from the Yale School of 
Drama. He grew up in New. 
York but says he wasn'ta Fun. 
City Fonzie. He attended 
private school and .wore a. tie, 
a blue blazer and grey slacks 
each day. a 
'A;{•' 
He saw his share of Fonzies 
— people here. call them • 
"punks" if they are fleet of 
foot —. but says "I gave 'em a 
lot of room. I'd go upstairs oav 
theroof of the. nearest' 
building if they wereafotawfc". 
' '?v'V': ?.;*;• .. 
He says he's acted 'to: 60 
plays and two movies — •"'The -
Lords of Flatbush" and 
"Crazy Joe" — since 
graduating from college in 
I*7-,. ' f, 
The movies were followed "I almost went, but then'I 
by one appearance in the realized, 'Everything's break? 
''Mary Tyler Moore" and ing for you,"you cannot go afid. 
"Bob Newhart" series on if you break the flow you're 
CBS. dead," ' he laughed. ' • 
Winkler, who said his "You have .to understand 1 
"Mary Tyler Moore" shot come from a German-Jewish 
consisted of 10 speaking lines, family where guilt is the main 
almost blew his chance for the diet," he added, slipping into 
Fonzie role by nearly passing a Bronx accent: "Ya Mve ya 
up his first big; TV break on tomato juice, a little guilt and 
the Newhart series. It happen- then the main course." 
ed this way: , So he didn't go to France. 
He • says he auditioned to He called the casting agent, 
play a. Puerto Rican on the asked about another part and 
Newhart show, didn't get the wound up playing a reformed 
job; but did hear sounds of in- bank robber who, despite-
terestfrom the casting agents Newhart's counseling, goes 
His parents were going to and robs another bank. 
France- on Vacation at the This led to an audition for 
time and wanted him to join the Fonzie role he finally land- ' 
them for his 28th.birthday. ed. 
other items and services; 
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Nothing Strikes Back 
0m Hour MartMibg 
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Ilaydji, Janacek, Mozart . 
and lliarsday, January 83 
% Mozart, Prokofiev, Dvorak 
Hogg Auditorium/SriM) PM 
1 
t ' 
PICK JUP YOUR SPRING 1975 UT FREE 
STUDENT COUPONliBOOK 
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<••-: i"The Night- Porter; ,-• 
directed by Lillana 
Cavani; produced by 
Robert Gordon Edwards; 
screenplay by, Cavani and 
ItaloMoscafi; starring 
Dirk Bogarde, Charlotte 
Rampling; at the 
Americana. • . • '. -
By WILLIAM A. STONE JR. 
. Texan Staff Writer 
Some movies are simply too 
shallow, and empty-headed to 
be offensive t- "The Night 
Porter" is one of them. 
Though it pretends to be a 
scorching, insightful. story : 
about war, degradation and 
sado-masochistic love,, it's 
really nothing more than an 
ill-conceived, poorly-directed 
piece of boorishness. J'?: 
The film operates oh two • 
levels: one setting is Vienna, 
1957; the other is a German 
concentration camp during . 
World War n (this is showji 
through flashbacks). In. the 
concentration camp, a young 
female prisoner (Charlotte ' 
Rampling) is forced ihto sex-, 
ual submission by a sadistic 
SS officer (Dirk.Bogarde). He. 
teaches her fellatio and keeps 
her as his personal sex. slave 
(when hot' shooting at her, 
that is, or making her sing and 
dance — a la Dietrich — for ; 
other SS.officers).. 
ANYWAY, to make a long, 
dull story even duller, Rampl­
ing survives the war and 10 
years later unexpectedly runs 
into Bogarde, He's now'work­
ing as a night porter in a seedy 
Viennese hotel; she's married 
(happily, more or less) to a 
- young, ambitious : symphony 
conductor on tour in Europe. 
One :look at Bogarde, 
however, and all the war 
memories surge back,, for 
both of them, and it's love at 
second sight: 
As before, they immerse 
themselves in a sado­
masochistic relationship. This 
time, however, it comprises 
little more than .cutting each 
other up with bits^of broken 
glass and occasional after-
noon sessions of fellatio. The 
fact that their s-m ex-' 
periencesaren'tdecorated 
with .theatricfiiwhips, chains 
and leathers/boots didn't 
bother me; anyone.who knows 
anything at_all about sado­
masochism knows: that its 
base is emotional* andr psy­
chological; not physical, and 
certainly not flashy uses of 
gadgetry. What bothered me 
was that director Liliaina 
Cavani- overestimated her 
... audience's knowledge of s-m. 
The.' fact that the whips and 
boots aren't there (and don't 
 NEED to be there).should be 
explained. ^Furthermore, 
there's no verbal- or vocal 
degradation in this movie — 
thus, we have an s-m 
. relationship which has nothing 
explained td us in emotional 
terms, and nothing visible to 
'us . in physical-theatrical 
terms. ' 
"The Night Porter" views 
sado-maso6hlsm as a kind of 
'sexual dehumanization and 
then .blames the Whole sordid 
business on. the horrors and 
dehumanization' of war. Such 
a premise is at 'best im­
aginative and at worst 
preposterous. / Most modem 
authorities -on s-m (Gerald 
and Caroline Greene, for in­
stance) believe that sado­
masochistic . tendencies are 
sexual preferences rather, 
than psychological sicknesses. 
Besides, there are certainly 
many sado-masochists who 
haven't been ^in: a war, much 
tcsi a concentration camp j furthermore; ^ 
scriptwriters Cavani and Italo 
Moscati have tacked on a 
tedious subplot/about a group. 
. of former SS officers deter­
mined to asMfcsinate Rampl­
­ing. She is, ^ter all, a victim 
_ of and potential witness. 
' against their war crimes. It is 
because of this subplot that 
. we're forced to watch Rampl­
ing and Bogarde practically 
starve to death %s they hide 
out in his apartment (which is 
ridiculous, since the SS group 
KNOWS they're there, and 
could just barge in at any time 
to get them). . 
Perhaps the largest 
problem with "Night Porter". 
: ..is, that*it seems t6 last an eter­
nity. (In reality, it lasts only 
two hours, and it's 'probably 
the most slow-moving movie 
Xve seen since, "Jeremiah 
Johnson.", Cavani jBlls" her'' 
scenes with large chunks of 
silence and long, unnecessary 
shots of people staring off into 
space: pr' w'aiklng down 
hallways. Nothing ever 
MOVES in this movie because 
there's .nothing on ' screen 
worth watphirtg.and because 
there's a crippling scarcity of 
quick;cutung and intelligent 
editing. 
I SAID earlier that this 
movie wasn't offensive, and 
within its own framework, it 
isn't. . What hashappened, 
though, is that "Porter" has 
been compared repeatedly to 
.:Bernardo Bertolucci's "Last 
Tango in Paris," and that, to 
me anyway, IS offensive. Ex­
cept for two camera shots 
tliat Cavani stole right out of 
"Tango," "Night; Porter" 
resembles "Last Tango" 
about as much as "Mame" 
resembles "The Exorcist." 
Bertolucci was concerned 
with showing us how the cir­
cumstances of our lives can 
affect our behavior within an 
intensely phys.ical and 
emotional relationship; 
Cavani. is concerned with 
showing us that our sexual 
behavior has been sb politiciz­
ed and dehumanized that 
we're qll headed for destruc­
tion. Bertolucci's "Tango" 
was a beautiful film visually; 
Cavani's "Porter"'is an.ugly 
one. The acting in "Tango" 
seemed honest ;and im-
provisational; the acting: in 
the /U9or bowl 
(̂ ucdUy* 
ICE CREAM & CANDIES 
'2S10 0uadalup»"ri 
Phone 478-0314 ' NOW OPEN 
• Hours-
10:30 AM 
It :00 PM 
' A\Gr«9 Yarnlni Enterprise 
Tonight's Special 
Mug Pitcher 
Shiner .20 $1.10 
Michelob .30 $1.60 
Spaghetti Gala - Tues. & Suit. 
5 p.m. - Midnight /  ̂
Spaghetti - $1.19 a plate 
.yline. 20' & 35' a glass 
Also serving Lasagna & Spaghetti 
fri., Sat., Son. evenings 
2801 Guadalupe 472-3034 
"the unique sandwich & pizza restaurant' 
CEC-74 
announces 
. The Austin $ymphony<> 
Orchestra 
Cherubini, R. Strauss, 
Montsalvatge, Berlioz, 
Conductor: Gustav Meier 
. -i;;Mattiwilda Dobbs, Soprano • • -4^ 
- "" - Fridavlllniaiiil'|#|SP 
Municipal Auditorium, 8 p.'mT 
- .60 with Optional Services Fee -V-
0* 
Ticket sales begin .Monday, January 
~,^_13/Ho0&_Bax Otfjge/10-6 weekdays 
, »oh»dul»»: jMtar, Klntolvlng, Co-op/7:00-7:30pm -
The Cultural Entertainment 
Committee of tlie Texas Union 
TUESDAY IS SORORITY 
DISCOUNT 
With a sorority 1.0. you icon get $.65 high 
bolls and $1.65 pitchers of beer Tuesday. 
We're open noon 'til midnight, and we're 
located, at 19th and Nueces. Come to 
Smylie's and join the'fun. 
SMYUE'S 
Serving the finest liquor in Austin '• 
TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIALS 
(START AT 4:00 P.M.) 
• AÛ OU CAN 
^ ^BUJFFET 
G&M CATERING,- DELW00D CENTER # ]|| 
^ * IH^S &38Vi X til 
- tssssmmk 
. , ^ ̂  FRIED CATFISH 
8^ EVERY MEAL 
nNs ,7 0IHIR ENTREES 
£ -'nm « 
>-ji~ 1* a 
 ̂ 67SA(LADS  ̂
BREADS & DESSER 
l##:. 
Rib Eye 
- Rib Ey 
Buttery 
5 1 4 9 , ^  
*iiQ CfmpStartt)lry»f' * 1" ^ fj 
"Porter" looks as though it 
was calcula ted on a slide rule, 
with Rampling and Bogarde 
still not comfortable in what 
they're doing — and who can 
blame them? 
The comparison of "Night 
Porter" to "Last Tango in . 
Paris" is inevitable, but it is 
also totally inaccurate and 
just about the grossest insult 
to "Tango" I can imagine. 
Before making another 
movie, I hope Cavani takes a 
good long look at "Night 
Porter." Besides being a 
shabby and near-worthless ex­
periment in storytelling, it's 
also a perfect guideline of how 
NOT to make a movie, and 
Cavani could well benefit 
from watching her own mis-' 
takes. I fear, however, that 
she has deceived herself into 
thirking that "Porter" is 
somehow profound and elec­
trifying, when in fact, it's just 
the opposite. In the words of 
writer-director Mel Brooks: 
"It's the kind of thing that has 
to be practiced over and over 
again, until it's abandoned." 
XNight Porter! Complete Bore I Symphony To Feature 
j: 
Renowned Guest Artists 
Metropolitan Opera star Mattiwilda Dobbs 
joins Swiss-bom guest conductor Gustav 
Meier for the Austin Symphony Orchestra's 
fourth concert at 8 p.m. Friday in Municipal 
Auditorium. 
Dobbs has been asked to sing scores that 
will demonstrate her talent and versatility. 
Her selections include Richard Strauss' 
"Monologue and Transformation Scene" 
from "Daphne" and Bassols Xavier Mont-
salatge's "Cinco Canciont-s Negras." 
Also on the program are Luigi Cherubini's 
Overture to "Anacreon" and Hector Berlioz' 
"SymphOnie Fantastique." 
Meier, along with Karel Husa, Walter 
Ducloux and Donald Voohrees, will complete 
the guest conductor roster for the remainder 
of the symphony season. Beginning in July. 
Japanese-born Akira Endo will assume the 
position of artjstic director and conductor of 
the Austin Symphony Orchestra for the 1975-
76 and 1976-77 seasons. 
- Paul Affelder's program-notes for this con­
cert reveal interesting insights into the lives 
of the four composers, especially Berlioz, the 
composer of the major'symphonic work of 
Friday's concert, "Symphonie Fantastique." 
According to Affelder, there were two un­
derlying factors which caused the romantic 
young Berlioz to write the "Symphonie Fan 
tastique" in 1830. The first was his recent 
acquaintance with Goethe's "Faust" and the 
second, and far more important factor, was 
Berlioz's uncontrollable passion for the Irish 
actress Henrietta Smithson. Berlioz went to 
great lengths to attract her attention, even 
presenting a concert of his works at the Paris 
Conservatory — a concert which she did not 
even bother to attend. Next Berlioz started 
bombarding her with love letters, which she 
soon refused to accept-. Finally, in despair, he 
composed the "Symphonie Fantastique" as a 
last outpouring of his emotions. 
At a Paris performance in 1832, Smithson 
made her appearance, but she apparently 
was the only person in the audience who was 
not aware that it was she who was the central 
figure of the symphony's program. When she 
finally learned this, she met the composer, 
and the two were eventually married. 
Tickets to the concert may be purchased 
daily at the Austin Symphony office, 701 W. 
15th St., at the Hogg Auditorium Box Qffice, 
and. on the day of the concert, at the 
Municipal Auditorium Box Office. Ticket 
prices range from $2.50 to $5.50. For further 




ARBY'S HAMBURGER SPECIAL 
5 - 100% PURE BEEF 
HAMBURGERS FOR $1.00 
Small meat patty with Kraft muttacd 
les pit and picld  lus Heinz Ketchup 
Nof scud separafe/y 














NOT VALID 451-3760u 
WITHOUT COUPON 4411 W. Ben White «92-205»j 
WELCOME BACK 
TO 
TACO FLATS SOUTH 
INSIDE 
THE RUSTY NAIL 
24th and Rio Grande 
WEEKLY SPECIALS 
3 MeatBurritos only 99c 
Hobo Plates 79c 
HAPPY HOUR PRICES ON BEER 
Highballs with every food purchase 
/3QUEEZEIMJJ 
EVERYBODY'S BARU ^ 
TONITE 
FOOSBALL TOURNEY 
$50 PRIZE 7:00 PM 
BEER • WINE • POOL 
FOB LESS 
>V9th & Guadalupe.. 
. open at noon' 
Or 
A_B.RAN.D_NEW ALL STAR PIZZA 
.'•Wi 
«• ly , 
". .. DELICATE, DELICIOUS, DYNAMITE 
ALTERATION PRESS 
"SO GOOD YOU'LL EAT THE WHOLE THING!" 
PENTHOME 


























A BEAUTIFUL NEW. ROOM TO SET 
THE STAGE FOR THE WHOLE SHOW. 
. ; .  ^  
f V 1 
Guadalupe 
\ * Xs V-f Jf 
ji| 
GUADALUPE 
78,3560 1 4*+* 6 L 
f- » c \\ ̂  * \ 1- -"-Si*- a mm mmz 
1 mwy-mwrnw 
'' : J •- ^ '• 4 P J't- Vjk 
«F?£V£ 
i^j^~yK'^ ^ < •- y~Z''' " '',,4'^1 f A V J. " •**&!%& > 
• j "That Championship to that of a much smaller city , : has ever.-known a.man; can tially believable as a man who v 
:.S«atoas^dii«eted.'lqr'K«i'~»»mtt-af necessity diminish the' ' identify with;-There is nothing could retain such control over 
Johnson; written by Jason :;%'value of that production, they ''spectacular'' 'in -'That "his boys," despite vast 
Miller;-starling John Ber-, are quite wrong; The Center Championship Season;" it's . separations uj time' and dis-
nardoni, Oliver Handiey, Stage effort is nothing'.less just two hours lifted from a tance. His one. fault is m his 
John Huddleston,- Brent than brilliant, and 1 have situation anyone could poten- slow-paced delivery and many 
Thomas and Rob Wilds; at heard some who saw the New tially. iface given the proper hesitations, possibly ttie.result 
Center Stage. York version say ours sur- motivation. V ' of not knowing his lines too 
By VICKY BOWLES passes it. well... Coach's long speeches 
Texan Staff Writer The actors, all local talent, THJS REUNION at the about his childhood do repre-
Let's have a silent moment seem to have become intense- point in each character's life sent a break ^' Ithe previous 
in praise of Center Stage. So ly involved in this personal when he feels he is most un- fast pace of the play, but they 
many recent Austin produc- story of four former high happy and most unsuccessful are also poetically written and 
tions have had problems with school basketball champions causes outbursts which set could be delivered 3 little 
good cast and bad play or who meet with their coach on friend against friend, brother -- • 
weak cast and strong play, the 20th anniversary Of their - against brother. It is ultimate-
Finally. Ken Johnson has state title victory. In the ly a purging experience (an 
come up with a winner com- tradition of Albee, this simple exorcism?). 
binatiori we can all savor and reunion becomes the basis for 
enjoy. a number of revelations about Coach (Oliver Handiey) is 
Jason Miller's "That Cham- the average, middle-class, 38- the man who has molded their 
. pionship Season" is a Pulitzer year-old .American male. characters. His doctrine of 
Prize-winner. While -that . That may sound trite, for "Win, Win, win, at any cost" 
doesn't necessarily mean who Knows WHAT is average, forced them in their youth to 
much, "Season's" award was but that's precisely the point, set unreasonable * goals for quintessential-"man you love^ ' 
indeed richly deserved. One There: is no single issue or themselves. For 38 years, to hate," .blendingvoice and 
can almost forgive Miller his , theme,.which can present a each has straggled to reach body-movemente-vto appear 
appearance in "The Exorcist" full-scale picture of a modern this impossible, dream, and thoroughly, ruthless. 
on the basis of this excellent - American. Miller has drawn now, realizing this cannot be Tom (John Huddleston) is 
Play- on his own experiences of liv- done, is unable to cope with also excellent as the aicoholic 
AND WHILE many will ing to,, show the frustrations his "mediocrity" (shades of whpse life is primarily' 'cheap 
argue that translation of a (and yes, satisfactions) every "Death of a Salesman"). ' —' * 
play from the New York stage num. and «v<jry woman who Handley's coach is essen-
a ReaI Gemiif Every Way 
more effectively.. 
JOHN BERNARDONI'S 
performance as Phil Romano 
stands out, Phil is a totally un­
scrupulous man who uses his 
money and power to control 
others and then complains 
when he thinks* people want 
him only for his wealth. Ber-.-
nardoni comes across as the -
4 .v$r 
AFTER ANDY WARHOL'S 'FRANKENSTEIN'.. 
ANDY WARHOL'S 'DRACULA1 
-Aner D o t k  
Warhol s 'Dracuia': A Sy Tnumph.: 
The funniest film comedy since Woody 
Allen's 'Sleeper'. It's a riot spoof of 
tfrehorigr-movie genre." 
Bal.'a(-c!. Phila. Daily New'; 
More fun than Andy Warhol's ||§f|§ 
'Frankenstein'. It builds to a wild climax 
once hilarious and shocking, that |g| 
makes audiences howl." ™ 
— Farnu/n Gray. Th'; Atlanta Constitution 
If you dig high camp and gore galore, 
see Andy Warhol's new movie, 'Draculaf' 
\ i,*—-Norma Lee Browning, N. Y. Sunday News 
Students' 
Attorney 
' tin itucUnl*1 ottomtyv Frank 
Ivy. and Annv.Bower, -ar# . 
available by. appointment from •„ 
•  8 a , f t» . to5p .m.Monday  
through Friday : In Spitcn 
•: Building, Room; 3. Telephone 
471-7796. Thi ihxienf*' at- -
Jeffreys —will handle - landlord* 
r ImohV coraumtr pratcttion, 
^employe*' rights, taxation and 
S:-hnurance caMfc Criminal cases 
^nd domestic problems. . 
- W K l t y S / . f a S  W .  J .  ; . J -  ̂ V . . . ,  
mm--, 
—Texan Staff Hioto by Carol Joan Simmons 
pNhadaya^ mean^this town ain't big enough... \ 
^ Thomas, Wilds, Huddf 
cynicism and booze." Like 
Claire, the. alcoholic sister in 
Albee ' s  "A"  De l i ca t e  
Balance," his lines - contain 
the most- insight: (as well as 
-most.of the comedy^) because 
he-is somehow removed from 
: •' -'$$ Thom™' i leston, Handiey, Bernardoni (l-r) 
Huddleston does not play; the of George, the town's mayor moned up from something^ first sight left me. in open- * * * 
alcoholism itself Tor laughs; His besk moments are the deep wiitnn him. ^mouthed amazement He has "That Championship 
his stumbling and slurred . highly emotional scenes when.''.%'j-.Jaaies-is :tbe'.least..deman- utilized the. limited space of Season*- plays at. 8:30 p.m. 
speech are subtle'yet .telling, he discovers Phil has been ding role, but Brent :Thomas his Stage to great advantage,'' Fridays and Saturdays and 8 
Rob Wilds. -shows great sleeping with his wife; the brings to it a depth of particularly with the "porch" p.m. Sundays. Call 47?-)012fpr 
" " " • u , > — —  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  t h a t  s a v e s  i t  a r e a .  •  •  -  "  . .  r e s e r v a t i o n s :  .  '  ' •  •  
from becoming a /'supporting This Center Stage produc- . BEgggjgggySffgBiBjSg 
role." > tion is hopefully a foreshadow-
DIRECTOR-JOHNSON'.also ing of a championdiip; season! 
designed the set; -wbidi at for Austin. •..: \ 




Today at Presidio Theatres 
VILLAGE 4 TODAY, AT 
1:00-4:45-8 30 
CAPITAL PLAZA 
4S3- /646  m  i3  NOf iTH ENTER THE 
DRAGON" 
Brace IN - John Saxon 
Tin Ultimate; ia Martial Arts 












JAMES BOND 007® 
THE SVlAiy WITH 
THE GOLDEN GUN'^« 
NOfASB -
NO BARGAIN MAT!( 
TURES1:00-3:10-5;J5-7: HIGHLAND mALU 
431-7326 1MJ5 AT KOINIGIN. 
1:00-4:00 
r c> '-J.-? /. 7 00-10:00 
1*TVX 
» Fiction ?/ ,J 






W BUT WERE AFRAID 
TO ASK 





I Arkln' Caan 




*S»x" at 2.-OS-S:10-l:lS 
Bargain Matin** lit 
5 JO Ma*-Fri (R) 
BARGAIN MATS. EVERY DAT iO P.M.- S1.1 




1 SENT* BERGER 
SIiowtounUSA 
NxomadNNMo; . SHOWSTAITt 7tOO 
ijDUdcn^ understand 
iheinrt whisn ihey tell 
jou their storjf ••• 
show jou! 
in COLOR .1 
I 




FEATURES 2-4-6-8-10 % 
VILLAGE -/ 
{ "" _ J~ ~H<. ft' 
21st & Guadalupe Second Level Dobie Mall 477-1324^ ExCIUSIVC 
"STAVISKYisone of 
the most rewarding films & 
*=* ^Nora Sayre, 
om fc»:̂  
FEATURE 
& l(kOO 
1 'Tim1*!*N6***' M l t r  
I- , FINE FOODS! 
I MO text tui—i&matiXf* OVtR 
EXCLUSIVE AUSTIN SHOWING-lfs TerHfld 




NOWI DKH l:1S 
•"FttlURB;-V',;; . 
—4S3464I S^» RfOUOD 
FraiMaf fayhr. Htwhouf NiwipdjiAi 
' T t Ftfc nio-taoa^c 




I've seen this yeanw ,̂v'>"! s'yn 
"Resnais brings the period to 
life, creatinganaura of eleganc^l 
and grace and a mood of sadness® 
and corruption: 
—Kathleen O 
"STAVISKY with Jean-Piu^ 
Belmondo is an exquisite re-s 
creation of .the early thirties ̂ "M-
milieu of political scandal and? 
;:Me|udice^-/ ' /• 
— 9f,atr New Yor* Maqaxint, 











. - 3:45 






J MlntelMeL^ •-•".-"y;' 
Mn BmHA", 
AmHii Ctfinn 
ftAlHABlUtWllKR WAT" I 
IHEFROHr 
:KlNCOlOH* 
tnwMSKX* a \wNtiew. (iciBI 
WBUlAYS OMH J^FJ*- , 
, fUIUK M-IO ' 
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'Front Page' Bad News 
lii _.'"^le Front fcatfeV directed by,jV ' news triumphs over love.-iJ' .. 
BUy Wilder; screenplay by WilderS 
andl.A.L. Diamond; Starring Jackr 
Lemmon and Walter Mattbaa; at 
the Fo* Twin. 
v' ; By MIKE SPIES " i S 
•' Texan Staff Writer/ >. 
A few of the supporting actors survive 
Billy Wilder's treatment of "The Front 
Page," but not enough to bring this mori­
bund film to life. Universal probably 
thought Wilder would come through with 
i q. 
,' As for. the professionalism, Wilder 
(idoesnlt even get laughs out of the 
^wisecracks from the guys in the press 
room, .and the1 few amusing spots come 
Irom the fringe characters — Vincent 
;6ardenia as the Redrbaiting sheriff, 
Austin Pendleton as Earl Williams, David -
vWayne as an effeminate reporter. : 
..xi,Walter Matthau and Jack- Lemmon 
could have been ideal; ui the lead roles. 
Something went wrong, because Matthau 
another "Sting." instead Wilder and his . ^is. merely all right in a ham-fisted way, 
collaborator have made a bitter, antijour- 5, j^d Le.mmori is a curiously diffident Hildy 
naiism tract out of the 1929 Hect and . . Johnson. Despite his light comedy polish, 
MacArthur play, .Lemmon drops into the serious vein of his 
Undoubtedly the original play creaks, '^1'Save the Tiger'' performance at odd 
but Wilder's additions don't help. There's / moments — maybe he and Matthau should 
no nostalgia or gaiety from Wilder, who 
has expanded'this theater piece, thrown in 
profanity absent from other film versions 
and given the action a cynical, lethally 
slow pace. 
For anyone who has seen either the 1931 
film with Pat O'Brien and Adolphe MenjoU 
or "His Girl Friday" with Cary Grant and 
Rosalind Russell, the story is familiar. 
Others coming to "The Front Page" for 
the first time may find some enjoyment in 
the plot, 
flildy Johnson, reporter, is leaving 
Walter Burns, his editor, to get married 
when Earl Williams, scheduled to hang in 
the morning, escapes. On the trail, Hildy 
drops the fiancee for the story, and thus 
have'switched roles. 
• . Memories of "His Girl Friday" will not 
stand in the way for those to whom the 
lines are still fresh, so Wilder may get 
away with it (although what is served by 
the tasteless satire on a Viennese psy­
choanalyst?.). There are precious few 
moments as good as the scene of Hildy's 
..vfiancee playing organ for a silent film, but 
the end titles indicate what.the film might 
have been — a sweet send:up of the play. 
. "The Vront Page" in Wilder's hands is 
"an unconvincing museum piece. This is the 
first version where journalism looks so un­
exciting that Hildy seems better off with 
:.1iis- fiancee in Philadelphia than chasing 
downleads for Walter Burns in New York. 
'Happy Hooker' 
rave Portrays Prostitute 
. The Nortii Austin Optimist 
Club presents Junior League 
Basketball on Austin Com-, 
munity Television, channel 2-
from 7:30 to io p.m. Tuesday. 
fclO pjn. 
7 Hee Haw-. 





24 Happy Oay\ 
36Adam-12 
7:30 pjn. 
7 MASH vV 
9 The Ascent of Man v.:': 
24-Movie: "Satan's Triangle," 
starring Kim Novak. Doug McCiure, 
Alejandro Rey, Jim Davis'.: 
36 Movie: "The Oead,DonT Oie," 
starring George Hamilton/. Ray 
MMiand, LInda Cr.lstal, Joan 
Blondell; :  ; . v .  
•P-m* ' 
7 Hawaii FJve-0 
8:30 p.m. ; 
9 Woman ' _ 
9 pjn. ' 
7 NBA Ali-Star dame'v-^'* 
9 Sovn&ttoge ~John/Sebastian 
and David.Bromberg, 
24 Marcus" Welbyl '1 
10 p.m. 
' 9 Llllas, Yoga and You 
24, 36 News 
I0i30 pjn. 
1 9 Captioned ABC News 
24 Wide World Mystery - "Police 
Headquarters," starring Ed Nelson, -
•- William Jordan. • 
36 Tonight. Show-
By JACK GAVER 
• UPI Drama Editor 
NEW YORK (UPI) - This 
. is the 17th Precinct station of 
' the New York Police Depart­
ment. Mdtown, East Side. 
- The desk sergeant is 
questioning a tall, beautiful 
blonde in a low-cut shimmer­
ing gown topped by a full-
length white mink coat. Five 





She does. She gives an ad­
dress. 
"The charge?" the sergeant 
asks. 
"Pross," replies a clerk, 
"and living off the profits of 
prostitution." 
"That's all. Madam,'" says 
the sergeant, stressing 
"Madam." 
The camera stops, the sound 
man shuts off his mike and 
Lynn Redgrave takes a one-
hour lunch break. 
Across the street to a hotel 
suite, the coat^and gown come 
off, a dressing robe goes on, 
and the English star of stage 
and screen, member of the 
notable British acting clan 
headed by father Sir Michael 
Redgrave, explains why she is 
appearing in a motion picture 
titled "The Happy Hooker." 
She is portraying Xaviera 
Hollander, author of a book of 
that title, the Dutch girl who 
came to New York and 
became the city's most 
publicized bordello hostess 
since Polly Adler in the old 
days. 
"Hie script was submitted 
to me," Miss Redgrave said, 
"and I thought it was a good 
one, offering a unique role. 
You don't get many of that 
type. 
"It is not a pornographic 
movie. Naturally, I wouldn't 
do one of those. I think, it will 
be a nusing in a sense. It is-be­
ing done by responsible, 
reputable people, otherwise I 
wouldn't be doing it. My hus­
band, John Clark, thought it 
was a fantastic opportunity, if 
I could do it." 
"Could do it" w!as the key 
because Miss Redgrave has 
been starring on Broadway 
since last March in "My Fat 
Friend," a most strenuous 
.role, eight performances a 
week, two on Wednesdays and 
Saturdays. 
She read the script of "The 
Happy Hooker" at the end of 
October and went to work in 
the film three days later. 
Miss Redgrave didn't know 
anything about Miss 
Hollander until the film script 
was handed to her. She lost no" 
time in brushing up on the sub­
ject, who has written four 
best-selling paperback books 
about her experiences in and 
out of bed. 
"I went immediately to a 
big book store and asked if 
they had her books," Miss 
Redgrave said. "The clerk 
said I would find all of them, 
on a shelf marked Adult 
Books, next to the sports sec­
tion. I thought that was nice 
placing." 
Miss Hollander, who was 
separated from this country 
by official order and is now a 
rather nervous resident of 
Toronto — Canada would like 
to find.a reason to expel her — 
has been in touch with Miss 
Redgrave. 
She phoned one night to see 
how things were going with_ 
the film," the actress said. 
"We had quite a chat. As I un­
derstand it, she doesn't share 
in the film money because she 
had sold her film rights to her 
first book to author Robin 
Moore, who was involved in 
its creation. 
"She said she would see me 
in January when 'My Fat 
Friend' will play Toronto for 
two weeks. I'm looking 
forward to that meeting." 
Recently, there was releas­
ed a pornographic movie 
presumably based on "The 
Happy Hooker" that exploited 
Miss Hollander's name in the 
title. Her lawyers quickly put 
a stop to that. It was com­
pletely unauthorized, pure fic­
tion. 
"Our picture." Miss 
Redgrave said, "tells only the 
first part of Xaviera's story. 
How she came here affianced, 
she thought, to an American 
named Carl, only to be jilted 
with the assistance of Carl's 
mother. 
- "She turned to prostitution, 
founded her own rather 
lucrative operation with 
several girls, bought a 
townhouse as her base and ex­
perienced the first of what 
were to be several police 
busts. 
"The scene you saw in the 
police station is the end of the 
film. Xaviera and her girls 
are booked, placed briefly in 
the tank with some hostile 
street hookers and released on 
high bail. Presumably, she 
goes back to her trade. 
"There is no complete nudi­
t y  i n  t h e  f i l m .  I t  w a s  
suggested, but I wouldn't go 
for that. The sex scenes with 
the customers are simulated. 
I do appear in some very scan­
ty and suggestive lingerie. 
"I imagine the film will get 
an 'R' (Restricted) rating. 
The producer thinks it might 
g e t  a  ' P G '  ( P a r e n t a l  
Guidance) rating. I hope not. 
No one would come to see it 
then." 
34 Police Strpr 
<6* TONIGHT 
NO COVER 
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BOBBY DOYLE BAND 




THE BUCKET . 23rd and Pearl 
Across from Trl-Towirt North - 3 firs. 4mparking 
LAST 3 JAMES BOND 007 _ 
DA^"TH£iVfABU WMIIH 8^ 
ooioSTHE GOLDEN GUN"n:« 
. KDUaD PRICB 
Tit t PJL 
MON THRU SAT •>00 SOUTH PIL-ASA*;! VAUFY k'D 
RIDUCED PRICES 
T I L i  P J * .  
MON THRU SAT. 
An NEW ram... 
k UMVERSM. PCTWE-.TEE>«tCOlJOft»PMWtaON» 
BURTREYHOUJS 
A""THE i f - . .  
LONGEST YARD" 
COLOR ByTCCHNICOLOR" 
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
• 2001 • 
a space odyssey 
JIJ9 






; BARGAIN MMMHS 4ND 
PASSU AK SISKNDD . 








P A R A M O U N T  s ™ ,  
' 1 3  C O N G R E S S  A V E N U E :  
yilia (;i: i 
BARGAIN, MATINEE 
v.; $1.50 til 7:30 , 
SaffATURES TM-iAi 
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FEATURES 6^04^5 
INTERSTATE THEATRES 
S T A T E  
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fWAVSON* TtCHNlCODfi1 From Wmiwt Bros. 
BEST ESTEBTAIHMBNT VALUE 
NO <PQVER CHARGE TONITE 
The best in live rock and 
roll 7migfots .a week. . 
^•s0pef>'at<8f^^wfc 
Mtisic begins 8:30 
Happy Hour from 8 to 9. 
914 N LAMAR 477-3783 
Uva Avstiri 
Rock A Ml ' 
SMOOTH 
|~HMiKrYOu"TixAsi"~ 
| , AND OUR SPECIAL THANKS TO YOU 
AUSTIN, FROM 
VARSITY » 









A (MVERSAt PICTURE 
TECHMCOUOR*MNMnSX)N 
Tonight! 
Presents one of tha legtndarf flguns ln dnama 
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE} 
J " (1955) ; 
Directed by Nicholas Ray 
,4 ̂  
m 




And 35th Strnt 
1228 WEST BEN WHITE! 
BOMtEVARD , J 
: At Baiuitftorlom  ̂  ̂ -1 
• 2700 GUADALUPE /';• 
A> Wilt Strwl - c -'ui I 
Alir' fil t'rn • • 
with James Dean. : Natalie Wood. Sal Mlneo. Dennis 
Hopper, and Jim Backus , L 
Today's htgh school and cbllege students seeing ... REBEL 
I flfanks for making  ̂u* foel so wekome and helping us grow. And to show bur ap- !
I l1.!,,?!*' y°" 0 .FREE JVHOPPER at no cost wl(^ the piirclmse of one I j mnouTA cause f6r the fat tim? are o/mS< ain^/Ti 
1 Clip OUt" the coupon,below and brtngilt in for your FREE |, u up in James Detm m the firU gfneratie/n 0/adolescent DiMCfra 
JiWHQPPER. Round up the youngi'uns and come In real soon. tffr >Sa' expenenciAg that tender,^rotnantic, marveloUsly , 
I- — .w.-* T 4 '-V X mawcAulic [denttficatinn with tfie boy who doei everything 
•* wrong because he tires to much,... he is the symbol for mii-_ 
^M understood .v6ut/i,: //e u in3We lAe sfa'n'b/ mbui«foin^fln^ 
JBTER AUDITORIUM 
' i ^'1 J 
pon eqtitldiibeqî r to ONE Whoppef at no cost w 
mmmgm&m 





Advance tickets at 
Oat Williet and Discount 
Records (on Drag) 
TONIGHT! 
Take TKe Money 
and Run ADULT MOVIES 
RATED X 
521 East Sixth 
Op«n 10:00 a.m 
to 2:00 a.m. 
Son. 12 noon-midnight 
Adult Bookstore 
25c Arcade 
7:00 and 9:00 p.m. 
Batts Auditorium 
$1.00 UT Students, Faculty, Staff 
$1.50 Members 
Texas Union Theatre Committee 
2 Adult Shows Weekly 
Call for Titles 477-0291 
$1 OFF with lhit ad 
otStad*ntlD 









Tickets available at the Ritx, 
Oat Wiiiies .an 
DiKount Records 
-Friday/Janaaty 24/Hogg Auditorium/8:00 PM 
v - Ticket drawing; Wednesday> January 15/Hdgg Box OfficeflO-6 weekdays 
—General 59 {^Wednesday, January 22/$3.00 
SMsonTtokeVL 
- v worth' of film • it*1 
s Avalfable at Meste'r; Box OfflcM ^ 
iD'h ntustb^ pf^sent^d at dwrTTvJo carpcras or tape reairderp^"1^-
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•—.aW-fti-s^r- ,n.< •rfrvfr-ftit ^ atwtegî fegS ...mtgi •VkntffolU 
- CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
RATES 
IS word minimum 
Recti word one time % .11 
Each word 2*4 times t .10 
Each word 5*9 times $ .06 
Each word 10 or more times..$ .07 
Student rate each time t .to 
Classified Display 
\ col. x l inch ooe time -.13.2$ 
I col. * I inch 2-9 times S2 93 
1 col. * l Inch ten or more times $2.64 
, KA8UM SCMBHAS 
Mwrf»y tnn tiMqy .J.-CO pjn. 
too Mamkey •. ... HTOO «.««. 
Tm Tuw*ry. .11.00 «jn. 
I«mr We*wiey .11 *̂) «j*. 
...11:00 ojn. 
In the awnt «l i 
|1WB w tfct fiiMihiw OF» mwiMt tm 
wly OW iawwd Iwwtlw. AS *hw far 
•DJ—TWWNN I)>WH U A«K <W IM 
Hmm SO 4*f% «fhm pwtBwfat" 
, COW STUDENT RATES 
15 word minimum each day -l .10 
Each additional word each days .05 
1 col. * 1 Inch each day 12.64 
"Unctaisltletfs" 1 Una I days ,»JJ» 
.. _ (Prepaid, No Refunds) •..:.• 
Students-must ihow Audltorfs 
nwlphina paylnadvancft In TSP. 
BMg. 3.200 (JStfi ft Whltls) (rem I 
FrSe*0 <:30 P'',,,• tVoogh 
iM v! 
FURN. APARTS. |  FURN. APARTS. I  FURN. APARTS. f i  FURN. APARTS. I FURN. HOUSES 
VwV , : .AV( 
TYPING 





YOUR BICYCLE NEEDS 
WE CARRY A' LARGE 
SELECTION OF PARTS AND 
-ACCESSORIES 
ALSO TRY OUR ONE-DAY 
REPAIR.SERVICE. 
2404 SAN GABRIEL , 477-tMt 






Auto - for Sale 
VW SQUAREBACK, 197a. blue, 900? 
condition. Automatic 50,000 miles. 51300 
or best offer. 452-3676. 
REBUILT 1400 VW Engine. 6 month, 6.-
000 mile warranty. S275 installed. 837* 
• VISITING PROFESSOR returning to 
Europe, selling Peugeot404* 1967.70,000. 
s450/best offer, 471.529), 462-4542. ' 
'At DODGE VAN. Make Offer. ,454^257? 
1971 'CHEv. tmpala, excellent condition, 
fully loaded. 35,000 actual mileage new 
tire. $1600. 451*4682, 47*659*. 
1\ TOYOTA Corolla Coup. 30.000 mlles  ̂
AC auto transmission. $1,500 solid. Call 
after 5. 282-0019. 
1970 INTERNATIONAL TRAVELALL. 
V-l dean, AC.AT. excellent condition 
reeretftional-famity vehicle $1300 459-
5841 weekend, evenings. 
FOR SALE '65 VW bug 60.000 miles. New 
«jfcstarter, pump, tun*upp£ail John 
FOR SALE 1972 Chevrolet Impata 3S0CL 
^s'-zr PSr PBr AC^Ar,:Good-a»dIlton_JV)»_ 
£ bargain, 452*2571.;pi/ 
f-'r Motorcycled - For Sale 
\<m HONDA 7» BMOffer over (1300 " 
Dave. 459-0002 after 7 pm. 
1 & 2 bedroom apartmenh 
. shuttle bus route. 
FromS142J0;. 
' V-ALL BILLS PAID' 
5106N, Lamar ' 
paragon property 
Fleiir de Lis 
404 E. 30th 
Lovefy 1 bdrtn epts. Walking distance to 
; campus,' wall: to: wall snag carpet, 





EFF, 5115 ptus.E. 
Now leasing for the spring. AC, 
carpeted, paneled, pool, on shuttle. 46tfi 
• and Ave.''A.;'''. ;•./ . 
. v̂ ---;;;:.:"45«-W03 • 
FORKISHED- . EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENTS. Small, quiet 12 unit 
complex  ̂ Unique architecture. One 
blo<£ from- IF shuttle. Ideal for anyone 
• fired of the nipise and Impersonality of' 
large complexes. S14S includes efectrlci-
ty. Available for Immediate occupancy. 
Caff 454-5754, come by 210 W. 38th. After 
$ call 4764341  ̂
ALC BILLS PAID 
. 2 BR $245 
' 1 BR $159 




ALL BILLS PAID 
Close to campus, large; bpep beamed, 
ceiling, fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, all 
tetiiMn kitchen, color coordinated, no 
utility company hassles. iOOO Avenue A. 
452-5533 or 451-6533. 
EFFICIENCY 
$139 
ALU BILLS PAID 
Close to campqK large open-beamed 
ceilings, fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, all 
built-in kitchen, color co-ordinated, no 
utility company Hassles- 4200 Avenue A. 
<54-4423, or 451-6533. 
EFFICIENCY 
$119 
Shuttle bus at front door, pool, CA/CH. 
shag carpeting, ail built-in kitchen, ten­
nis courts across the streets, huge trees. 
4504 Speedway, 45H769 or 4S1-6S33. 
EFFICIENCY 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Large furniihed effjctencles, built-in 
kitchen appliances, CA/CH, lots of 
storage, super location, close to grocery 
and shuttle bu*«t front door. Gas and 
water paid; 910 West 26th. 472-6589 or 451 •̂ 
6533. ' •" , 




Large 1 bedrooms 6 effklendet," large 
closets, fully cairptted, cable, disposal, 
water, gav swimming pool furnished. 
.Walking distance to UT; no children or 
pets. A10 west 30th > 477-88S8. 




$129 PLUS E. 
4S1-4S84 J. 
4400 Ave. e. 
$115 - $150 
1 BR FURN. 
TIMBERS APTS. 
I7M44' 1307 Norwiik Lane <7M*4* 





Walk to campus or shuttle.' New 1 
bedroom, full kitchen & bath & nicely 
furnished. Parking, maid ft laundry. 
Only $12S/mo. phis electricity. Move in 
now. Call 453-3235. 
1 BEDROOM 
$135 
Stereo- For Sale 
DUAL 1217 TURNTABLE, dust cover? 
bass, qualify cartridge. Top of the line. 
S125.452-3676. . 
PIONEER 5X431 receiver, list {499. 
JBL*36 speakers Jlst S198 each. Four 
months. 30% off. 34S-2895. -
Musical - For Sale 
- CROWN DC-300A, one year old. mint 
condition; World's best.superaihp, 200 
watfs per channet (729. Newonty S575. 
.' Call Bill, 452-7461 aft̂  7 
VTEAO 4010-S deck and Saimil TOOQ-A &dl 
- tuner-Amp. Perfect condition. Call 453-̂ r̂  
2062 fHer 6:00 pjn. ' - •-
• BUFFET EVETTE-Schaeffer l̂arineLS 
• wood. In good condition. Muststll now .̂̂  
kftaka offer. Call at̂ tu 
• : , BEAT ~ 
H- INFLATIONS. 
• GUITAR STRING SETS 'Save^0% -
HOHNER HARMONICAS Save IM <: 
; YAMAHAGUlTARS Save 18* 
w 
BLOCKS WEST OFP ORAG 
2408 LEON . 476-3467 
KENRAY 
APARTMENTS 
2122 Hancock Dr. 
Ne*ttoAraericaa>aTl*atre.wa!king dis  ̂
tance td: North Loop Shopping Center 
and Liî s.' Mear sbufflctand.Ausffn' 
transit. Two bedroom Hats, one and two 
baths. Available-one 3 bdmv 2 ba. with -
, new shafl:'carpef>' CA/CH, dlshwasher, 
disposal; door to door garbage pickup, 
pool, maid tervfc* H desired, washateria 
In cornglex>.̂ ee owners. Apt. 1|3or calLl 
JERRICK APTS. 
$115- $135 
yf One BR Luxury 
104 E. 32nd 
•VWallror Shuttle to UT < 
"r- (J476-5W0» 452-2442 
/--« 345-4555 
Close to shuttle bitt aniLleltnis courts, 
fully carpeted, all buNMn kitchen. 
CA/CH, pool overlooking creek, lots of 
trees. Water, gas, and cable TV paid. 407 
45th St. 459-8614 or 451-6533. 
2 BEDROOM 
ALL BILLS PAID 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
.Large apartments, fuHy shag carpeted, 
CA/CH, all b îilt-in kitchen, each apart­
ment has Its own private patio or 
balcony, pool, trees. 1008 West 25H. 478-
5592 or 451-6533. 
1 BEDROOM 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Old New Orleans style apartments. All 
b!M> paidl New shag carpet, new drapes, 
CA/CH. moL suhdeek. great'manag r̂s, 
very ctose-.to Law School. 
3)1 East 31st 
478-6776 .4S1-6S33 
UNIVERSITY . « 
SQUARE ; -7 
. 4 Blocks from Campus 
900 W 2?nd 
• 1 bedroom apt.. . 
 ̂ CA/CH, bills paid : 
$135 
. EfficIencIes#CAyCH,bIllspaid 
j . Call 472*4940 or 478-7411. Stt 
NOW. LEASING 




$135 - $152.50 
1 Bedroom 
EL CI D 8, 
EL DORADO 
453*4883 : : , 472-4893 
, SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
CHECK OUR SUMMER RATES 
$130 UP 
1 Bedroom 
All Bills Paid 




~ NOW LEASINQ 
$125 PLUS E 
r Colorful Shag.CaiTpet 
• Central Air ' 
•'Pool ; J. : 




1 BR Furn. 
AAARK IV APTS. 
3100 Speedway ' 
475-0736 478-4096 
, SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
NOW LEASING 
mz 
1 BR -S170 
LARGE POOL 
3 BR - $325 
ALL BILLS PAID 
MOVE \H TODAY 
Best Rat* on ttie take 
Shuttle Bus Front Door ; ' 




Wf, Pet* - For Sale 
1 BR Furn." 
Tangle wood 






/ > 2-Bdrp»;.2Ba;-'v . // 
Furti. r Unfurn., ;; 
Ejitr* lariHfc-xtiaa carpet, dlihwailier; ; 
range, <ftu>o>al.' refr(g, prlvata patla, -
...., .... . cl«» to <tiofile;ai>d campirt;1;-; 
1624 LaVQCa- ~"J \ablt. tutor  ̂ - . ... 
feA - BEBineunn »NOW^ASING. : r: ?5 : 
:• - Uoder̂ NfwManagements 
' Spadous Contemporaryv' 
. Living!" 
; 2 Pools - Coyjered Parking 
•* .' "SHUTTLE - CITY BUS ROUTES 
CONVENIENT^TO ANVLOCATION i 
J BR;ST4?-2BR.$199 / 
4539 Guadalupe 452-4447 
• ComeLlveWithUs!. 
NOW LEASING 
lSSS!3!i5SSrwMK^An closeJTOECM^US Aumpm iwwh SHUTTLE BUS 
-rl BOHM 2BDRM " 
ALL BILLS. PAID 
.. Dlihwajherj-2 Large Pools 
• ' •; Secinltir 
MOVE IN TODAY 
1901 willow Creek-
Quiet 1 bedroom apartments. Central 
West Austin. Large bedrodm with built* 
- — , cen-
> facilities. 
e bus near­
by S14S plus, elect, 807 Blanco. 476-6190. 
NEED A GREAT 




Share a large, room for S64J0/ino. or 
take an entire room for Sl12jo fur* 
nlshed, all bills paid. Maid service ooca 
a week. , . - -;r v • - -
Bring your own rooenmafo oir we wlii 
match you with 4t compatible qne. ? . 
This Is economy & convenience at Its 
' .best. ,'J; 
ONLY 200 YARDS FROMUT CAMPUS. 
2910RedRlver 476-5631 
a paragon propierty 
WE RENT 
AUSTIN 
Your time is valuable 









Beautiful apartment complex on Town 
Lake. Extensive lake frontage. Spacious 
efficiencies. 1 bedroom/2 bedrooms, 3 
bedroom*. Oucfcs. CA/TH. Swimming 
Sool overlooking Town-Lake, jshwasher: * disposal. Laundry 
•faclllties.-AN bills paid. Shuffle bus. ReiK 
ting betowmarket.DiscouQts-on certain • 
apartments. r ~ -7- — 
' TOWN LAKE - • i 
APARTMENTS 
1500 E. Riverside Or. 
444-1458 
444-J750 : 
• .NOW LEASING 
LONGVIEW 
APTS. 
2406 Longview; ,  ̂ ,̂t 
1  & 2 B R  
476-7688 
CHEZ JACQUES . 
V LA CANADA i 
1300-13ffi2 West 24th 
«M0M 472-1598 
, . 1 BR; $160 PlusE 
1 BRV S175 ABP 
WALK-PEOAL-SHUTTLE 
WALK TO CLASS.V-.OIO Main 
Apartments.! bedroom and efficiencies. 
„ Apartments avallablefor nest samester. 
Call 477-3264 .;. 
LARGE1 and 1 b«!room apartments 
ti20.:fl45.- ciase to shutlle bus and UT-
454-W51 cafl alf«r 5 p.fTK » 
EFRIOENCY-AIR: conditioned 1 
bedroom, tile bath, iterate study room .' 
: (desk. bookshelvesl elactrlc cooking. 
appliances. ABP. <72^»B. Shuttle. 
GREAT LOCATION~IK. Shinto.. Large 
turn. 1 bedroom. CACH,'laro« imtkHn •' 
closet. All convenlences.-BI-fi<t. 
2 COMPLEX ES^OTH convlent to UT 
• and sftotHe but. 2 BR-2 BA 12U ABP. 
Studio J BR-I BA Sluwalar pald. Both 
unlts nlcely tum. discount for pwtuily 




Rooms, share bath, kitchen privileges, 
CA/CH. 4 blocks from csmpus. S90. Call 
478-8011 or 471-7411. • 
M.O.. OORM FOR MEN; 2602-
Guadalupe. Single or double. Xltchen 
privileges. Bills pakt 4n<00«5,, . 
DISCOUNT Off: DeWa Contract; Call 
— A R  U T ;  R o o m s  US;'-*' 
29th. Efficiencies 
Cindy collect anvtNEA  :  , 
air WWf.paW. 90S W. t . OcipncSt ; 
195 plî l electricity. .2907 San GabrieC. 
B«rham Properties. 926^365. , 
TEXAff DORM.19QS Nueces. D6ublei 
si99/semaster.'? ..Singles 
$34tJS/semester. Daily mald sarv)̂  
central air. Refrlgtfator̂  plafes 
allowed. Two blocks frw> campus. Co-
Ed. Resident Managers. 477-1760. : 
DISCOUNT ON Oobf* Contract. Call 
Cindy collect anytime. ̂ 5U-6ZS-S45. 
KOOM in fully furnlsbed: house, 
sts/month plus elactrlc T«i mlnut* 
walk from campus. Barneff, 474-25M. 
PRIVATE ROOM and bafh for rant for 
female student. Quiet. nefghfeorfcood; 
Limited kitchen and pbone privileges, 
fenced backyard. HO/rrtonth. Call 45J* 
9411,9am-5pm. AfterS, 477-5392. Ask tor 
Pattl. » . 
COZY CARAGE APT. Travte Helghft 
near shuttle, fenced yard^HIO. Rental 
/Bura*u. Fee,.451*7433.. -.rVs,/--. 
QARTON HEIGHTS. Rambling 3-2, gar-
: age, 2000 s* ft; CA/CH. Only S21S. Ren*: 
taiBureau.Fiw. 451-7433. 
ZILKER- PARK. Roomy 2 bedroom 
home. Completel Has lt ail lust $165. 
RentalBur̂ au. 4517433. ; 
.TOWN LAKE I. Ubvely-2 bedroom, no 
lease. Pordv fenced! yard. S140. Rental 
Bureaut Fee451-7433. v 
UT-"NORTH, Nlca and roomy. 2 
. bedroom, fenced. Students. S190. Rental 
Bureau.Fee.451-7433. 
ENFIELD, LAKE AUSTIN. 2 bedroom 
brick home.; CA/CH, S1S0. Rental 
Bureau. Fee. 451-7433. . . .. . ; 
BY CAMPUS OR IN THE COUNTRY. 
The Rental.Bureau has homes'for all. 
Austin's oldest, targest.apd best Rental 
Service. 4501 Guedatope.<51-7433. 
HORSE CORRAU dog run, oozy one 
bedroom/just $135. Rental Bureau. Fee. 
Call 451^431. \ 
UTAR6A-Nlca large Sroom home. Bike 
' , S17S. RentalBureau. Fee^451-
IUSTIN on shuttle. 0»yjlving> 
PR,nt.N4M^ ,̂ 
Just North of 27th at 
Guadalupe 
; 2707 Hemphifl Park 
RESUMES 
• with or without pictures.: 
.. 2 Day Service 
^^72:3210 and472-76?to 
Reports, Resumes,.. 
Theses, Letters; ' 
All Universlly'and 
busineiswork 
Last Minute Service 
TVPING 
m 
J®® Open 9ni Mon-Th & 
SERVICE 9-5 Fri-sat 
472-8936  ̂ ; Doble AAall 
THE CROCKETT COMPANY , 
the complete secretarial service 
TYPING vfhem, manuscript̂  reports, 
AUTOM^Typ^G t̂iHtriand 
4 . multKopied r̂iginals . 
XEROX COPIES - $3.00 for lOO.coples 
J&l 
SfNGLE ROOM - > Mock 
accomodations. Available for 
student/Quiet top comfort-maid 
vice, WJis paid. . j90/montft. .TO West 
2 0 t h .  4 7 2 - 1 9 4 1 ,  4 S 3 ^ 0 t 2 . ^ . - , .  
TWO CASTILIAN. con tracts.forsprHw 
semester. Will sell BIG Joss: 
Desperate! Call Bob, 4754562/-.£j"• 
NEAT BEDROOM, convenient to UT, 
downtown. Matura studaot,, prefer ' 
female, no smokers. ̂ Privatai bath, 
refrlg  ̂etc. $ft5^47W9«. :. /vv\ -
PRIVATE ROOMS. Two Mocks campus, 
central air. Mald.servfct, kitchen, co-ed. 
2411 Rio Grande. 474-?551afttr*:00 pjr\. ' 
ROOMS FOR RENT: Shuttle. Oo*« fo 
campus-Laundry fadlities,game room. 
A B P . S .  
ROOMS IN fraternity house: One or 2 
P*>oh^aaw,frgm:Slmklns Hall «0i . 
Part Ptac*.~44740Q7/47*-aa7r; 
UNF. HOUSES 
TARRYTOWN, Dynamic 2-2, pool pool 
fable. Extra nice. Won't last. Rental 
Bureau. Fee. 451-7431 \ 
LAKE TRAVIS. Isolated waterfront. 
'One or two bedrooms. $170. Call now. 
Rental Burew. Fee. 451-7433. 
UT SHUTTt.6. 2 BR fenced. $150, 
carpet garage, P«H. No lease. (0933>. 
DOMUS. 47M632. Fee. 
SHUTTLE UT. 2 BR, CA/CH, $175, gar-
age, fenced yard, no lease. (2214). 
DOMUS, 476-4632. Fee. 
SAVE! 2 BR only $145. Pets, fenced 
yard, storage, no lease. (1023). DOMUS. 
47*4*32. Foe. . 
WONT LAST! 2 BR West, $145. CA/CH, 
carpet nice yard. (1022). OOMUS. 476-t, i 
4432/Fei 
SPLENDID 2 br, CA/CH, carpeted, dis­
hwasher, $11% pets. Call (2S22JDOMUS. 
• 476^632: Fee.' 
LUXURY 2 BR, 2 bath, fireplace/ 
carpet, dishwasher; many-extras, 
(2C34).ppMUS. 47646S.-Fee. 
NEW-HOM6,: NEW furniture. 4/2, 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Volvo AC $35; AM/FM, $40. 2TR. 476-
rm. 
Exc.«lectrlc range $125.444-7175. 
. Upright plant ph. 472*3264. . . 
HELP WANTED 
. . and 
complete links of office products. . 
4SJ-7987 ' 5530nByrnet Rd. ! 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM COfT*C  ̂
ting Seiectrlc IK. Thesis, dissertations. 
Student papers. 837'4066. . .' V 
STARK TYPING. Specialty: Technical.. 
Experienced theses  ̂dissertations, PR's, 
manuscripts/ etc. Printing, binding. 
Charlene Stark, 4S3-521S. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER.Diversified 
iServices. Graduate and undergraduate . 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenlg 
Lane-459-7205. 
BOBBYE OELAFIELD. IBM Seledrie, * 
pica/elite, 25 years experlenca; books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, . 
mimeographing. 442-71M. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, report* and ' 
law. briefs. ExperJencad typist. 
Tarnrtown. 2507 Bridle Path.,Lorraihe 
. Brad*. 4724715. v •; •.,' ' • 
MRS. BODOUR'S rTVPING S£RV(CE. 
Reports, theses, dissertations and books 
tvped accurately, fast arvd reasonable. ? 
Prin^  ̂and bindlng on request. Close • 
NOLLEY'S COPY SERVICE. A Cbtn-
6late service: typing, copies, printing, Indlng. 1401 Mohle Drive. 476^11. 
I Just North of 27th at '-
, G u a d a l u p e  
2707 Hemphill Park'̂ t 
ft;#" 
AUSTIN RENTAL EXPERTST" 
DOMUS 
ALL AREAS vr,s. 
ALL PRICESSS"̂  
476-4632 ;i 
-• 404 W. 29th St. 
ON SHUTTLE! Nice J badroom home. 
Den. AC/CM, fenced yard. Call 451-741X 
Rental BurMsi. Fee. 
UNIVERSITY. AREA, on stluttl*.NIC*5 
room home. Garage, studentfc-jlso. 
Rmtal Bureau. Fe»...«l-74M:...» 
COUNTRY LlVING. farm housa. No 
JJgbbors! MO. Rental ;8(|rmuj gftijU:.: 
GOOD TWO BEOROOM Homet StUdy. 
Blke lo campus. JI00. Rental Bureau.-
Fee. 451-74)3. . 
HUGE 4 bedroom home 2 blocks to UT.. 
Hurry;̂ RentalBur.au.Fee.451-74W.' 
HYOE;PARKiiS room,home, fenced -
yard; appliances, no leas*.:.Only SI«S. . 
Renfal Bureau. Pee. 4S1-740.1 ' >« 
SECRETARY TO hours per MW. S2.71 
. per . hour; Apply Par/In 25.. 4 p.m. 
January (-in 13-14. 
TRAVIS HEIGHTS. 4 bedroom*. 2 
storJes._Good home. t]0S. Rental 
Bureau.FM.45I-74U„ _> >' 
. I'l ' i l l  •  ^ ' n l l  l u  r " , ' 4 ^ C .  O U J  : 
fcir** p?"̂ »wutifuiir tum,̂ ;' 
SS &U444«3l ' • „ double or studio bed, all have d£ uog^caii wa/ai 1 hwasher.dlsposa^centralalrandheat. 
GEBMAN SHEPHERD pups for sale.: -IT - £305 WEST 35TH '" 
;Pull blood. WMMd and warmed.,t®  ̂Ai ' -(»^LOClCSFROMCAMPUsi 
 ̂»5I alter 5 80. J vt < MANAGER APT 10^45«l0t 
444-0010 
906 WEST 22ND, Attractive laro, .one 
, bedroom: Carpet. AC. for couple 
-or roommates. I17S?monlh. Come by -
see owner; Available now .. ________ 
. J * 1 1 f̂ ir 
' > 'CLEAN, Wall-lighted-place;near.'̂ .*̂ '̂ lQO-'RantalBureau.Fee.411-74]]. 
• ~r >J Cairteron shuttle. eig;rar£ trMs,.pits -'•< ;•}_'• * 
y welcome, tlliplus .Ifetrlciy ;TARRYTQWN. Spaclous l-2-2. Lots of 
HomeT- For Sale 
ll0x55 HENSLEE Americana Mobile 
-Homr.Two bedroom; 1 Vi bath.CA/CH. 
$3,100.136-2178. 1 
v WANr'A BUY'/an old house, subscrfte, 
; >o thf UT Home Buyent Rtporf, Davfd. 
^Grajf 327-1141, 45M6M.  ̂
Misc.-ForSiole  ̂
JJTOP CASH PRICES paid tor-xllamonds,̂  
v old gow. Capitol Diamond Shopi 401*.N  ̂
c Lamar, 
rX i t. 
: t WATERBED, king. ̂  pedestal • frame;- >-
heater; BtulHul. evenings. -
TOP KNEMactianlcel drawing sett. S35- -
cHardfy eVer .used. 45J-5737. plus mls-
nllaneousltems. 
CARGE DESK. Uke new JJJ orjiest 
' ,  „ • % ,  
|MNON F-T body *32too. Boaster • Y 
- flnder̂ ltfl.OO: speed flner-llia.OO; 
Focuslng screens B&DSU^n eactt; FO ' 
MO'mm t4A.slS040: F^MOi 
jMOJO Call̂ 47M024 . j 
-APARTWEIST NORTH. * 2 
bedroom/> & !'/» bath. 4-plex 
unfurn., carpet, CA/CH, 
.private 'fenced patio, extra 
storage. 8617 Fireside, 
S155/month ' plus E or 
Sl90/month ABpi Flexible on' 
lease duration. Add $l5/mdrith 
1urn. 836-2468 
• . Luxury Apartmentj .--/ • ; 
. ̂  .wlttiall the Goodies i 
1 BR. $155 tff. $130 
'? 
i-29fh West of Guadalupe - ;-
2907 West Ave 474-1712, 
LARGE,: ATTRACTIVE 1 and 2 bdrmr: 
- furnished unfurnlslied apart, with pool ' 
Start at (12100 451-5012. ! 
----- *. \ J* 
' ̂ NFIELD AREAl  bedroom with every 
extra. Fumfshed or unfurnished .̂ From 
' SUSJO plus electrfcity; 007 West Lynn. 
, '477-779< 4H-4162. Barry GHIlngwafer 
-;.;C0,. yW:-;,;:'v;. 'O ' 
; 1 BEDROOM $140 plu$E, Near campA7 
& shuttle. jConvenlentld downtown. New. 
furmfure.and pool. 407 W-31th 453*7963,' 
472-4162, Barry Giilingwater Co.<.',; r-̂ :: 
.2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH. $210 ABP,' Full 
V/kitcheiv laundry and pool. Nexlfo<am-
-pus.Le Font 902Wfst28th. 47Z^m 472-. 
4162 Barry GtllinOMfer Co <• 
^$144,50.- pNB; BEDROOM  ̂ Sao .Pauio 
>Apartmet>ts,shag,4>ool,baic<mles, 




1 BR-$145 uP  




 ̂ -S 1020 E. 45th , 
452-0060 
^Shuttle But Comer 
APARTMENT 
HUNTING , 
: ONLY $115 PLUS ELECTRICITY. Nice 
- efflclenclesTiear shuttle bus. No pets. 
3805 Ave. B.'4594561. * 
. NEAR CAMPUS AND SHUTTLEBUS.1 
Bdrm fumfshed apartment, slio, $121 
wafer, gas, and cable paid. 47Ml1fli,'477-
6048. No children: No pets-
2 EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS at 4405 
Avenue H, $100 piui:E; and $85 plus E  ̂
After 5 453-7194. > 
CUTE EFFICIENCIES near shuttle. Old 
Ausfin neighborhood. $115 up. Manager '• 
1111 West 10th, No. 106.477*5074,454-7618 -
WALK LAW SCHOOL. Urge 2 bedroom^ 
CA/CH, pool, laundry. $Z30 ABP. No 
is. River Oaks, 3001 Red River. 472* 
THE GREENHOU5E: Extra large one ,̂ ra -
m 
Ti 1500 Cercuietortwarra/jty. $35, ton" 





?^s one good reason for living 
-South Shored 
t is a pain inthe 
*• » { } |' r s. f 
But Habitat,Hunters can' 
Hefp, with a FREE 
Locator Service 
specializing (n . student 
,.smrr%zw\* ̂ v  1 1 1  **"V1  
Conv̂ ent location - close? to UT campgl: xk'7 




bedrpom apt.1150 per.monlh, waler and 
Eights paid. Beautilufly decorated. Close 
In. 2411 S. Sth. 474-5701. 477-SW3. 
: LAW SCHOOL:AREA. 1 biKlroom. 2*0 
Swisher.; Apt. 112.̂ 13! plus E. CA/CH, 
cable 476-7713, 441 3144 
/ENFIELO ROAD, 2 bedroom, 1 bath. All 
- elecfrlCvABP, pool, shuttle. 220« Enfield 
Road. 4764734 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM. Pool, pett. Shut* 
Kancoe* .center. nO East 40th, No: 
:-»5.-Manager NO. 202.̂ 4HJM4. .. 
MN JACfNTO ARMS. 1707San Jacinto. 
-:.WalKlng distance .University. Large 1 
J !"«• CA/CH, carpeted. Won't last. Ren-
tal Bureau. Fee. 4S1-74U. 
• Sft. bedroom cottage lust 
5125. Call 451-7433. Fee.,R«fital BUTMU. . 
• TARRYTOWN. « brlck, CA/CH. Shut-
>'* fenced yard, car-
gort. $270. Beth A|l«ldt. ̂ 34-467  ̂477-
ONSHUTTLE, north UT. Partially fur-
nlshed 1 bedroom, in bath.-. Fenced. 
Responsible people. (22S. 34M0().>:>• 
. S1K.WARM2 bedroom home.NaleesT 
.Move now. Call RentarBuraau. Fe*.4Sl-*743]. . j 
UT, *pEA. Nice 2 bedroom, atudy, 
C^^^ouuoniys^wn,., 
CAR'PBEAN I5LAND1 Mantloa. 
CompWe Isolation.; Cheapl liooo-.per. • 
: year. Rental Bureau. Fee.f4Sl-7433. 
2;_BLOCKS TO . UT. Coxy cotfage.?'-
: Appliances, yard. All .for »140: «*ntah?i 
Bureau. Fee. 451-74]], \ > w 
CREATIVE DRAMATICS Instructor, 
part time.- Ran Am1 Recreation Center. 
Call 476-91*3. •; 
STEADY SABYSITTER with car. U:4S 
• M0 pjn. S days/week. 3 year boy. 441-
IW3 after6 pjn. - -
PRE SCHOOL TEACHER needed. 
Senior or grad student considered.' 
Hours 12:10 • 5:30. 472-2370. 
MODELS. Male and female; TV. 
Fashion Magazine. Call 4SI4M2. 
STUDENT. WANTED to cliun faculty' 
home.one day a week. Transportation 
provided. U/hour, 3 hours. 3274»77a»er 
PART TIME LEADER for Hlph School 
wilderness program. Must Have ax-
pwlence and enloy worklng with kids. 
.Contact Rosemary or Tom, Natural 
Selene* Center. 472-1323 
EXERCISE AND DANCE Instructor. 
Evening hours. JJ.30 per hour. E«-
:: perlenor needed. Austin -Recreation -
Center.4764662. ? . 
i NEED : RELIABLE person to keep  ̂
dhljdran In my home. Evenings. Can 4Sf 
096fe*"̂ '-" v 
: EVENING AND WEeKENO WORK. 
PnxMUIng or*r(,.Murly wage ptus -
b»ws. Forfurtherlnformatlon, call 431-
-  < 7 2 6 6 . : • „ s  f  i  •  
WANTED RecepHQQlsrparMlme: Must 
haw^d r̂eferences.APplyWIC West 
COMPANION WANTED. Mature young 
paw) who can derote lo lo 15 hours a : 
WMkas lmaglnatlve companion to older 
vnman poet and Russian scholar. Hour* 
flexible. Pay-good.. Automobile 
. desirable. Mray Smith, j>.o.-Box .9114,- : 
Northwest. Station, tin. n75l. • - r 
BABYSITTER withcar: 2:30-5:30pjn 
• Tu"-/Thurs.Two glrls.Ptxma 475«67r 
• or 471-5514. ys y 
MODE LS,̂ WR ITERS,;'photographers 
for National Association and Publishers. 
, Geod pay on free lanca asslgnemfn Is 
eccepfed. 451-6W. < . 
: -. EARN MOHtree evenings and Sat. Apply' 
! 1Pm°r 7pm>harp.Tuesdayon';; 
lyj 7524 North Lamar No. 211.. y: .i ;: ; 
WANTED GRADUATE;,NOTE takers 
^Natural S< " 
i MBA 
TVPING, PRINTING, BINDING 






'". RESPONSIBLE, liberal. house mat.. 
• Grad student with .3-1. house near cam--
-- t"S. Y,rd„ garten. CA/CH. Ai:pupr««. 
: 452-5161. •', 
ROOMMATE NEEDED.Own room In] 
- bedroom house.- Sl?.50/month plus half:, 
bills. John. 475-6449. . ̂  
' FEMALE TO SHARE three-bMroom; - i 
' house, need own transportation: (123 all 
bills paid. <366936. • -̂ Siy 
NEED" ROOMMATE to share .2-bdrm -
duplei near campus. «J.50/monlh aWv -
3W Tom Oreen, No. 5. Ctiarllei 472-5516. ; 
FEMALE ROOM^ATE(S), (In .TOs of :V-
•30s.) Share luxury, apt., Broadmoor, . 
N'irt ̂ PlW-PlMartPools, .CMhuttle. V! 
iv .̂baths, own targe bed^oc*" * f6r o^e,̂  -
$110; for two, $55 each. All bills paid. 4S4 îu/' 
law -o- y* •• 
FEMALE ROOMMATE or couple need* 
ad. O^n roorp. S45 plus bills. FoT more : 
Mormatlon, call 476TO7, ; 
•FILM STUDENT- needs liberal room-, 
male. Share 2 bedroom duple)! with, 
darkroom. SM plus bills: RlchvU 447- : 
' "  :C--' .:r  '  V.r , r  
. PAY, NO RENT! F.malt houlemate ' 
share large townhouse apartrMnf 
South.,Just buy groceries. SmalfyarA' -
own room. Jeanne..-442-lTW n i 
SENIOR PERSON needed to stiare two 
bedroom apaHment, S»7.50/month. Call 
Bofc, 315-5700. . Extenilw 281 . J « 
4211 AVENUE TSt F. 4 bedroom/2 bai -; 
hardwood floors, large kitchen, porch6&: 
• patios, plents. Steve. 45140I. 
retiefc' 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 
two bedroom studio, *66.75 ABP. Engllsb/ 
Aire. SR Shuttle. 447-5415. » 
PRIVATE ROOMS available Irt spacloOl •• 
vlclwl«n:ho™.Remaleslud«nlioî ..' 
Call Slgrl<)f «77-7524. --  ̂ , , ̂  " .; 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE on. bedri atural &Î . M,,.t fwST ij„ ° *T    e room 
. , ..Access to color TV and iteî og"1 
RA POSITIONS 
,,w. 3 Aprilcellon Forms for lWS-76 Reilden 
Assistant positions - will be avallabll - "h^nlnnlnra .fUaaaaL.a 
PBWBAHTON HEIGHTS , SpattOW 
yard,nlc.; RAjiJ Bureaus 4»{%g-
$5$ r4W. 
UT. NICE 2 BR/fenced y«rd. tl45. no 
lnqu,f* (,,," 
CtMf.r 
and West Desks; Men's Resldence Hall ' 
Office, Houslrw »nd;F0od Servlce Of-
llce;. end^0ei»ral..|nforinatlonand 
fafairal-servlr ts^Speechand 
Main Buildings. Information sessions 
will Im held December s and January 14 
af 7:30 p.m.:4/i,.lester-WMl - Se<»nd ' 
TWO; RDOMMATSS wanteds " 
ROOIVWATE: NEEDED. JBR/JBattlS' \k 
pusailcotTifortab|»»ddltlves.ABP,Ap»^A 
>60 CamlM 
NEED.MALE roommates lor South-,' 
Riverside Studio Aperlment. ABP. First • 
/Aonih's.Renl Free, Call 447-4T33,; -y; -
V . , ...... ... - . ,. .••jjt.V,-. -. 
bedroom CA/CH, carpeted, dlspmsl, STUDENTSf.3 BR, CA/CH, 2 bat'ri fern* FI6« U«nfl»a>tadllii» lot tppllcafIons nlifted W.og. l/a bllls,. 637-J221 aft«r 
NEREOSTupipusroomnMtatojhi 
- *v - - - •-».  ̂ * h fiii ̂2 bedroom-fjirnlshed apt, onRlvarsl 
BAUTGAIN PPPir»PNrv AOT C.,;NUH- . SHUTTLe.aBO #»«^u.̂ ,ru.....t̂  -' FULL -TIMB COUNS6LOR-naaMd 1hr, Drlve. Call 442*501?, 
JOB WANTED 
' Large one, fwaand three bedroom pats.̂ Jth plenty , 
% , o f , s t o r a g e .  F r o m  S 1 3 5  a l l  b i l l s  p a i d . -
rrV .̂ & - T* ... 
Doble Malt, Sulfi 8a 
2021 Gua 
474-15321  ̂
4£r ' fv"" 
! S!I(|LEY/TEXAŜ  "LaDd/scaPed courty9rd/ pbol and;playground!  ̂s 
^hourssouth ̂ l-î Brand new efficiency and pne Wdrpotn apfir' 
4 ^ ^  5 8 7 - 2 1 W  ^ ' 4 U ~  a  
•̂BfiDROOM F.URMISHEO s> llikintrDeonft 
ff I EFFlC>E CYAPT.Furnl» -̂5tttlTTLE,3BR<f»ncedyard,OrtW$lKL-
^ t̂o;taste  ̂Moderfirnew.effjciency  ̂Ul5: 
yyesl toth, Rent $109.50, water and gas . ^OMUS;476^4632. Fee - . 
paid Call T E; Wll»y Co ior appoint — . ' 
r ment.s<72.W28-or see manager atter-5- . 
piQ In Unit 201 0 „ > 
WOOD PANELED, targe 2 bedroom; % 
ibath dn shuttle. Large pooh 2 bldckj'' -1 
• ffromniT-Law School: .WSO/moKABP.--i 
321] R«t River. 477-2104 ' 
' - • •• -f 
UT_ AREA. .S125 plus.eleclrlcHy.. 
p l̂hvvaslMr,-<ijs|S«ai. »fiag c6rpaf,vfull 
P  TI E - E R eede  for 






vqf, writ* 516 Academy/ 
UNF. DUPLEXES 
It c Y/jAMffc71704. 52?/,"S^USS*- "fit Ow 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
hosp(tall2aHonlnturartc6.For'fi/rti)er 
details-conlacl-Discovery Land/ lnc. 
Bryan Tenat, 712<M-7]16, 
4ogfcTov^> pa id?302T 
ipBartonSMp4s\Rd|| 
FROM,SU5 AI-t'BfLU PAtO 
room^Hni-i KtravUrgaone WVrS\9t:E, " /̂lonhaaft t Av*Jlnvf«»idential 
r̂gjiborhw  ̂EarfMJupl̂ xftffetfsJnfgf 
4  ̂ jftneed b4Chyard,lvv«ffd |Mrkliio;)jX' 
- "J<%f storage room/;pji/s wash«r, dryer 
f̂dmishings rafedfCloH benefits Rrtflt--Sh'jfrlii pooî Oniys 
/afcjh 61 ar̂ fi  |o|: jsr tfg ra rood discounts, 7\ifr~ 
s'E 
5pS;«,l 
> * * - >> 51 r«r^r ^y**- *-* 
W Kf-SBT* W>*A>r> *:< =we?"®# &&*+ 
• •• ^ >,-, •< t* v' f», *. ;<•>'< ,' "" 4' ' *" " 
• *"V ' 1, ,. - V^ ^ ^ ^ T 7 
Court Hears ROOM & BOARD XBELLSOIiDORW FOR MEN. ExcatJenf hOmB<DOkfld rne8li.-^AC,-mald,-.-4wlm* > 
• njjjfl.pool.;Grande:474-4552 9 
try. «wper*tive living at fh«, 
Ark Co«Ed;Co-0|x offering alternative -
lifestyle,. Involvement, and friendship. 
Apply af2000 Pearl. V 
TWO WOMEN'S Co-OpUnlverjlty Howl­
ing Contracts to sublease for spring 
semester. Contact Olga or Ton! at 47)* 
c:is-
a® 
Monday, the Travis 'County 
Commissioners Court heard 
semMler. Homey but ho mommy. Co-ed" several agencies' reauests for 
all-men, oll-womtn, and vegelarlan. 474- . 6 , ;P. ' 
m7r,5i9we»ti3rd, icc. .— -ad.vance funding and 
Jan;. 22 for public 
hearing of the 1975 budget. 
Austin Ambulance; Service 
received an extension of its 
contract for brie month under 
terms of the 1974 contract. 
The extension, effective 
through March 1, is the second 
one-month request this year 
by the'amjouiance service and 
was .granted'by .the court as 
proposed by: Commissioner 
Bob Honts. \ 
,,; The Delinquency. Preven­
tion Project also was assured. 
funding for two months, 
•awaiting a funding request to 
the State Criminal Justice 
• Council, the program is fund­
ed on a 50-50 basis by the coun­
ty and stat* but has not 
received approval by the 
Criminal Justice Council. 
A request for advance fun­
ding also Was made by the 
Austin Rehabilitation .Center. 
The court approved $4,432.07 
to meet payroll needs and 
operational costs of the 
center. 
Another appropriation of. 
COOP VACANCIES* economical spring 
ly.C - a,
LOST & FOUND 
SMALL LIGHT brown dog called -
Tlmo".was lost In East Austin. Has tag 
with phone number. Call 3I54043. *20 
reward.. 
ISO REWARD. German Shepherd. 4 mo., 
lost In vicinity of w;-13th * Lorraine, 476* 
0335, 474^211, 472-3S33. 
LOST WHITE female shepherd, # 
months. Collar, tags. 33rd Street off 
Guadalupe. Please return. 476-S562. 
LOST GOLDRiM.eyeglasses near Bur-
dine and; Pharmacy building If found 
please contact Fablo 442-5017; 
$9,987.23 was made to the 
TRAVCO Project of the 
Travis County Adult Proba­
tion Department. 
In other btfsiness com­
missioners approved a re­
quest of the county treasurer 
to shred documents of paid, 
exchanged or otherwise 
cancelled 1971, 1972 and 1973 
bonds, warrants and coupons. 
They also established a speed 
limit, on Old San Antonio 
Highway in Precinct No. 3. 
SERVICES 
CONFIDENTIAL. CARE for, pregnant 
unmarried mothers. Edna Gladney 
Home.. 2308 Hemphill, Port Worth. Toll . 
free numb€f V8&7«-UQ4., 
COMPLETE TUNEUP for Honda 350 
twins. Garage calls make If necessary. 
S10.00 Labor. Ron. 475-S437. 
MENTAL PATIENTS Liberation Pro-
lect. Been hurt by* therapy and wish to 
1-5179 (Sharl). speakout? 47 -  
. ABORTION ALTERNATIVES! Pre* 
nanf ind distressed? Help fs m near at 
your telephone. Pro*l.lfe Advocates. 510 
•West 2Atly;472«4tj*;j:;; 
LlNDA'SlNCOME^ta^servlce.All. 
(of mi prepared cheaply. All'work * 
guaranteed. 2506 So. 6th. 441-0383. -
STOP SMOKING seminar starting Feb. 
Conducted by Cooper Consultants. In-
novatfve. Guaranteed. Cail447-4549 to-
day, . • ^ _ a 
MOVING. WE can move you fast. 
RJT bi Cheaper-than you think, w/out breaking 
It. 454-7944, 454-0072. . 








a.m.> 5 p.m.* Sat; 
MISCELLANEOUS 
NELSON'S GIFTS, Zunl Indian Jewelry 
African and Mexican imports. 4612 South 
Congress. 444-3814. Closed Mondays. * 
BEL-AI RE Luxury mobile home park. 4 
star' rating. Concrete patios, paved 
street, laundry. Lots of beautiful trees. 
Swimming pool. Nice lawns. 841 Airport 
Blvd. 3853600. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner-
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478-
207*. •••-.- ' • 
Students'v 
Attorney 
Th« itutUntj" aHomcyt, frank 
Iwy and Ann Bowftr, ar« 
avallobU by appointment from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday In Sptach 
Building, Ream. 3. T«l*phon* 
471-7796; Th* >M«nt«' at-
«om*y< will handt*landlord, 
tenant, con«um«r protection, 
•mpfoyn' rights taxation and 
Injurant* caw*. Criminal caMs 
and donwttk problems. 
125 SEMESTER. Campus parkJno.SW 
corner 21st and Nueces. Before £ 454-
0471, After 5,. 441-4767.-
UNF. APARTS. 
S134.50. l BEDROOM; Sao Paulo 
Apartments. Shag pool.; balconies, 
mahogany panelled, one block nark. 
Tavern, shuttle, 15th treet. -476-507* 
. 476-4W. 
OU'ETMANO 2 Bedroom apartments onr 
Westfflnd-tor sedate graduate students-
Or *fbff. Sl40 » S220 pun 
Although temporary con­
struction detburs are no 
longer necessary, there will 
be a few minor changes in the 
IF, EC, ER and MS shuttle 
bus routes this semester. 
Jim Wilson, assistant vice-' 
president for University 
business affairs,-said Monday • 
that shuttle buses will resume 
running every eight minutes 
from 6:30 a.m. to-6 p.m. and 
every 30 minutes until 11 p.m. 
He also said the SIR, NR, and 
RC stops on 21st Street will be 
in front of-Jester Center, 
although last week they 
; stopped across . from the 
Business-Economics' Building 
because of construction. 
The IF Route will stop on 
the south side of 26th Street in ' 
front of the Robert Lee Moore 
Building instead of on the 
northwest corner on 
Speedway Street. Wilson'said 
ttys change was made to 
reduce hazardous conditions 
for pedestrians last semester. 
Instead of turning west on 
21st from San, Jacinto 
Boulevard, the EC route will 
turn on 19th Street and stop in 
front of Moore-Hill Dor-
mitdry. This change turns the 
entire front curb of Jester 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
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STATE CAPITOL 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 
— Trij/ng Center 
Proposal Review Set 
By MARY WALSH 
Texan Staff Writer 
A zoning application for the 
development of a shopping 
center comparable to the size 
of Highland Mall will. be 
reviewed by the City Planning 
Commission Tuesday night 
The shopping center is part 
of a master plan proposal 
which includes apartment and 
office units on 233 acres of 
land in the Barton Creek area 
of West Austin. 
Jagger Associates, the 
developers of Windridge 
Apartments, presented the 
plan to the Zoning Committee 
last week, but the five-
member committee passed 
the request on to the full nine-
member Planning Commis­
sion without taking action. 
"We thought it's better to 
have nine votes (of the Plan­
ning Commission) on 
something this important in 
the shaping of Austin than just 
the five votes of the zoning 
committee." committee 
member Betty Himmelblauv 
said Monday, 
Sid Jagger. president of 
Jagger Associates, said the 
shopping center would be at 
theintersection of Highway 360 
New Sfate-Uniyersity-Business route. 
Project SET Provides 
Fulltime Summer Jobs 
University students who will be living with their families next 
summer may be eligible for fultime summer jobs through Pro-
ject'SET (Summer Employment in Texas). 
Interested students should apply by Feb 1. to the University 
Office of Student Financial Aids. The federally-funded program 
features employers from public, nonprofit agencies such as 
hospitals, schools, recreation centers and city agencies. 
Students will work 40 hours a/week for 12 weeks at $2.10 an 
hour. Since Project SET is considered a part ot the financial aid 
package, each student will be expected to save $750 for school 
expenses. 
Necessary forms are available at the student financial aids 
office at 2608 Whitis Ave. 
PLEASE RETURN RUSSIAN 404 
Readers to Department (CAL 415) For a 
chance fo resell fhem. Monday. Tues­
day, and Wednesday.. 
BARRY. QENE .SMITH-Call Candy 
Weesnlr Bartholow I -303-482-8949-
Thinking of you. „ 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
U»M tp Utt vour creative mind. The 
following courses will be taught: 
• Personal Acceptance 
- ' Dating and Relating i 
. Achieving Better Grades . 
. Mystery ot Stimulating the Mind and 
Body 
• Metaphysics 
• Gufde for Better- Lfvfng 
For further Information call; Mr. Steven 
uST^ ^J} -4i71*4239 or Dr: Mchael W. Jeffers, 453*3727. 
> OVERSEAS JOBS 
Australia, Egrope, S. America, Africa. 
Students alt professions and oc* 
cvpatlons. $700 fo S300O monthly. Ex­
penses paid, overtime, sightseeing. Free 
information. TRANS WORLD 
RESEARCH CO. Dept. A5, P.O. Box 403, 
Corte Madera, CA. 94725: 
^ toto a; bus ione; ; 
. h , The only other change is 
FOR RENT 
CHANGE YOUR, LIFESTYLE 
Professors,. Gradl Muienti. Rent 
fabulous house at; fabulous: Lakeway. 
Purn., uniurn,, low winter rates. 261 -
5335.»tt»r $ p.m.-261*5043.. 
FEMALE STUDENT - lovely prlvata 
bedroom. Close to jchool. 500 E. ttnd. 
WWt alter 5:00..;. 
GARAGE .APARTMENT; .'large 
bedroom, living room.Separate kltcheo. 
separate bathroom;DOO pluslast month, 
rent In advance plus bills';43J-3474, : 
P U B L I C  N O T I C E S  
NOTICE OP INTENTION 
TO INCORPORATE ' 
Notice Is herby given that Wayne 
Edward Server, :tf/b/a Valve Li­
quidators, wtiose principal business of-
flce ls located at'Mll: Parm to Juiarbe* 
Road 1W0, Harris County. Texas. In­
tends, on or before January 1,1975, to be 
Incorporated wllhout a change 01 firm 
name. Dated December 19; im. 
Wayne Edward Server. Owner 
the • MS? route', with one stop 
being moved to the corner of 
Memphis Street and Lake 
Austin Boulevard. The new '• 
stop is only about 100 yards 
away from last semester's 
stop, Wilson said. 
Red-flagged buses will 
begin operation Tuesday on 
Austin Transit's new shuttle 
system which runs between 
the University, the Capitol 
and downtown. 
The State-Uniyersity-
Business shuttle system 
(SUB) will "provide a connec­
tion that is now missing," 
George Henry, an Urban 
Transportation Department 
official, said Monday. 
The buses will run from 
First and Lavaca Streets on 
the south to 23rd Street and 
San Jacinto Boulevard on the 
north from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. stopping at every corner' 
on the route. Buses will leave 
every 15 minutes, except dur­
ing the peak period from 11:30 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.,.-when 
another bus will be adjled to 
the line and the system will 
run at 10-m'inute intervals. ° 
allowed to stop anywhere 
between the school and 
residential areas," Bill 
Moore, assistant director of 
the Urban Transportation 
Department, said. 
Moorie said that he met with 
Student Government Presi­
dent Frank Fleming, among 
others, to discuss a new route. 
The result was the SUB 
system, which was approved 
by City Council last Thursday. 
The fare for the shuttle will 
be 30 cents during peak hours 
and 15 cents in off-peak hours. 
A monthly pass may be 
purchased for $4 which al)ows 
unlimited riding between 8:30 
a.m. and 4 p.m. 
The passes, valid only for the 
SUB route go on sale Jan. 27. 
and the proposed MoPac Blvd. 
"We would like to put shops 
and stores in one well-
designed center Where we 
won't have strip shops like we 
have on Burnet Road," Jagger 
said. 
He added that his company 
had agreed to previous 
restrictions on the Windridge 
A p a r t m e n t s  a n d  t h e  
Timberwood Office Park 
Martha Hudson, president 
of Now or Never, an en­
vironmental group, said Mon­
day she opposes the project 
because she fears "it will be 
very much on the scale of the 
high density housing on Kast 
Riverside Drive." 
She said her group is also 
concerned with the danger of 
polluted storm runoff into the 
Barton Creek drainage basin 
and because part of the 
proposed development tract 
lies in the recharge area for 
the Edwards Aquifer which is 
a large storehouse of un­
derground water. 
Jagger said the building 
project will not increase 
flooding in the area because 
his company will retain storm 
water on the side, of the creek 




Your ON CAMPUS Student Store 
Weekdays 8:00 'til 6:00 
Saturdays 9:00 'til 1:00 
• BLUEBOOKS • COSMETICS 
• SPIRALS • RECORDS 
• SNACKS • MAGAZINES 
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h Free Service 
24 Hours a Day 
472-4162 
..." 
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Number of Days 
Moil To; 
DAILY VEXAN CLASSIFIEOS fl fiasa 
P.O. BOX D - UT STATION 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78712 • 
MAm .  w . .  
"0̂  AOtfRISS 
144 V< 
8:00 TO 5:00 MONDAY THROUGH J •fX'T* RHONE 
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Huge selection of new ond ;u$ed textbooks for all 
UT classes. ; ''"V"" 
*Vw6n't have problems finding the book you need 
for any class. So make it easy on yourself; Boy 
all your books from us. You'll get through quickly and get 
your book buying done in one convenient place.^ 
Also/ we have a great selection of used books^The lower 
prices we charge for these books can really help reduce your 
book, expenses. ^ > 
f7 U j 
4 » Ĉ "'r I 4##-: 
&kl*f 
'it?-
i * &i$a 
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We hove a complete line of school supplies.? :r 
„ „ While you're aft Hemphill-Wallace bu^ilft 
,_^T.,Vcheck out our school supplies. We have all the extra * 
items you'll need for your classes. '•>% 
That'siust-orreirrore feasen-+4emphil l-Wal lacej's yourone^-
stop school headquarters. 
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